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It is the purpose of this research to examine the interactions 
between organizations and the work of coordinating agencies in 
influencing those interactions using social exchange theory. A 
model was developed, incorporating elements of exchange theory, 
and the components of that model examined in the community. Tech-
niques of change and the outcomes of activities of the coordinating 
agency were examined in an effort to develop a "case study" of a 
coordinating agency's activity in the community. 
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Historically, social services were provided in the community 
through informal, often familial, networks. With the urbanization 
of society, social services have become more formalized and special-
ized with a remarkable increase in the number of individual agencies. 
Movement from a "growth" to a scarcity economy and new federalism 
as well as concern with duplication, overlap, and gaps in services 
have led to an interest in the coordination of these activities. 
The Area Agency on Aging, considered by many to be a fore-
runner to the Allied Services Act, was implemented in 1973 by the 
federal government for the purpose of coordinating services to the 
elderly in the community. The goal of the Area Agency is the 
development of a comprehensive coordinated community service system. 
The activities of six such coordinating agencies as well as the 
social service organizations in their areas were studied to 
determine the explanatory value of social exchange theory. 
Additionally, attitudes of service providers toward various tactics 
for community change as well as the perceived outcomes of 
coordinating agency activities were investigated. 
The study of the Area Agency on Aging as a coordinating agency 
in the community was accomplished in two waves of data collection. 
The first, consisting of indepth interviews with 84 individuals 
in six areas, took place from May through July of 1975. The second 
wave involved indepth interviews and a mailed survey. Data were 
collected from 191 individuals in 126 agencies in three areas, 
urban, rural and urban/rural mixed. The data were coded and anaiyzed 
by computer to determine trends and Y'elatioilships. The interview 
schedules were analyzed for specific cases. These objective and 
subjective data were used to III~econstructll thi s study of i nter-
action and coordination. 
A model, Organizational Interaction Model, was derived 
utilizing social exchange theory_ This model contains the elements 
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of corrmodities: funding, information, access to influentials, clients, 
staff and technology; valuing criteria: integration, status, world 
view, autonomy, domain and power; and al~enas of exchange: planning, 
contracts and letters of agreement, hearings and meetings, evalua-
tion and monitoring, and client transfers. These elements were 
examined, and their explanatory value for activities in the community 
involving organizations and coordinating agencies was determined. 
Change techniques, involving varying types as well as levels 
of intervention, were studied in terms of their perceived appro-
priateness by community organizations. The data suggested 
changes in activities of coordinating agencies, social planners, 
and makers of policy. Perceived outcomes of coordinating agency 
activity over the past three years show positive impacts in the 
community generally, though individual impacts vary. 
Finally, the implications of these findings are discussed 
for coordinating agencies as well as local and federal policy makers, 
with suggestions for future i~esea rch. Soci a 1 exchange theory 
offers rich ground for the study of community service systems and 
the coordination of interactions within corrrnunities. 
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It was the purpose of this research to examine the inter-
actions between organizations in their communities and the work of 
coordinating agencies in influencing those interactions. The data 
collected from community organizations and coordinating agencies 
were examined to determine the explanatory value of the Community 
Transactions Model. That model, developed from social exchange 
theory 5 consists of three major elements, commodities of exchange, 
valuing criteria and exchange arenas. Of additional interest were 
the change techniques, rated according to level of appropriateness 
by community organizations. Finally, respondents were asked to 
rate the outcome of the activities of the coordinating agencies. 
These findings were related to specific community experiences 
to suggest their application to the community social service system 
in a variety of settings. 
I. THE PRACTICAL ISSUE: COORDINATION OF SERVICES 
Historically, services were provided in the community through 
informal, often familial, networks. With the urbanization of 
society, social services have become more formalized and specialized 
with a remarkable increase in the number of individual agencies. 
(Tonnies, 1957). During this period there occurred a shift to 
the delivery of services by philanthropic organizations and then a 
further shift to the government sector. With this tremendous growth 
in the size, number, and variety of organizations, financed, con-
trolled, or subsidized by government, concern has grown over the 
network comprised of these agencies. Part of this concern relates 
to potential gaps in the fabric of the service community, needs 
for services which are not met. Another major concern is with the 
overlap, duplication, and thus waste. (Lauffer, 1974). 
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Two recent developments have brought this concern into national 
focus. The first is the change from a growth economy to one marked 
by scarcity of resources. While much of this attention has been 
focused on IInatural resources such as fossil fuels and food, the 
same trend has been seen in the governmental services sector. 
Recession and inflation have lowered the availability of public 
money for new proj2CtS and many municipal and county hudgets are 
nearly bankrupt across the country. More often than not, the budgets 
to receive the earliest and most severe cuts are those for social 
programs. Local and state governments in all parts of the nation 
are seeking ways to put their tax dollars to their most effective 
use. Coordination of programs for the purpose of achieving efficiency 
and cutting costs is thinly veiled by rhetoric about the 
delivery of services for the public good. (Gold, 1973). 
This scarcity of money available for public services is com-
pounded by a sense of disillusionment in the "Great Society". 
The faith of the "sixties" in alleviation of suffering and social 
problems by infusion of massive amounts of funding into the social 
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services sector has been shaken by lack of evidence as to the effectiveness 
of such an approach. The skepticism of Congress is matched by 
skepticism at a local level and that same skepticism offers a 
rationale for decreasing social services at the local level and 
thus relieving strained budgets. 
A second development is the growth of what has been termed 
by some the "new federalism". New federalism is marked by an 
increase in decentralization of the federal government. It places 
more responsibility on state and local government for program planning 
and execution through an increase in block grants and a decrease in 
categorical funding. Revenue sharing has been one of the more 
apparent elements of this movement. The new federalism places an 
increasing burden on the local community to do social planning. It 
also provides another pressure to coordinate the activities of 
agencies in the community. (Rice, 1974). 
The A1lied Services Act was proposed as an element of new 
federalism. It was the intent of this act to take a number of steps 
toward coordination of social services within communities, including 
the right to transfer certain amounts of funds from one categorical 
grant to another. That act has yet to pass Congress. However, 
the initiative behind that Act, as well as other tim~ly events, came 
together to bring about the 1973 Comprehensive Service Amendments 
to the Older Americans Act of 1965 (Pub L 93-29, 87 Stat. 3645) 
(Gold, 1974). Title III of these amendments has the stated purpose 
to "encourage and assist State and Are~ Agencies to concentrate 
resources in order to develop greater capacity and to foster the 
development of comprehensive and coordinated service systems to 
serve older people." The implementation of this law in 1973 brought 
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into being, across the country, a new "coordinating agency". (Gold, 1973). 
Coordinating agencies are not new to communities (Mott, 1968). 
Efforts to coordinate certain services, primarily health; and 
activities, fund raising through the Community Chest and have been 
around since the thirties. More recently these activities have been 
expanded to include coordination of training, client transfers, 
information and advocacy. Studies have been done examining the 
work of coordinating agencies, usually by health care systems, but 
few if any have attempted to apply social exchange theory in their 
activities. It was the intent of this study to provide a framework 
for understanding and explaining the work of these coordinating 
agencies. 
It is hoped that the information presented here will have 
value not only to the coordinating agency, in terms of viable tech-
niques and cautionary notes, but also to the policy makers at all 
levels in their choices between alternatives for community change. 
Finally, but no less importantly, it is hoped that the exploratory 
work done here on a model for describing community transactions will 
have value to social science researchers interested in the coordina-
tion of service. 
II. THE THEORETICAL ISSUE: ORGANIZATIONAL INTERACTIONS 
Interactions between organizations are a relatively recent 
area of concern for social researchers (Etzioni, 1964). In the past, 
the major focus related to intraorganizational issues (Barnard, 1938; 
Weber, 1947; Simon, 1945; March et al, 1958), with a few exceptions 
(c.f., Selznick, 1949; Dill, 1958). These studies have suggested 
causes, styles and barriers to organizational interaction but do not 
offer a comprehensive theory for organizational interaction (Benson, 
1975) . 
Social exchange theory is generally applied to interactions 
between individuals. This research, utilizing the principles of 
exchange theory, constructed a model for organizational interaction 
and then tested that model in the community. The major components 
of that model are the commodities which are exchanged, the valuing 
criteria used by organizations to determine exchanges and the arenas 
in which the exchanges occur. The model is presented in Chapter III. 
Social exchange theory p,~ovides the dynamics of this model. 
The major propositions, stated very bri~fly, are as follows. 
Individuais (organizations) enter into transactions to obtain needed 
goods or services and tend to seek some profit (Ferguson, 1969). 
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Commodities exchanged include sentiments as well as tangible objects 
(Blau, 1964). Exchanges may be direct or indirect, restricted or 
generalized {Levi-Strauss, 1949; see Ekeh, 1968}. Exchanges may be 
simultaneous or sequential with reciprocity expected {Gouldner, 
1960}. Finally, exchange patterns become institutionalized 
{Malinowski, 1922}. Social exchange theory is discussed in depth 
in Chapter II. 
III. THE FINDINGS: IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY 
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An interview and survey instrument were developed utilizing the 
model and concepts from interorganizational research and social 
exchange theory. Data from 191 respondents and three coordinating 
agp.oty directors were considered and analyzed. 
Measures of change techniques and the impact of the coordinating 
agency in the community were developed (see Chapter III). The purpose 
of these measures was to determine the response of organizations in 
community to the work of the coordinating agency. These findings 
were then related back to the organizational interaction model. 
The results are discussed in Chapters V and VI, discussing conclusi~ns 
and relevance to the community setting. Suggestions are made which 
have relevance for coordinating agencies, social planners and policy 
makers. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter examines the factors related to organizational 
interactions and coordination. The purpose is to determine the 
circumstances under which interaction occurs and the elements of 
those circumstances which can be manipulated by a third party to 
influence those interactions. While the topics discussed here may 
appear to be general or even somewhat peripheral, the purpose is to 
present the background thinking which forms the framework for 
consideration of organizational interaction. 
The first step is to develop a definition of organization, as 
a unit of interest for this study. From there, the discussion leads 
to organizational interdependence, its definition and the factors 
leading to it. One outcome of organizational interdependence is the 
development of linkages. These linkages are the avenues of interaction 
between organizations. Types of linkages as well as the circumstances 
likely to lead to their formation are traced. When organizations be-
come inter-linked, networks are formed and these networks are a part 
of the environment of the community. The major interest of this study 
is the coordination which occurs among the organizations in the community 
network. Definitions of coordination are presented along with both 
barriers and facilitators to coordinative activities. 
The revieN of the literature to this point provides a setting 
and the actors for organizational interactioh. What is needed is a 
perspective to explain the dynamics of the transactions. This is 
provided by social exchange theory. A historical perspective is 
presented along with the major propositions advanced by this 
theory. This, then sets the stage for building an Organizational 
Interaction Model in Chapter III. 
II. ORGANIZATIONS 
This section examines past and current thought on organiza-
tions with the purpose of developing the definition to be used 
for this research. Much organizational research looks at individuals 
within organizations, or component parts of organizations, but it is 
the intent of this study to focus on the organization and its 
relationship with other organizations in the community. This is 
accomplished through reports of individuals who work within the 
organizations. While it is true that the activities of organiza-
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tions are carried out by individuals, the rationale for this empirical 
approach is well presented by Herman Turk (1970), 
Our rationale lies in the assumption that indi-
vidual behaviors depend on the presence of organi-
zations that encourage or accept them, and that 
organizations are primary determinants of regularities 
and uniformities of human potential for such behaviors. 
Organizations must be assumed to be both the formulators 
and the means of individual action; organizations are 
the actors which comprise any large and complex structure. 
The definition of the concept of organization is somewhat prob-
lematic. Brinkerhoff and Kunz (1972) point out that in the most 
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simplistic sense organiztion,"imp1ies recurrent patterned relation-
ships between various parts of some uni til. Etzioni (1969) defines 
organizations as IIsocia1 units which are predominantly oriented to the 
attainment of specific goals". Hillery (1968) differentiates between 
conmuna1 organizations as "heavily institutionalized systems which lack 
defining goals", and formal organizations which .. • following Parsons, 
are characterized by primary orientation toward accomplishment of a 
specific goa1 11 (p. 189). By a specific goal is mean one whose product is 
identifiable, whose product can be used by another system and whose 
output is amenable to contract, in the sense roughly that it can be 
bought and sold. (Hillery, 1968). 
Brinkerhoff and Kunz (1972) make a distinction between "formal II 
and "comp1ex" organizations. To them, fonna1 organizations are 
deliberately established and include, IIforma1 role prescriptions, a 
formal incorporation, by-laws, an organizational chart, etc." (p.XV). Their 
definition of the complex organization includes the same components 
as that of the formal organization, but additionally includes " ... 
such notions as multiple hierarchical levels, multiple functions, or 
multiple role systems". The concept of complexity does not "arise 
out of size alone, but out of interrelationships among the parts of 
the organization" (Brinkerhoff and Kunz, 1972). B1au (1968) presents 
the defining criterion of a formal organization as " ... the existence 
of procedures for mobilizing and coordinating the efforts of various, 
usually specialized, sub-groups in the pursuit of jOint objectives" (p.298). 
vallfm~nlc (lQhl \ tiA.f,·n;+;nn n.f n"g",n,·.,,"'t,·on ",,,,,.f:A"'S +n "'11 .. "'+,. ~- ... - •• _ .... """ I - ..... ii ...... "" •• ...,. VI \,At ... u. It I __ '~' \,'" u. .,;)1;;\10';' 
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of human beings who exhibit: boundary demarcation, replenishment, 
elicitation of effort, coordination of effort, and channels of dis-
tribution (Guetzkow (1966) deliberately avoids inclusion of character-
istics such as "cooperative relationship", "collective goal or output", 
and "maintenance of hierarchical structure" in constructing his 
definition which " •.. designate(s) those groups of individuals 
in which interaction is mediated and indirect (but not excluding 
the direct) of somewhat enduring continuity, falling in size between 
face-to-face clusters and the larger collectivities, such as cities, 
states and societies" (p. 14). 
In an effort to keep the definition as meaningful and specific 
as possible, while at the same time capturing the important basic 
components presented above, the following definition for an organiza-
tion will be used: 
An organization is defined as a social unit, 
deliberately established, predominatly oriented 
to the attainment of specific goals. 
It is not the intent of this work to examine organizations 
per se but rather the interaction between them. To move the dis-
cussion from the definition of organizations toward organizational 
interactions, organizational interdependence must be considered. 
III. ORGANIZATIONAL INTERDEPENDENCE 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) contend that some level of inter-
dependence must exist before organizational interaction will take 
place. This section describes interdependence, its causes, its 
many forms, and the levels most suitable for interaction. To 
give historical perspective, the concept of integration is presented 
as an introduction to the topic of interdependence. 
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The most basic definition of integration is lito bring together 
(parts) into a whole. II An expansion of this definition is lIa state in 
which the behavior of the individual is in hannony with the environment" 
(Barnhart, 1947, 1961). Durkheim (1897, 1951) was the first social 
researcher to systematically examine social integration. In his famous 
monograph on suicide, he demonstrated a relationship between the degree 
to which individuals are integrated into cohesive groups and their 
inclination to various types of suicide. (De Fleur, et al., 1971, 1976). 
As published in 1960, Ourkheim related integration to two types of 
solidarity. "Mechanical solioatiry" is tne integration of parts through com-
mon values and beliefs. These values and beliefs constitute a collective 
conscience that enables persons and groups to cooperate successfully. 
In contrast, "organic solidarity" is integration through interdependence; 
the parts of the whole reciprocate services as do the parts of an 
organism. 
Parsons (1937, 1951) expanded on Durkheim's view in his discus-
sion of normative integration. Such integration is achieved when the 
focal elements in the cultural system -- the society's common values 
are institutionalized in structural elements of the social system. 
This occurs at three levels. Most general in application are norms 
that apply to certain categories or kinds of persons, such as men and 
women or mothers. Next are norm~tive controls of collectives, such as 
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schools or businesses. Finally there are structural roles within 
collectives such as teacher, pupil. Sanctions as well as specifications 
of correct conduct exist at each level. (See Angell, 1968), 
Landecker (see Sills, 1968) distinguished four types of inte-
gration. Cultural integration is the consistency among cultural standards. 
Normative integration is the consistency between cultural standards and 
the conduct of persons. Communicative integration describes the extent 
to which the network of communication permeates the social system, and 
functional integration is the degree to which there is mutual interdepen-
dence among the units of a system of division of labor. (Angell,1968). 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) defined a state of interdependence as occurring 
when lithe acts of one organization affect those of another in an ilTlTledi-
ate way" (p. 147). They point out that in some sense, every individual 
affects another and that in the extreme, all organizations can be 
considered interdependent. 
Hawley (1968) distinguished between two types of interdependence: 
symbiotic, on the basis of their complementary differences, and commensual 
on the basis of their supplementary similarities. Thomas (1957) suggests 
that interdependence can be facilitative (e.g., five agencies providing 
different services to the same client) or competitive (firms competing 
for a fixed market). 
Litwak and Rothman contended that competitive interdependence 
requires "adjudicative functions". 
The key point about competitive interdependence is 
that cooperation occurs under conditions of mistrust 
or threat. Ideally, the organizations involved would 
like to eliminate the others. This is an underlying 
threat despite their mutually avowed cooperation. As 
a consequence, any difference which might arise is 
always bound to be disputed. It is for this reason, 
we hypothesize that to be effective, there must be 
some way of settling disputes. 
By contrast, facilitative interdependence means that 
each organization can gain from cooperating with the other. 
If differences arise, each calls for further clarification 
on the assumption that differences can only be a conse-
quence of errors in communication (p. 162, 1970). 
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Litwak and Rothman (1970) further contended that "partial inter-
dependence ll is the ideal basis for maintaining a confederation of 
organizations. A state of complete dependence would lead to merger 
and if there were no interdependence there would be no linkages. In 
their discussion of partial interdependence they includ~d the concept 
of ,~eciprocity or symmetrical exchanges. 
More precisely, there cannot be extreme asummetry 
in aid. In cases of extreme asymmetry in interdepen-
dence, we would hypothesize no linkages at all or 
complete merger depending on the inclination of the 
non-dependent member (p. 148, 1979). 
Both B1au (1964) and Litwak (1965) agreed that IImodern symnetries ll 
are consistent with interorganizationa1 linkages and are important deter-
minants of their shape. This thought is expanded by Litwak and Rothman 
(1970 ) 
[S]ymmetry of dependence need not involve a direct 
exchange of similar services at a given moment off 
in time. Rather it may involve limited time lag as 
well as exchange of different services and indirect 
paths of exchange. 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) also distinguished between homogeneous 
and sequential interdependence. In a homogeneous network, resources 
to one will help all. In a sequential system, each part is tied to the 
next in such a way that a large input of resources to one could break 
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down the system. He used an example of a juvenile criminal justice 
system in which the schools and police serve as the intake for the 
system, the courts are the evaluation unit and diagnostic agencies, and 
probation and treatment agencies provide therapy. If, for example, 
the intake agencies were to receive a large amount of additional 
resources, the remainder of the system might be overlooked. The 
following reactions might take place: 
(1) alter the rate of productivity 
(2) take on the functions of the faltering institutions 
(3) join in an effort to produce more funds for other agencies 
(4) seek technological breakthroughs which enable other 
agencies to handle more tasks with the same resources. 
Aldrich and Herker (1975) suggested three levels of study of 
organizational interdependence. These are: interdependence betwep.n 
two organizations, between focal organizations and their organizational 
sets, and among all organizations in a network of organizations. 
Mindlin and Aldrich (1975) and Pugh (1969) add to this list, the 
dependence of the organization to its more general environment, re-
lating this variable to aspects of organizational structure. 
Finally, awareness of interdependence can vary. McDonough (1968), 
as reported by Litwak and Rothman (1970), presents three distinct forms 
of awareness of interdependence. 
(1) the organization designates someone to coordinate 
(2) the members of the organization are aware of a need 
for coordination 
(3) the larger public are aware of theneed for coordination (p.150) 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) pointed out that organizations can be in 
states of interdependence and not recognize it, citing the example 
of numerous welfare organizations providing services to the same 
welfare families. This lack of awareness is not limited to the 
nature of interdependence but extends to lack of knowledge of the 
existence of the organization in the system. 
The other side of the issue of lack of awareness of 
interdependence is overestimating the level of interdependence. 
Morris and Binstock (1966) have pointed out that all too often 
agency personnel meet with each other and attempt to coordinate 
their activities when, in fact, there is not sufficient interde-
pendence to warrant it. 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) contended that the higher the 
level of awareness of interdependence, the more effective are 
formal modes of linkages. This issue is discussed in more detail 
in the section on linkages. 
Finally, level of awareness relates to cooperation and 
conflict. Brody (1963) explored the hypothesis that increased 
conflict would lead to breaks in contacts between large social 
groups. Contrary to his expectation he found that the greater 
the potential conflict, the greater the interaction. He 
explained this by pointing out that where people are aware of 
their interdependence, the increased competition forces them 
into closer cooperation. 
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This brief review has demonstrated that some level of 
interdependence is necessary for organizational interaction. 
It is contended that partial interdependence is most conducive 
to interactions and that an accurate and adequate level of 
awareness is necessary for appropriate and meaningful inter-
actions to occur. Given an appropriate level and awareness of 
interdependence, organizational interactions and linkages are 
likely. The conditions surrounding such linkages and inter-
actions are presented in the next section. 
IV. ORGANIZATIONAL INTERACTIONS AND LINKAGES 
To understand the circumstances under which organizations 
interact, one must examine the nature of the interactions and 
the formation of interorganiztaiona1 linkages. Benson (1975) 
contended that research in interorganizationa1 relations is 
deficient because of "conceptual confusion and overlap". It 
is his view that the interorganizationa1 relationship has 
proven to be a "complex, variegated, multilevel phenomenon". 
This section is intended as a brief overview of some of the 
considerations of interorganizationa1 linkages and interact~~ns. 
Etzioni (,1964) po; nted out that substantial inrJrmati on 
is known about individual interaction, but 1ittlG is known 
about organizational interrelationships. Aldrich (1970) contended 
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that there are two principal ways to conceptualize inter-
organizational relations: 
1. as relations·between sub-parts of a larger unit, such 
as the level of relations between organizations in 
a community (Aiken and Alford, 1970; Turk, 1970; Warren, 
1967), or 
2. as relationship between a particular organization or 
social unit and other social units, such as between 
selected voluntary organizationa and other organiza-
tions (Aiken and Hage, 1968; Lefton and Rosengren, 
1966), ( p • 1). 
This research examines both types of interorganizational 
relations. 
Aldrich (1972) described three sets of assumptions which 
lead to the study of interunit relations: 
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l} Cooperative relations are "good ll , i.e., have beneficial 
effects upon performance, through efficient use of resources (Warren, 
1967, Reid, 1964; Douds and Rubenstein, 1966), coordination of efforts 
and nonduplication of services. Cumming (1968), however, has documen-
ted how such relations may also be conceived as a system of control 
over deviants. 
2} Interorganizational relations are a means whereby 
organizations can maximize their use of resources in the interest of 
innovation and change (Hage and Aiken, 1968; Levine, White and Paul, 
1963). The focus here is upon creating the conditions in organizations 
or communities for achieving higher levels of cooperative relations 
or joint programs which facilitate resource maximization. 
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3) Contracts, domain consensus, overlapping boards, jOint 
planning and programs are responses to environmental uncertainties 
(Cyert and March, 1963) which center around problematic contingencies (p.8). 
The study of interorganizationa1 relationships is relatively 
new. As stated earlier, the major focus until recently was the organi-
zation and its internal function (Weber, 1947; Barnard, 1938; Simon, 
1945; March and Simon, 1958). There were a few early exceptions, 
namely Se1znick 1s (1949) work on the T.V.A.; Ridgeway1s (1957) study 
of manufacturer-dealer relationships; Oi11 ls (1958) comparative study 
of two Norwegian firms; Parson1s (1959) concern with adaptation, goal 
attainment, pattern maintenance and integration; Levine and White1s 
(196l) research on health and welfare agencies; Elling and Ha1ebsky's 
(1961) study of hospitals; and Litwak and Hilton's (1962) study of 
community chests and social service exchanges. 
These studies examined various aspects of the organizationls 
relationship with its environment. For the purpose of this study, the 
focus is narrowed to include only the interactions between the organi-
zations and other organizations in the community. The fundamental 
question being, under what conditions do organizations interact. 
Benson (1975), in looking at service de1ivery,- held that interactions 
II ••• are ultimately dependent upon resource acquisition. Considera-
tions of resource adequacy determine, within fairly restrictive limits, 
the nature of interactions in the performance of mandated functions ll (p.231). 
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Benson (1975) following Yuchtman and Seashore (1967) assumed that, 
Organization decision makers are typically oriented 
to the acquisition and defense of an adequate supply 
of resources. Such orientation becomes, for decision 
makers, an operational definition of the purposes of 
the organization and thus of their responsibilties 
as decision makers. (These) abstract purposes, charter 
goals and the like come to be translated into ongoing 
programs, established structures, and the training, 
history of personnel{p. 231). 
Not all interaction or linkage formation can be described as 
simple outgrowth of resource acquisition. The complexity of the matter 
was suggested by Litwak and Meyer (1966) who demonstrated in a study of 
Detroit schools that those organizations best able to form linkages 
were those with Uextra" resources. The issue of resource acquisition 
as the basis of organizational interaction will be discussed in more 
detail in the section concerned with social exchange theory. 
Closely related to the concepts of organizational interaction 
are organizational linkages. In fact, some authors view a linkage 
as a form of interaction (Hage, 1973; Litwak and Rothman, 1970). 
Linkages between organizations can be conceived of in a variety of 
ways; passage of information, transfers of clients or funds, input-
output exchange and the sharing of facilities (Levine and White, 1961; 
Thompson, 1962; Aiken and Hage, 1968; Litwak, 1970). A number of 
authors have suggested various factors around which types of linkages 
can be arranged. 
Lehman (1975) offered the following list: (1) type of control, 
(2) types of resources exchanges, (3) scope of interorganizational 
relations (how many different kinds of resources are involved), 
(4) saiience of interorganizationa1 relations (how germane are the 
resources, i.e., goal relevant vs. ancillary) and (5) symmetry of 
interorganizational relations (direction of flow of resources, i.e., 
one-way or reciprocal). 
Thompson and McEwen (1958)differentiated relationships by 
activities. Their list included: 
(1) Competition, where there is no direct contact between 
the organizations though they share a common relation to some third 
party. 
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(2) Bargaining, in which there are limited agreements 
between the two parties concerning the exchange of goods and services. 
(3) Co-optation, where leadership elements of one organi-
zation are taken into another. 
(4) Coalition formation, in which organizations become 
formally committed to joint decisions. 
It should be noted that these activities are ranked in order 
of increasing interdependence and decreasing sovereignty of the organi-
zation. 
Black and Kase (1963) presented a similar classification of 
relations between organizations: 1) informal understandings between 
agencies, 2) formalized referral procedures, 3) functional coordination, 
4) joint programs or sharing of forces, and 5) interdisciplinary 
staff for pilot projects. Klonglan (1969) adds "representation of 
other agencies on the board" and "in-service training of other staff" 
to the list. 
Johns and Demarche (1957) suggested the following dimensions 
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around which interagency relationships may be classified; those 
involving "further acquaintance with other agency leaders"; those 
resulting in an exchange of information; those which, in addition to 
furthering acquaintance and exchanging information, "result in specific 
consultation with representatives of other agencies"; those which, in 
addition to the above, result in "definite planning with representa-
tives of other agencies ll and those which result in IIdefinite 
operating responsibilities with representatives of other agencies." 
These typologies are based mainly on cooperative process or 
intensity of relationship but there are other potential factors. 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) examined the formality of linkages, 
ranging from impersonal rules through "friendship-type" links. An 
example of linkages characterized by impersonal rules would be the 
exchange of books between libraries, accomplished v'la written forms 
according to published rules. A mid-range of formality is evidenced 
by special linkage organizations such as the community chest, AMA, 
etc. These are characterized by paid staff whose purpose is to 
maintain the link. At the extreme end of informality are IIfriendship-
type ll links which resemble primary group contacts between members of 
the agencies involved. Much of this type of interaction occurs 
informally between executives of the organizations involved, i.e., 
over lunch or in presumably social situations (private clubs or 
parti es). 
Al drich (l972) di stinguished between lIinstitutional ll 1 inkages, 
such as domain consensus, overlapping boards and committees, and 
"operationalll linkages, such as information exchange, referrals, and 
shared resources of various kinds. He contends that the former 
may be based upon common values and understandings while the latter 
are based more on complimentarities in task. 
Finally, Hollister (1966) speculated that there is pressure 
for internal consistency between the internal structure of organiza-
tions and their linking mechanisms. Thus, for example, rationalistic 
organizations would be most consistent with linkage' structures which 
were formalistic, while human relations structures would be most 
consistent with ':;tructures which were primary group oriented. 
It becomes evident that the study of linkages is a complex and 
multi-faceted task. Yet underlying the area is a recognition that 
linkages and interactions are somehow related to needs and transfers 
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of basic resources. These basic resources include information, clients, 
funds, staff, and program (Levine and White, 1961; Thompson, 1962; 
Aiken and Hage, 1968). 
As organizations develop linkages with each other, a network 
of organizations is formed. The next section describes various points 
of view relative to community networks, in an effort to describe the 
environment in which organizational interactions occur. 
V. ORGANIZATIONAL NETWORKS 
In describing the environment in which organizational inter-
actions occur, a discussion of the various perspectives of the concept 
of community is presented. The purpose is to better understand the 
broad place in which these interactions occur, and the function of 
interactions in determining the nature of that place. 
Rubin (1969) suggested that community is to be found in 
those social ties which bind the individual meaningfully to the 
larger society. These ties are found in concrete organizations 
and are characterized by primary and secondary interaction of the 
members. Such ties may be constituted within occupational roles, 
ethnic group affiliations, or religious groups. (See Warren, 1974). 
Rubin (1969) contended that locality is a relatively unimportant 
variabl e in defining community. Kaufman (1959) took a s 1 i ghtly 
different view: 
Community must be differentiated from the local 
society, even though it is a locality-oriented phen-
omenon. It is best defined and investigated in terms 
of community actions, actions of coalitions of local 
people and organizations around local concerns (p. 9). 
Bernard (1968) taking an approach from politica1 science 
p~esented the following definition: 
A community ... is a territorially bounded 
social syste~ or set of interlocking or integrated 
functional subsystems (economic, political, religious, 
ethical, educational, legal, socializing, reproduc-
tive, etc.) serving a resident population, plus the 
materiai cuiture or physical plant through which the 
subsystems operate (p. 163). 
There is a general minimization of the importance of affect 
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in these definitions. Tonnies (1887, 1957) utilized feelings and affect 
in putting forth his ideas of Gemeinschaft and Gesel1 schaft. Gemein-
schaft refers to a "col111lUnity of feelingll (a kind of associative 
unity of feelings and emotions) that results from likeness and shared 
life experience. "Natural wi11" (springing from individual's tempera-
ment, character and habits) predominates in Gemeinschaft relationships. 
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Gese11schaft is predominated by rational will, and volition is 
dominated by thinking and the distinction between ends and means. 
Relationships are contractual and values are monetary. (Miner, 1974). 
Roland Warren (1974) presented two theoretical orientations for 
viewing the conmunity. The first is what he called "concrete collecti-
vity" by which he meant an 
•.• organized, identifiable social system which 
can be clearly distinguished from its environment and 
is capable of acting as a social entity in its own right, 
thus having a set of its own interests which are clearly 
distinguishable from the interests of its constituent 
parts, and having its own specifically identifiable 
shared values and norms and being capable of developing 
goals and taking action toward accomplishing them (p. 1-2). 
The second, termed the Hnew ecology", views the cor11llUnity not 
as a collective entity but as "the simple aggregate of the clustered 
interaction of people and organizations occupying a restricted geo-
graphic area, whose aggregate interaction, in both structure and function 
demonstrates not chaos or randomness but large areas of systematic 
inter-connections." There are often shared norms and values, but 
unlike the collectivity view, they tend to come from the macro-culture 
rather than being community-specific. The community's interest is 
"merely some aggregate of the individual interests of the parts" 
(Warren, 1974). 
El izabeth Bott (1957) presented what appears to be a combination 
of the two views. She did not 100k for a collectivity called community, 
but instead saw the community function performed within identifiable 
networks of relationships surrounding each individual. These indi-
vidual networks, she found, are not random but systematically structured. 
(See also, Scherer, 1972; Wellman and Craven, 1973; Warren, 1974). 
The current study follows, more closely, Warren's (1974) 
second model, the "new ecology". Warren called this the new ecology 
because: 
... the ecological approach lends itself to 
analysis of the systematic nature of interaction and 
exchange patterns without making the assumption of 
collectivity orientation, or that the existence of 
systematic relationships implies a Parsonian collectivity. 
It is directed at the units which interact, and looks 
to the systemic nature of that interaction, rather than 
focusing on the inclusive system as the unit of analysis. 
The new ecology is an ecology of social rather 
than physical space. It concerns itself with the sys-
tematic ways in which people and organizations interact 
within and across sectors of community concern. The 
existence of social space is implicitly recognized in 
terms such as field of interaction, organizational 
domains, and sectors of activity (p. 15). 
One of the assumptions underlying the current research is 
that "convnunities" don't act. Instead, organizations and individuals 
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act. Warren (1974) emphasized this by pointing out that what we often 
describe as "conmunity actions are actions of particular combinations 
of individuals and organizations". These can either occur as coalitional 
activity within a sector (usually in larger cities) or follow the more 
conventional "community deve1opment" approach, by organizing a de 
facto formal organization representing various sectors. 
The point is made in this section that community may be viewed 
either as the place in which interactions occur or as the aggregate 
of those interactions. Each of these definitions has meaning for this 
research. In the first instance, the community presents a place in 
which organizationai interactions occur. it offers a set of norms 
a history, a combination of resources, and a set of actors. On the 
other hand, the community ~ the set of systematic exchanges and 
patterned interactions (Warren, 1974). In order to distinguish be-
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tween these two meanings, the former definition will be called community; 
the latter will be called community network. 
The community network requires some level of cooperation, if not 
coordination in order to exist. The next sections define and compare 
the concepts of cooperation and coordination, emphasizing the circum-
stances under which each is likely to occur. 
VI. ORGANIZATIONAL COORDINATION 
This section develops a definition of coordination differentiating 
the concept from that of cooperation. Many of the definitions of 
cooperation are examined to determine the thread that ties them together. 
Barriers as well as pressures to cooperation are discussed and compared. 
As cooperation is less spontaneous and increasingly directed, it becomes, 
for purposes of this research, coordination. The definition of coordina-
tion is followed by a discussion of the barriers and facilitators of 
coordination. 
Cooperation was defined by Young (1949) as IIjoint striVing with 
other or others for' a good, goal, or value. II Nisbet (1968) expanded 
this definition to describe cooperation as "joint or collaborative 
behavior that is directed toward some goal and in which there is common 
interest or hope of reward." 
Cooperation may be voluntary or involuntary, formal 
or informal but always there is a combination of efforts 
toward a specific end in which all of the participants 
have a stake, real or imagined (Nisbet, 1968) (P. 384). 
and Coordination Among Primitive Peoples. Demetrius Gust; (1941) 
studied formal systems of cooperation both within and among rural 
Rumanian villages. 
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More recently, interest in cooperation has been found among the 
industrial psychologists (directed cooperation), the child psycholo-
gists (spontaneous cooperation) and the social ecologists (unconscious 
cooperation). (Nisbet, 1968, and Long, 1958). Each discipline carries 
its own definitions and assumptions related to the concept. 
Cooperation can be viewed as an ethical ~, a most honored 
value. Some philosophers make cooperation synonymous with the whole 
fabric of morality. Cooperation can be a social process, central to 
evolution and related to both change and stability. Finally, coopera-
tion can be viewed as a social structure, seen in the many organizations 
created for the purpose of pursuing goals. (Nisbet, 1968). 
Nisbet (1968) continued to list five types of cooperation. 
Automatic, which refers to varied types of imper-
sonal coordination, jointness of behavior and mutuality 
of interest that arise directly from ecological position 
(e.g., modern economy and relations between religious 
groups). 
Traditional, which is regulated neither by instinct, 
volition, nor simple location but by traditional norms 
(e.g., Chinese clans, merchant guilds). 
Contractual, in which the terms of cooperation are 
specific and conditional upon the will of the partici-
pants or governed by regal sanctions (e.g., credit 
unions, consumer cooperatives). 
Directed, which is incidentally derivative of common 
recognition of a goal or norm (e.g., military organiza-
tions, modern complex organizations). 
Srontaneous, which is situational in character, 
usual y occurring when some amity is present, unpre· 
scribed by contract or command (p. 385). 
Levine and White (1961) held that for all views of cooperation, 
the basic underlying motivator is scarcity. 
Theoretically, then, were all the essential 
elements in infinite supply, there would be little 
need for organizational cooperation as an ideal. 
Under actual conditions of scarcity, however, inter-
organizational exchanges are essential for goal 
attainment (p. 585). 
Levine, et al. (1963) added a cautionary note. 
We should not assume that executive personnel 
always know their organizational self interest and 
are ever acting in its behalf. In fact, over concern 
with the immediate acquisition of elements may have 
long·run negative consequences (p. 1192). 
In their 1963 study of problems in providing medical care and 
social services, Levine (et al., 1963) described seven categories of 
cooperation, based on what was sought, i.e., (1) more referrals, (2) 
more or better case information, (3) more or better personal services 
to patients, (4) more non-human resources (technical information, 
equipment, etc.), (5) more money, (6) more information on agency 
services, and (7) more planning and/or cooperation. 
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In arldition to scarcity as a motivator for cooperation, empirical 
studies indicate that the normative structure of the community values 
and thus pressures the organization into cooperation. In his study of 
coordinating councils, Basil Mott (1968) discussed this finding. 
Examples of disinclination of council members to 
work together in manipulating their external environ-
ment are more difficult to find than examples of 
cooperation. This is true partly because it can be 
costly to be uncooperative in our society. Organi-
zations as well as people are expected to be cooperative 
even though cooperation may not serve their best inter-
ests (p. 70). 
Despite these ele~ents leading toward cooperation, 
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there are many bases for resistance to cooperation on the part of 
organizations. The first such barrier is fear of losing autonomy. 
Thompson (1967) held that a central tenet of the organizational 
literature is that leaders of organizations attempt to maximize the 
autonomy of the organization they lead, to decide for themselves how 
they will spend their money, on what programs and services for which 
clients. Desire for autonomy often makes organizational leaders 
reluctant to enter into interdependent service delivery systems. Al-
though organizations may be willing to enter some cooperative relation-
ships, to transfer clients (levine and White, 1961) and to attempt jOint 
programming (Aiken and Hage, 1968), they are reluctant to join together 
in the same delivery system. Thus, fear of losing autonomy places a 
limitation on the level of acceptable cooperation. 
lack of infonnation is c.'nother potential barrier. Banfield 
(1961) pointedout in his ana1y~;is of community decisions that efforts 
to coordinate organizations frequently floundered because there was no 
knowledge upon which to base decisions. Moreover, the members of the 
various organizations were not in sufficient personal contact nor did 
they trust each other sufficiently to coordinate through proper channels. 
Competition, defined by Nisbet (1968) as a process in which efforts 
toward a common objective are separate and in rivalry with one another, 
has been viewed by most authors as a barrier to cooperation (Mott, 
1968; Banfield, 1961). Nisbet (1968), however, believed that compe-
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titian and cooperation have a "contributory" relation with one another. 
Competition requires at least the degree of prior 
cooperation that is necessary for the setting of rules 
and imposing of sanctions without which, competition 
becomes open war. Conversely, it is doubtful that 
cooperation would be the major force it is were it not 
for pressures of competition that spur some to cooperate 
with others as a means of enhancin~ their effectivenss in 
the struggle for existence (p. 385). 
Another barrier to cooperation relates to the differences between 
world view held by various professionals and between world view held 
by professionals and non-professionals (Levine, et a1., 1963). Profes-
sionals from different disciplines tend to hold different va1ues~ 
assumptions and perceptions of problems and needs. Thus, a physician 
would be more likely to view a client's problems as health related, 
a social worker may view that same client's situation quite differently. 
This lack of agreement in world view can lead to resistance to coopera-
tion. 
Different authority structures for organization may be potential 
barriers to cooperation (Levine, et al., 1963). An organization with 
a clearly defined, authoritarian,hierarchy is quite likely to have 
difficulty in cooperating with an organization which is very egalitarian 
with little vertical hierarchy. Johns and Demarche (1951) also described 
"personality conflict" as a condition presumed to be a barrier to 
cooperation as are "vested interests" (either individual or organizational). 
Participation in a cooperative relationship, such as being a 
member of a coordinating counci1 can be costly as pointed out by 
Basil Mott (1968). 
Sometimes the members of the council felt that 
it was a potential threat both in their relations 
with groups in their environment and in their relations 
with each other. 
Participation in the Council opened new channels 
of interaction with outside agencies, and thus exposed 
the members to new influences from the environment that 
could threaten a member agency's autonomy and the 
security of its functions and resources. For example, 
an agency sometimes found that its relations with the 
Coundi1 could cause an unfavorable change in the atti-
tudes and expectations • . . from outside groups toward 
its activities. Occasionally, regular lines of access· 
to influential organizations were weakened or bypassed 
as a result of Council action. Membership on the Council 
also created involvements that sometimes could not be 
shed easily without cost. For example, gaining a repu-
tation for being uncooperative could cause legislators 
or budget examiners to be less sympathetic to an agency 
when funds were approved (p. 72). 
Administrators, however, have expressed considerable 
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concern about reducing barriers to cooperation, and in achieving 
greater coordination among health and welfare agencies. Levine and 
White (1961) contended there is empirical evidence that "interaqency 
cooperation per se is necessarily related to organizational effective-
ness." There is good reason to believe that for some agencies, at 
least some organizational objectives would be furthered by greater 
cooperation with other agencies. But organizations seeking empirical 
evidence of positive outcomes of coordination would have difficulty 
in finding such data. 
This is not to mean that no such evidence is available. Basil 
Mott (1968) presented the following narrative to describe cooperative 
actions and their benefits. 
The discovery of common interests among agencies 
led to jOint training of their professional and 
management personnel, such as joint participation 
in a high level management training program under the 
auspices of the Civil Service Department. The 
agencies also found it mutually advantageous to develop 
better procedures for the overlapping interests in im-
proving the quality of educational services to persons 
confined to state institutions led to agreement on an 
extensive series of recommendations for improving li-
brary services to inmates. Although other factors were 
influential, the preparation by most of the Council IS 
standing committees of one or more guides to available 
state services, .•. attributed in large part to the 
direct benefits received by the members. By spreading 
the word about their programs, and by learning the dim-
ensions of otherls services, they facilitated the ex-
change of resources, such as clients and information (p.68). 
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As cooperative efforts include increasing degrees of "directed-
ness", i.e., some third party (\-/hich may be one or more of the involved 
organizations) "orchestrating" the cooperation, coordination occurs. 
The concept of coordination is closely related to cooperation. So 
closely that the definitions of coordination used by some authors are 
indistinguishable from definitions of cooperation. Brinkerhoff and 
Kunz (1972), fo~ example, defined coordination as "the orderly arrange-
ment of group efforts". Aiken, et al. (1975) mo.de more specific the 
definition of coordination as "the articulation of elements in a 
social-service system so that the comprehensiveness of, compatability 
among and cooperation among elements are maximized". 
March and Simon (1958) defined coordination as "the probl em of 
arranging the Signaling system for independent conditionsl activities", 
and they discuss two methods of coordination as a part of this definition; 
coordination by pian and coordination by feedbacK. The primary difference 
between these is the degree to which activities are standardized. 
Thompson (1967} utilized the concept of coordination as adequate 
linkages of organizational parts so that objectives can be achieved. 
Like March and Simon, he emphasized the degree of sequencing and 
linkage of various programs or other elements. 
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Aiken, et al. (1975) concluded that a definition of coordina-
tion must include the following elements. The first is compr~hen­
siveness, that is that the system contain all the resources and 
programs necessary to service clients. The argument for this component 
forwarded by Terryberry (1968) and others holds that coordination is 
inherently conservative and applicable only to stable, unchanging 
systems if consideration is limited to programs currently in the 
system. The next component is compatabi1ity, meaning that all compo-
nents of the system are appropriately sequenced and linked. Finally, 
a definition of coordination must contain an element of cooperation. 
This relates to the quality of the relationships between the human 
actors in the del i very system. Coop€!ration, by thei r definition, 
contains both a behavioral component (common effort, joint operation) 
and an attitudinal component (willingness to work together, absence of 
selfishness). 
It can be noted that definitions of coordination may be either 
related to a product, i.e., a state of the network (Brinkerhorf, et al., 
1972) or to a process, i.e., arranging elements in the network (Aiken, 
et al., 1975; March, et a1, 1958). This research utilizes a process 
definition related to the efforts of a third party to influence inter-
actions within the community network. 
For this study, coordination is defined as goal directed inter-
vention in the community network. 
Given the necessary components are available for coordination, 
why does coordination happen? Likert (1967) ~aw cooperation, in the 
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sense of "favorable attitudes and confidence and trust", as a necessary 
condition for coordination within an organization and this would seem 
to apply even more to the relationships between organizations. Aiken, 
et a1., offered the following explanation: 
There are different problems of coordination 
for each level. At the institutional level, the 
problem is primarily one of gaining sufficient 
resources from the environment of the service 
delivery system: for example, funding from federal, 
state and local governments as well as private 
sources. At the organizational level, programs 
and service components are invariably conceived, 
developed, and delivered by service delivery 
organizations, whether a county welfare department, 
a private rehabilitation organization like Goodwill 
Industries, or a local mental health center. Whether 
these programs and services are concentrated in a 
single superagency or scattered across a host of 
autonomous agencies that may offer competing and 
overlapping programs the central problem is linking 
these diverse program elements into a coherent 
Ilsystemll of service delivery. The recipient, or 
consumer of the service delivery system is best 
coordinated at the level of the individu~l case 
worker. The critical problem here is to ensure 
that the client has the services needed in the 
proper sequence and at the proper time. Finally, 
information needs to be coordinated at all levels 
of the service delivery system that is, information 
about obtaining resources from the environment, 
transforming these resources into programs and 
services, and delivering them effectively to clients (1975, p.16). 
Levine. White and Paul (1963) described the force toward coordin-
ation as being a function of certain needs of individual organizations. 
Every organization has some kind of goal or 
objective toward which it directs its activities: 
It must have recipients to serve (directly or 
indirectly); it must have resources in the form 
of equipment, specialized knowledge, or funds; 
and it must have the services of personnel to 
direct these resources to the recipients. Few, 
if any, organizations have access to enough of 
these elements to attain their objectives fully. 
Under real~stic conditions elements are scarce 
and organizations must select the particular 
functions, services or activities which permit 
them to achieve their ends as fully as possible (p. 1185). 
There are additional problems facing the service community in 
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the delivery of the appropriate services to the client in need. This 
list includes: fragmentation of services (March, 1968; Gilbert, 1972); 
inaccessability of services (Gilbert, 1972); lack of accountability 
of service delivery systems (March, 1968; Gilbert, 1972; Kahn, 1972); 
discontinuities in services (Gilbert, 1972); dispersal of services 
(March, 1968); wastefulness of resources, ineffectiveness of services 
and short term commitment (Aiken, et al., 1975). Each of these problems 
is potentially affected by coordination. 
tion. 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) list still another reason for coordina-
A single organization is designed to deal with one 
goal or one mean, or multiple goals or means but only 
if they are consistent and can be ordered in some rational 
way. By contrast, it is suggested that a confederation 
of organizations is ideally suited for maintaining dif-
ferences •.. the entire political theory of "checks 
and balances" is based on the idea that there are govern-
mental processes which are different, not completely 
consistent with each other, and which must be preserved (p.140). 
There is an additional argument supporting coordination which 
relates to economies of scale. This argument moves in two directions. 
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Litwak and Rothman (1970) agreed that the costs in maintaining the 
kind of communication and centralized authority needed to expand a 
single organization to meet all community needs can become too great, 
leading to the splitting off of organizations into small units which 
coordinate with each other. Additionally, where tasks are idiosyn-
cratic or non-standardized, a series of small organizations cooperating 
as a confederation might have greater speed and flexibility than one 
large organization. The other aspect of the economies of scale argu-
ment relates to the observation that individual organizations can reduce 
costs by sharing certain functions. For example outreach, or training 
could be a coordinated effort rather than repeated by each individual 
organization. 
Once it is assumed that there is a situation appropriate for 
coordination to occur, what are the elements to be coordinated? Aiken, 
et al. (1975) listed four: programs and services, resources, clients 
and information. These elements are related to the components of 
comprehensiveness, compatability, and cooperation in Table I (Aiken, 
et al., 1975). What Aiken et al. (1975) described in Table I ;s a 
conceptualization of an ideal type community service system. Each of 
the elements is presented in its optimum relationship relative to 
comprehensiveness, compatibility and cooperation. This table will be 
instrumental in the development of the Organizational Transactions 
Model in Chapter III. A more detailed description of Table I follows. 
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ELEMENTS REQUIRING COORDINATION * 
Comprehensiveness 
all needed services, a continuum 
of care 
all needed funds and autonomy 
all eligible clients are treated 
and in all area in which they 
have needs 
Aspect of Coordination 
Compatibility 
all needed sequences; all 
needed joint programs 
correct allocation on basis 
of client need and case 
load 
services are received in 
correct sequence consis-
tent with individual needs 
Cooperation 
professionals work together 
and with other parties 
resource contro 11 ers Y/ork 
together and with other 
parties 
client representatives work 
together and with other 
parties 
central recoi'd keeping (c1ier.ts), directory of services (programs), knowledge about aV(li1ab1e 
resources, and continuous feedback relative to the operation of the system at all three lev~ls 
* Summarized from Aiken, et a1. (1975) 
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The coordination of programs and services was defined by Benson 
(1975) as work coordination. Work is coordinated to the extent IIthat 
programs and activities in two or more organizations are geared into 
each other with a maximum of effectiveness and efficienty". This could 
include a range of activities ranging from an understanding of the 
types of services provided by an organization through sharing of staff 
to provide such services or abdicating certain responsibilities to 
another organization. 
Benson, et a1. (1973) developed three dimensions of work coordin-
ation: the extent of agency interaction, the degree of program articu-
lation and the flexibility of relationships. Their discussions of each 
are presented below. 
The extent of agency interaction can be assessed 
using a variey of indicators such as referrals, provi-
ding information about services, sharing clients' files, 
collaborating in the formulation of programs, and 
planning jointly the services to specific clients. The 
adequacy of services to clients should, in general, re-
late positively to the frequency and breadth of such 
interactions. 
Program articulation relates to the extent to which 
programs of network agencies coordinate with each other. 
It can be measured by analysis of the effective division 
of labor between organizations, the way in which several 
programs are geared into each other, and the way in which 
competitive features between programs are minimized. 
F1exibilit~ of relationships refers to the extent 
to which agencles are free from formal rules or guidelines 
that inhibit the sharing of services to eligible clients. 
The interaction between agencies is said to be more 
adaptable and flexible when it is dependent more upon the 
judgment of personnel rather than dictated by an overly 
complex set of rules. Flexibility can be lost by 
extensive formalization of relationships (p. 4). 
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Coordination of resources is often related to conflict manage-
ment, in that many conflicts arise because of scarcity of resources. 
Aiken, et al. (197S) discussed coordination and cooperation in terms of 
the IIresource controllers". 
Cooperation implies a consistent set of values 
controlling the use of resources. Concretely, such 
coordination involves the integration of resource 
controllers, that is, various government agencies 
and private agencies that control funding and thus 
have power over organizations in the service delivery 
system. Each of these resource controllers has different 
values and therefore different priorities. Enough coop-
eration among resource controllers must be achieved so 
that all values are represented and they do not cancel 
out each other's efforts (p. 13). 
Coordination of clients refers to concepts such as "case manage-
ment", "case accountability", and "case monitoring". The major concern 
is that the client receive the appropriate service at the right time, 
with the least amount of bureaucratic problems. Kahn (1972) stressed 
the importance of this type of coordination. Aiken, et al. (1975) 
pointed out that there are certain types of clients for whom coordination 
is particularly important. These include: "the mentally retarded, 
patients for medical services (particularly those with chronic or 
disabling diseases), the physically disabled such as the blind .. 
In essence, coordination is particularly important for those who might 
have difficulty negotiating the system on their own. 
\I 
Problems in the coordination of clients are frequent. Accept-
ance of clients in social service organizations depends on social, 
cultural, and historical factors, not just the needs of the client 
(Friedson~ 1966; Cumming, 1968; Fried, 1969). Agencies sometimes refer 
clients to places that profit the agency rather than to places good 
for'c1ients (Greenly and Kirk, 1973). Additionally, agencies like to 
have the IIrightll clients, frequently those most responsive to services 
or those most "attractive lt to public sympathy rather than those with 
the greatest need (Aiken, et a1., 1975). 
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Coordination of information relates both to new inputs, sharing 
and feedback. Aiken, et a1. (1975) described two types of information 
coordination: internal and external. External coordination of infor-
mation concerns the degree to which information about service opportun-
ities is available to those who are not yet in the system but who seek 
to make use of it. Internal coordination of information involves the 
operation of service delivery systems themselves and relates to evalu-
ation and feedback. Namely, are the programs accomplishing the goals 
they were designed to achieve. 
As pointed out earlier, by Banfield (1961), efforts to coordinate 
organizations frequently fail because of a lack of knowledge upon which 
to base decisions. Conner's (1966) analysis of decision making contained 
an "ignorance axiom". "Given no information to the contrary, any actor 
will assume any other actor's motivations and evaluations are similar 
to his ownlt. (see Camilleri, et a1., 1972). This, in many cases, leads 
to mistaken predictions and assumptions. Coordination of information 
requires accurate, complete information, wherever pOSSible, and closely 
relates to the coordination of clients, resources, programs, and services. 
Once the elements of coordination are present and the "push to 
coordinate" occurs, how does coordination happen? 
Edward Lehman (1975) in his study of the coordination of health 
care systems, presented three types of mediation. 
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Laterally linked field or interorganizational feudalism, in which 
the activities of the member units are more heavily oriented toward 
information and consultation than joint decision making. The member 
units .'etain control of strategic resources and the responsibility for 
wielding systematic power is dispersed among the administrative centers 
of member organizations. 
Mediated interorganizational configurations, in which formal units 
coordinate the articulation of several organizations. It consists of 
a plurality of organizations, each unit of which has its own set of 
goals and collaborates periodically with the others. Collaboration is 
facilitated by an agency that funnels resources, communications and 
services. The ratio of co-decision making activities is higher here 
than in laterally linked feudalism. 
Guided interorganizational configurations: empires and corpora-
tions, which are specifically concerned with co-decision making and 
presumes that control is exercised by an agency acting for or on the 
system as a whole. This agency may be one of the organizations or a 
corporation. 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) also referred to levels of coordination 
in making a distinction between autonomous versus dependent linkages. 
Dependent linkages are those which can set up negotiations but must 
return to member organizations for ratification of decisions. Autono-
mous linkages are those from which legally binding decisions can come. 
Examples of these are union arbitrators or a community chest which 
funds members. They continued on to explain that organizations are 
least likely to surrender autonomy in situations in which they feel 
their existence threatened. They are, however, more likely to sur-
render autonomy to an impartial expert. 
Fears of losing autonomY were found by Basil Mott (1968) to be 
an important barrier to coordination and cooperat~on. 
The principal costs of discouraging cooperation in 
managing their direct relationships were the potential 
threats to agencies' functions and resources implicit 
in joint decision making. No matter how little auto-
nomy is lost by letting outsiders in on one's affairs, 
there is always the possibility that vital interests 
may be compromised (p. 72). 
Another barrier to coordination is formed by the ideological 
commitments of professionals in various agencies. These ideologies 
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may affect the way the world is viewed, how need is defined, what treat-
ments are considered appropriate and which outcomes are considered 
successful. As Aiken, et a1. (1975) stated II ••• not unexpectedly, 
each profession, generally perceived its own area of expertise as the 
critical one. 1I 
The clients themselves may pose a barrier in that ideologies of 
various organizations or professionals conflict with their own. 
Additionally, various client groups may have different interests and 
resources. For example, the interests and resources of middle class 
elderly may be different than elderly from the working class. These 
conflicting interests frequently can cause a cancellation of effort 
rather than a channeling of energy. 
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Resource controllers may be divided and uninterested in the 
problems of the difficult client (Aiken, et al. 1975). Scarcity of 
resources has already been mentioned as a barrier to cooperation by 
Litwak and Rothman (1970) and others. Lack of resources leads to com-
petition which can be a barrier to coordination, however, certain 
kinds of competition for scarce resources can lead to coordination, 
where joint efforts may result in resource acquisition (see section 
on cooperation). 
Finally, resistance to coordination may be explained as resistance 
to change. Resistance to change has been studied (Mann and Williams, 
1969; Za1tman, et al., 1973, Hage, 1974) and one established finding 
is that resistance to change decreases if those affected by the change 
are allowed to participate in planning and implementation (Coch and 
French, 1948; Selznik, 1949). 
The form of resistance to coordination may range from unobtrusive 
unwillingness, through dramatic refusals to participate, to attempts to 
block coordinative efforts (Mott, 1968). Coser (1956) pointed out that 
II ••• conflict is not necessarily the oPPOsite of coordination and 
while excessive conflict may easily prevent coordinated action, minimal 
confl ict may be consistent with coordinated action ani r.lay even prove 
to be posit.ively helpful. 1I 
Assuming that coordination of organizational interactions is a 
goal, this section has presented an overview of the elements to be 
coordinated, the forces which bring about coordination and barriers 
to coordination. What is missing ;s a theoretical perspective which 
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ties together these pieces into a meaningful whole. Such a perspective 
is offered by social exchange theory, which is discussed in Section VII. 
VII. SOCIAL EXCHANGE THEORY 
The theoretical perspective for this dissertation, social exchange 
theory, presents a multi-disciplinary background. This section will 
briefly trace the history of social exchange theory and discuss the 
major propositions of this theory. 
The selection of a theoretical perspective is influenced by many 
factors. Some are directly related to the investigator1s personal 
experience and preference. Others are more directly related to the 
nature of the research. Additionally, the more formal criteria for 
evaluating a theory may be taken into consideration. fJaggaley (1964) 
presented a set of such criteria for consideration. 
Internal consistency is the first criteria listed by Baggaley. 
This requirement holds that there must be no logical contradictions 
involved in the relationships between theoretical constructs. Vz~i­
fiability relates to operational definitions and applies to the trans-
lation between theoretical constructs and empirical data. A theory 
which covers a wide range of phenomena is ordinarily more intellectu-
ally satisfying than one restricted to a small domain of observations, 
and this refers to the criteria of comprehensiveness, the range of 
phenomena the theoretical framework attempts to encompass. Another 
criteria relates to the closeness of fit of theory to data. Baggaley 
pOints out that, generally speaking, the more comprehensive a theory, 
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the less likely it is to give a close fit to the data. The final 
cri"teria listed by Baggaley is parsimony, i.e., the simpler the theory 
the better. Parsimony is often accomplished by sacrificing comprehen-
siveness and closeness of fit, 
This list is not intended to be exhaustive. Other criteria have 
been offered and used, such as, heuristic value and level of explanation 
(Hall, et al., 1967). The purpose of this list is to suggest potential 
criteria for the evaluation of social exchange theory as a perspective 
for this dissertation. 
Additionally, Glaser and Strauss (1967) hold that theory serves 
other purposes as well, namely: (1) to enable prediction and explana-
tion of behavior, (2) to be useful in theoretical advance, (3) to be 
useful in practical applications, (4) to provide a perspective on 
behavior for research in particular areas of behavior. 
It is intended that the theoretical perspective chosen will 
adequately meet 8agga1ey's criteria as well as those purposes outlined 
by Glaser and Strauss. 
The Origins and History of Social Exchange Theory 
Social exchange theory finds its origins in economics, psychology, 
anthropology, and sociology. Each discipline offers both common and 
unique ideas to the overall perspective entitled "exchange theory". 
The first basis is derived from classical economic theory's 
descriptions of an individua1's market beha~ior. Samuelson (1967) listed 
the following as one of his basic definitions of economics. 
Economics is the study of those activities which, with 
or without money, involve exchange transactions among 
people (p. 4). 
This definition leads to two basic assumptions, central to 
economic theory (Ferguson, 1969). 
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(1) Each consumer seeks to maximize his utility and satisfaction 
through the exchanges in which he participates. 
(2) Full knowledge of: the range of goods and services avail-
able on the market, the exact price of each, and his money 
income of the planning period is necessary (p. 11 - 12). 
In actuality, these assumptions are not entirely rigid. In the first 
case, the consumer does not always seek to absolutely maximize his sat-
isfaction, but regularly will seek instead to achieve some profit, not 
necessarily the maximum. In the second, while "some knowledge" is 
necessary, "complete knowledge" as defined above, is rarely, if ever, 
achieved. 
Economic exchange theory is generally characterized by bilateral 
complete transactions in which the two parties or groups agree on the 
values of the commodities exchanged. While some authors stress the im-
portance of money in the determination of the value of the commodities 
exchanged, there is general recognition that many factors, including the 
value structures of the participants influence transactions (Ferguson, 
1969) . 
It is important to keep in mind that the transaction includes not 
only benefits (e.g., the value of the commodities received) but also costs. 
These costs are not calculated simply as the value of the commodities, but 
include considerations such as the effort required to make the exchange. 
Additionally, the motivation of gain is not the only determining 
factor of an exchange. Adam Smith in 1761 pointed out that: 
To reward is to recompense, to renumerate to return 
good for good received, 
To punish, too, is to recompense, to renumerate though 
in a different manner, it is to return evil for evil that 
has been done (176l, p. 139, see Blau, 1967, p. 19). 
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Behavioral psychologists emphasize the importance of reinforcers 
as determinants of behavior~ This view places stronger importance on 
the individual actor of a dyad or group. A reinforcer is anything which 
alters the probability of a response. If a man is more likely to work 
if given money for that t«)rk, then money, by definition, is a reinforcer. 
Harrison (1972) distinguished between primary and secondary reinforcers. 
A primary reinforcer is anything which will diminish a biological deficit 
or hardship (food, water, heat). Secondary reinforcers, such as money, 
approval from others, and promotions, are thought to acquire reinforcing 
properties through classical conditioning. The commodities of exchange 
discussed by economists are reiforcers and are governed by similar rules. 
An increased emphasis on the range of values applied to a single 
commodity is made by both behavioral and social psychologists (Kend1er, 
1968). Rewards, or satisfactions s derived from the relationship with 
another individual or group were seen by Thibaut and Kelly (1959) as the 
motivation for interaction. This view is in the context of game theory. 
The important factor here is the "outcome", or the difference between 
reward and cost. They conceptualize the patterning of interaction, most 
explicitly within dyads, as a functton of the actors making choices 
among alternative responses, Because of their emphasis on outcomes as 
determinants of interaction choices, they devote considerable attention 
to conceptualizing the criteria ~~ereby actors evaluate their respective 
outcomes, present and anticipated (Solomon, 1970). 
George Homans (1950, 1961) expanded social exchange theory by 
applying principles of behavioristic psychology to social interaction. 
He presents the important elements of exchange theory as: 
Activities, which refer to all behavior involving objects 
and may include transactions of physical objec~s and materials 
to other people. 
Sentiments, which include feelings, emotions, attitudes, and 
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beliefs, or the affective-cognitive components of behavior 
attitudes are overt behavior and can be directly observed, such 
as the desire for social approval. 
Interaction, which refers to activity directly affecting the 
relationship of two individuals, i.e., a man rewards or punishes 
another man (p. 30 - 31). 
This emphasis on sentiments and values greatly expands on the 
thinking of economists relative to the valuing of commodities. The 
exchange transaction is made more complex by an increased consideration 
of the motivation of the participants as much more than maximizing simple 
economic gain. The following propositions are central to Homans' theory. 
1. tIf in the past the occurrence of a particular stimulus .. 
situation has been the occasion on which a mants activity has 
been rewarded, then the more similar the present stimulus-situation 
is to the past one, the more likely he is to emit the acvitity 
or some similar act'\vity~ now, ~ In other words, we tend to re ... 
tain behavior that is satisfying (p. 53). 
2. lThe more often within a given period of time a man~s 
activity rewards the activity of another, tne more often the 
other will emit the activity. I Activity and reward tend to be 
related in the relation of Peraon and Other, A simple. illustration 
is our tendency to help those who thank us (p. 54). 
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3, 'The more valuable to a man a unit of activity another 
gives him, the more often he will emit activity rewarded by the 
activity of the other.' Value, like satisfaction, is a determin~ 
ant and is measurable tn the rate of exchange, When we must choose 
between two satisfying activities, we tend to select the one with 
value (p. 55). 
4. 'The more often a man has in the recent past received 
a rewarding activity from another, the less valuable any further 
unit of that activity becomes to him,' Satiation may appear, 
which will lower the frequency of the given activity 
(Homans, 1961; see also Sargent and Williamson, 1966, p. 56). 
It should be noted that predicting behavior from these propo-
sitions is somewhat problematic since propositions two and four appear 
to predict opposite outcomes from similar situations. Thus, frequency 
of reward leads both to an increase and a decrease in activity level. 
Interpretation leads us back to the economic concept of marginal utility, 
i.e., at some point, each additional unit of a commodity is of less value 
than the last. Thus, we could predict an increase in the reinforced be-
havior to a point, after which a decrease and eventual satiation (ces-
sation of the behavior) would occur. (Samuelson, 1967; Kend1er, 1968). 
Homans (1961) contended also that an individual compares his pay-
off not only to his own costs and rewards (absolute profit) but also to 
the rewards, costs, and profits of those persons with whom is he in 
interaction lrelativ~ PfPjit}. Homans viewed these comparisons as based 
on IIdistributive justice. 1I 
Ekeh (1968) pointed out that the satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
that issues from such a comparison is purely "psychic and is in pOint of 
fact the process that is inyolved in the phenomenon known as relative 
deprivation" , 
Anth~opoligists have taken a different perspective and offer 
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valuable additions to the view of exchange as developed thus far, Obser~ 
vation of "primitive" societies led to a new understanding of the function 
and significance of the exchange of gifts and commodities. Marcel Mauss 
(1954) in his book, The Gift, stated: 
-------
In theory ••. gifts are voluntary but in fact 
they are given and repaid under obligation .•.• 
Further. what they exchange is not exclusively goods 
and wealth, real and personal property, and things of 
economic value. They exchange rather, courtesies, 
entertainments, ritual, military assistance, women, 
children, dances, and feasts, and fairs in which the 
market is but one element and the circulation of 
wealth bllt one part of a wide and enduring contact (p.l,3). 
Levi-Strauss (1964) summarized Mauss' conclusions as follows: 
... first of all, in primitive societies, ex~ 
change consists less frequently of economic transactions 
than of reciprocal gifts; secondly, these reciprocal 
gifts have a much more important function in these 
societies than in (sic.) ours; finally, this primitive 
form of exchange is not wholly nor essentially of an 
economic character, but is what he (Mauss) calls a 
'total social fact', i.e., an event which has at the 
same time social and religious, magic and economic, 
utilit~rian and sentimental, legal and moral signifi-
cance (p. 43) 
Mauss stressed the point that in primitive societies, social 
exchange is not so much an interpersonal matter, as much as intergroup. 
Talcott Parsons 11961) pointed Clut that Mauss demonstrated that while 
individuals carryon the exchanges, these are m(~nt to establish a re~ 
lationship between persons who occupy focal positions in a social 
structure. In other words, the motives for exch~nge are primarily 
social and only secondarily economic, 
.•. we do not find simple exchange of goods, 
wealth and produce through markets established among 
individuals, For it is groups and not individuals 
which carryon exchange? make contracts and are bound 
by obligations; the persons represented in the contract are 
moral persons, clans, tribes and families; the groups, or 
the chiefs as intermediaries for the groups, confront and 
oppose each other (Mauss, 1975, in Parsons, et a1, 1961, 
p. 169). 
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Bronislaw Malinowski (1922), in his description of the Trobriand 
Islanders, illustrated the permanence of patterns of interaction and 
exchange. Once an exchange relationship has been established it becomes 
a social institution. At the same time. social norms determine which 
exchange relationships will be established. The relative permanence of 
exchange networks and the interdependence between social norms and 
exchange are important features in current conceptualizations of social 
exchange theory. 
Levi-Strauss' (1964) theory of exchanges was summarized QV Ekeh 
(196B). First, exchange is a group phenomenon, even though individuals 
are the actors engaging in it. Secondly, Levi-Strauss viewed exchange as 
more prominent in "primitive societies rather than in Western societies". 
Thirdly, exchange promotes group integration, with the needs of the 
group more important than those of the individuals engaging in the 
exchange transactions. Fourthly, exchanges are of t~~ types: general-
ized and restricted. In restricted exchanges, the transaction is between 
two individuals or groups. In generalized exchange. there is not a 
direct transaction between two individuals in the sense that an individual 
receives from the individual to whom he gives, Rather A gives to B who 
gives to C and so on, Eventually A may receive. as in 
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levi-Strauss believed that generalized exchange is superior to restricted 
exchange because: 
... progress by way of restricted exchange is 
a function of the admission of a number of always 
greater than local (i.e., original) groups to partici-
pate in exchange •... On the other hand, generalized 
exchange possesses a great fecundity: in effect, gener-
alized exchange allows the group remaining the same in 
extension and composition, the realization, in heart of 
(sic.) this machanica11y stable group, a greater organic 
solidarity (levi~Strauss, 1949; See Ekeh, 1968, p. 548). 
The first point encompasses Mauss· explanation of the societal 
influence on exchange. Expanding on the second point, while Mauss saw 
only "survivals ll of exchange in modern society, levi-Strauss viewed 
e:(change as important in Western society, though more IIformalized and 
prominent ll in primitive societies. 
As Coser and Rosenberg (1964) explain, 
. even in Western societies, social life ;s 
governed to a very large extent by exchanges between 
persons. Both in formal relations (as in political 
parties) and in informai relations (when strangers 
first confront each other) social exchange, at least 
at the symbolic level, is a mode of behavior in 
Western societies (po 76). 
Theeconomic impact of Christmas, as a IIgiant potlash" {sic.} cannot be 
ignored as an example of a vast exchange operation. LCoser and Rosenberg, 
1964} . 
Peter Blau (1964, 1 g.67) examined social exchange in some depth. 
To him, social exchange, II, •• may reflect any behavior oriented 
toward socially mediated goals ll , He differentiates social exchange from 
economic exchange in the following ways: 
Social exchange differs in important ways from 
strictly economic exchange. The basic and most cruciai 
distinction is that social exchange entails unspeci-
fied obligations~ The prototype of an economic 
transaction rests on a formal contract that stipulates 
the exact quantities to be exchanged. Social exchange, 
in contrast, involves the principle that one person 
does another a favor, and while there is a general 
expectation of some future return, its exact nature 
is not stipulated in advance (Blau, 1964, p. 93). 
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Blau listed other differences as well. In his view, only social 
exchange tends " ... to engender feelings of personal obligation, 
gratitude and trust." The benefits of social exchange also differ. In 
addition to not having an exact price (in contrast to economic commodities) 
the specific benefi ts exchanged are sometimes primarily va lues ". 
symbols of the supportiveness and friendliness they express ..• 
B1au (1964) continues: 
The fact that furnishing benefits to others tends 
to produce .•• social rewards is, of course, a major 
reason why people often go to great trouble to help 
their associates and enjoy doing so. We would not be 
human if these advantageous consequences of our good 
deeds were not important inducements for our doing 
them. There are, to be sure, some individuals who 
selflessly work for others without thought of reward, 
but these are virtually saints and saints are rare (B1 au, 1964, p. 16). 
II 
Social exchange, as defined by B1au (1964), is limited to 
actions that are "contingent on rewarding reactions from others and 
that cease when these expected reactions are not forthcoming,lI It is 
as 
the obligation engendered by the initial act which sets up the chain of 
interaction. Gou1dner (1960} pointed out that the need to reciprocate 
for benefits received in order to continue receiving them serves as a 
"starting mechanism" of social interaction and group structure, 
Failure to reciprocate can lead to important social consequences 
such as loss of cl"edit and loss of trust and it II, • \ ultimately 
brings about exclusion from furtner exchanges and a general decline 
in social status .• ~ . " (Blau, 1964). On the other hand, Francois 
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la Rochefoucauld (1940) contended that "excessive eagerness to discharge 
an obligation is a fom of ingratitude. 1I 
Aristotle (1926) recognized the com~lexity of the social ex~ 
change relationship when he stated, II, • \ benefactors seem to love 
those whom they benefit more than those who have received benefits 
love those who have conferred then" (see Blau, 1964). 
Trust played an important role in the exchange relationship and 
societal solidarity for Blau (1964). 
Since trust is essential for stable social relations, 
and since exchange obligations promote trust, special 
mechanisms exist to perpetuate obligations and thus streng-
then bonds of indebtedness and trust . . . . Social bonds 
are fortified by renaining obligated to others as well as 
by trusting them to discharge their obligation ... (p. 99). 
Finally, Blau examined the social context in which the exchange 
takes place. First, the "role sets ll of the participants govern the 
alternative Opportunities for each. Second, group standards determine 
rates of exchange and any member who deviates from this norm is the 
object of group pressure. Third, potential coalitions of weaker members 
restrain the activities of more powerful members. Fourth, power differ-
ences eventually change the group in such a way that the more powerful 
may be abl e to compel exchanges without offering fatr returns \ Finally, 
the social context may infl!Jence an exchange indirectl¥ (Slau"s example: 
. giving a waiter a large tip to impress your friendsL 
This le~ds us to sociai exchange theory as we find it today. The 
basic components of contemporary exchange theory came from a number 
of disciplinary approaches, many complemetary and some contradictory. 
To summarize briefly, the following statements are made: 
1. Man enters into transactions (exchanges) to obtain needed 
goods, services. 
2. Man tends to seek some profit (benefit greater than cost) 
in his exchanges. (This is a softening of the classical 
economic assumption of maximization of proflt). 
3. Commodities exchanged include sentiments and actions as 
well as objects. 
4. Valuing of commodities includes both tangible and intan~ 
gible considerations (feelings, values, norms). 
5. Exchanges may be direct or indirect, restricted or 
generalized. 
6. Exchanges may be simultaneous or sequential. 
7. ReciprOCity follows exchange. 
8. Exchange patterns become institutionalized. 
It has been the purpose of this review to present a brief 
historical backgr~(lund and current thinking on the major issues related 
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to organizational interactions and coordination~ The propositions and 
ordering of the world described by social exchange theory, as well as the 
components of organizational interaction will be used to build a model, 
the Organizational Transactions Model, in the next chapter~ This model 
will then be tested in the community to determine its explanatory value 
relative to the interactions between organizations and between organiza-
tions and the coordinating agency. 
CHAPTER III 
A MODEL FOR INTERORGANIZATIONAL STUDY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to build a model with which to 
study organizational interactions, utilizing social exchange theory. 
This model contains three major sections. The first is the 
Organizational Interactions Model. This model provides a format for 
investigating the circumstances of organizational interaction. Ex-
change theory provides the dynamic properties of the model and the 
static properties come from organizational theory and research. The 
model contains three sets of elements: commodities, valuing criteria, 
and arenas of exchange. 
The next two sections relate directly to the work of a third 
party attempting to influence interactions between organizations. The 
former sectio~ rlevelops a set of change techniques, potential tactics 
of a coordinating agency. The last section contains the outcome 
measures, developed as a~ ideal type of coordinated community system 
utilizing the community aectors model and goal statements from coor-
dinating agencies in the community. 
II. ORGANIZATIONAL INTERACTION MODEL 
This section develops the Organizational Interaction Model. 
The three basic sets of components of this model were determined by the 
elements necessary for an exchange to occur. First, there must be 
something to exchange (cOirmodities). Secondly, the parties must hold 
values which make that exchange desirable (valuing criteria), and 
finally, there must be some opportunity for the exchange to take 
place (arenas). A description is made of each category including 
its derivation and potential usefulness. 
The general categories, as well as the elements contained in 
each have been derived, in part, from theory and previous empirical 
findings and in part from field experience and a technical panel (See 
methods, Chapter IV). They are intended to break down the larger 
issue into more manageable parts, rendering greater explanatory value. 
Nonetheless, as with many intial taxonomies, some gaps or overlap may 
occur. It is the intent of this research to determine the general 
usefulness of this model in describing the circumstanc~s under which 
exchanges occur between organizations, and to further apply the mode1 
in examining the work of coordinating agencies. 
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The format for this section is to take each of the three cate-
gories: commodities, valuing criteria, and arenas of exchange; and to 
discuss the choice of elements 'fiithin each. The entire model is pre-
sented for reference in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the Organizational Interaction 
Model. 
Comnodities 
Previous literature suggested a variety of elements 
thought to be important for organizational survival. From this list 
six basic commodities were chosen on the basis of their potential 
importance. These commodities were reviewed by technical panel members 
to determine the face validity of the items. The elements are: clients, 
funding, staff, infor"~tion. technology, and access to influentials. 
Each commodity will be described in turn, including discussion of 
their importance to the organization, and their potential for manipu-
lation by the coordinating agency. 
Clients 
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Clients are of basic importance to social service agencies 
(Kahn, 1972; Aiken, et a1., 1975). Often the funding level of an 
agency, as well as its prestige in the community, is directly related 
to the number and type of clients it serves. Beyond that, the diffi-
culty of finding and screening potential clients can be extremely 
costly. Exchanges involving clients can be problematic in that some 
clients have trouble negotiating the system (Kahn, 1972; Aiken, et al., 
1975). Additionally, acceptance of clients by social service organi-
zations depends on social, cultural, and historical factors, not just 
the needs of the client (Friedson, 1966; Cumming, 1968; Fried, 1969). 
Agencies sometimes refer clients to places that profit the agency 
rather than the client (Greenly and Kirk, 1973). Agencies like to have 
the "right" clients (Aiken, et al., 1975), clients who are attractive 
to the public or responsive to treatment. Clients also are not in-
animate. They often are instrumental in the exchanges involving them, 
making the consideration of clients complex. 
The coordinating agency can playa role in the acquisition and 
coordination of clients (Mott, 1968). Some coordinating agencies pro-
vide referral services while others coordinate consultations and case 
reviews (Kahn, 1972). Finally coordinating agencies may playa role 
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with clients who otherwise have difficulties in negotiating the system 
(Aiken, et a1., 1975). 
Funding 
Funding is another relatively self evident commodity. Every 
agency requires some input of resources to survive. Exchange of 
money for goods or services is the most often cited method of influencing 
the behavior of another (Aiken, et al., 1975). Yuchtman and Seashore 
(1967) assumed that II ••• organizational decision makers are typically 
oriented to the acquisition and defense of an adequate supply of re-
sources. 1I Scarcity of resources was offered as a cause of both competition 
(Nisbet, 1968) and cooperation (Levine and White, 1961). 
The coordinating agency may playa role with funding by coor-
dinating the acquisition of funding (Levine, et al., 1963) as well as 
the allocation of funding (Aiken, et al., 1975). Many of the authorities 
cited consider scarcity of funding to be an important reality in the 
community and a driving force behind most cooperative and coordinative 
efforts (Levine and White, 1961). 
Staff 
The staff of an organization can be considered one of its basic 
resources. The potential to increase the number or quality of staff 
can influence an organization's behavior. Exchanges may include re. 
cruitment of staff, sharing of staff, and temporary exchanging of 
staff (Benson, et a1., 1973). Klonglan (1960) added upgrading of staff 
through inservice training to this list. 
The coordinating agency may assist by helping the agency both 
to obtain new staff and to upgrade present staff (Mott, 1968). They 
also can be instrumental in organizing staff exchanges and training 
sessions between organizations in the community. 
Information 
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Information is a complex commodity to consider. levine, et a1. 
(1963) hold that information is the key commodity which determines the 
flow of all others . 
. . . obviously, there can be little exchange 
of elements between two organizations which do not 
know of each other's existence or are completely 
unaware of each other's functions .... It is 
not surprising that, in general, agencies with 
little familiarity about each other's services 
do not interact much with each other and in most 
cases not at all (p. 1190). 
In a time when a confusing array of programs, grants, regulations, 
and guidelines change daily, access to information can be a valuable 
commodity. Early and reliable information can be both a pathway to 
other commodities as well as exchangeable itself. 
The coordinating agency can use information in a variety of ways. 
First, information may be used as a commodity of exchange for desired 
behaviors. Additionally, information can be used to make organizations 
aware of potential exchanges (Banfield, 1961), or to change their 
attitudes toward other commodities (for example, placing a higher value 
on the elderly as clients), Feedback of information derived from 
evaluations can lead to program improvements and to more efficient and 
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appropriate delivery of services. Aiken, et al. (1975) viewed information 
as the one reSQurce which has influence on all categories of coordin-
atton. 
Technology 
Some authors consider technology to be a form of information 
(Aiken, et al., 1975). For the purposes of this study, technology is 
placed in a separate category to differentiate it from more general 
information. The technology offerable in an exchange can involve a 
variety of activities, including improvements in planning, evaluation, 
service deliver.y approaches, office procedures, cl ient referral, and 
the like. Technology can take the form of training, technical assist-
ance, or consultations. 
The coordinating agency may playa role in providing for the 
group of organizations technology which may be costly for any individual 
to obtain. By coordinating training, for example, staff from a number 
of agencies may take part, reducing costs and, as a side benefit, pro-
viding opportunities for additional interaction. 
Access to influentia1s 
Power is considered by some authors (Tawney, 1931, Weber, 1947; 
Emerson, 1972) to be very important if not the most central value to 
organizations. One route to power is through access to influentia1s. 
Like information~ access to influentials is both an exchangeable commodity 
as well as a route to other commodities. It also can confer status and 
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legitimacy. The value of access to influentials is often underestimated 
by organizations entering into exchanges. Given the advocacy role of 
many organizations (lauffer, 1974}, access to influentials is a po-
tentially important commodity. 
Coordinating agencies may use this commodity by developing special 
access points either through their auspice agency (Area Agency on Aging 
housed in city government) or by deliberately developing ties with in-
fluentials in other exchanges (providing information for example). 
Access to influentials requires ongoing exchange relationships but 
may be very helpful in the work of the coordinating agency. 
Conclusion: Commodities 
This list of commodities is not complete in that other items 
may be exchanged, including sentiments. It;s the purpose of this list 
to include the important commodities, as presented by theorists and 
observers of interorganizational interactions. 
It should be noted that at any point in time, the commodities 
described above have some distribution in the community. Some commodities 
have a finite quantity such as funding or staff, while others are non-
finite such as information or technology. These latter commodities are 
usually not specifically exchanged with an individual organization more 
than once (most organizations would not seek to exact some piece of in-
formation twice), but the same piece of information can be exchanged with 
a number of separate agencies. 
Once the commodities of exchange are determined, the next factor 
determining the excnange transaction are the values held by the 
participants. They will be discussed in the next section. 
Valuing Criteria 
Commodities are assessed in terms of cost and benefit by 
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certain valuing criteria. While organizations in a community are 
generally assumed to hold similar sets of values, the importance of any 
particular value varies from organization to organization. Thus, any 
point in time, an organization assessing a commodity for potential 
exchange may place a unique worth on that commodity, because of the 
relative positions of the values in that organization's value hierarchy. 
The list of valuing criteria may be long, however, the following array 
of six valuing criteria are those most often mentioned in the literature. 
Each of these criteria will be discussed in terms of its potential 
meaning to individual organizations and to the coordinating agency in 
its attempts to influence those interactions. 
The operationa1ization of the variables related to valuing cri-
teria is somewhat more problematic than the commodities. The "names" 
of the commodities carry with them definitions which are relatively 
common among the population of social service agencies. Hennan Turk 
(1975) defended the use of this ~ort of "sensitizing terminology.1I 
While a "clientll may differ from one agency to the next because of 
eligibility requirements or agency purpose, the general term "c1ient ll 
has enough specificity in general usage to meet the requirements of 
this research. The valuing criteria, however, utilize terminology 
about which there is much less agreement. "Power" may mean quite 
different things to two different agencies. In an effort to addY'ess 
this difficulty, a definition of each valuing criteria was provided 
whenever the term was used, and in most cases, the definition was 
presented in place of the term. Those definitions are as follows: 
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Power -- the ability to exercise control over other organizations 
Autonomy -- to be independent and self-governing 
Integration -- to form linkages with other organizations in the 
service system 
Domain -- to maintain the "boundaries" of the agency (i.e., to 
avoid overlap of services, clients, etc.) 
Status -- to maintain or increase prestige or "image" in the 
cOfll1lunity 
Ideological World View -- to engage in activities consistent with 
the IIphilosophy" of the agency. 
Power 
Power refers to an organization's ability to exercise control. 
Tawney (1931) defined power as the IIcapacity of an individual or group 
of individuals to modify the conduct of other individuals or groups in 
the manner which he (or they) desires, and to prevent his own conduct 
from being modified .••. " Max Weber (1947) defined power as the 
II .•. probabil ity that one actor within a social relationship will be 
able to carry out his own will despite resistance ll • An organization 
which places a high value on power is more likely to enter into exchanges 
which protect, enhance or demonstrate its power. 
The coordinating agency should take into consideration the 
importance of power to the organizations with which it works. If any 
organization considers power to be important, the coordinating agency 
may frame the exchange in such a way as not to be a threat. If the 
importance of power interfered with coordination, the coordinating 
agency may attempt to change the importance of that value. 
Autonomy 
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Autonomy is somewhat related to power. It is the organization's 
ability to be self-governing and independent. The acquisition of 
resources can sometimes lead to decreases in autonomy (i.e., a certain 
funding source might require certain structural or organizational changes). 
An organization which places a high value on autonomy would most likely 
be influenced by exchanges which would allow a maximum independence. 
Previous authors suggest that all organizations in a community are inter-
dependent to some degree. "Partial interdependence" is the ideal basis 
for maintaining a confederation of organizations (Litwak and Rothman, 
1970). However, interdependence must be balanced with the organization's 
need for autonomy. Thompson (1967) held that a central tenet of the 
organizational literature is that leaders of organizations attempt to 
maximize the autonomy of the organization they lead. Discussions of 
"turf battles" are conmon in the literature and a recognized part of 
service delivery in the community. 
The coordinating agency must carefully consider this value. 
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Coordination often involves apparent and real threats to the autonomy 
of organizations. The coordinating agency can handle this threat by 
minimizing the loss of autonomy or by making the payoffs attractive 
enough. They may also attempt tc change the organization's perception 
of the importance of autonomy. 
Integration 
Some authors view integration as the opposite end of a continuum 
from autonomy (c.f., Warren, 1975). Integration refers to the develop-
ment of linkages among a set of organizations. Linkages thus developed 
may have a variety of outcomes, ranging from the facilitation of sharing 
information and support to elaborate forms of interdependence. Integra-
tion is a form of coordination. Those organizations which consider 
integration to be important are more likely to be involved in transactions 
with other organizations, given available commodities and the ability 
to exchange. Mott (1968) described the social desirability of inte-
gration for organizations. Organizations face social pressure to at 
least lIappearll to be will ing to become integrated. 
Coordinating agencies should foster the importance of integration 
for community organizations and offer them opportunities to form those 
1i nkages. 
Domain 
Domain refers to a set of elements relating to the purpose, task, 
client population, and geographic anrl social boundaries ~ich define an 
organization. Levine, et al., expanded: 
When we speak of domain consensus between two 
agencies, we are referring to the degree to which 
they agree and accept each others claims with re-
gard to problems covered~ services offered, and 
population served (1.963, p. 1191). 
Agreement over domain facilitates coordination (Levine and 
White, 1961) and unclarified domains often lead to conflict and com-
petition (Levine, et a1., 1963). 
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The coordinating agency can facilitate organizational agreement 
over domains by providing information regarding organizational purpose 
and function. They should be aware of an organization's perception 
of its domain so that exchanges which support that domain are offered. 
Finally, a coordinating agent may attempt to change the perception of 
domain by encouraging inclusion of a new service, client group or 
geographical area. 
Status 
The status of an organization refers to its relative rank or 
position in the community; it is also closely related to prestige. An 
organization will usually become involved in transactions which maintain 
or increase status. Collins described how community status can influence 
resource flow. 
The community's stratification system is 
usually reflected in the organizational hierarchy. 
Of course, theinfluence is reciprocal: status in 
the organization is reflected in the community 
. , .. Organizations pursuing goals defined by 
the public as socially significant were in a better 
position to obtain the resources necessary for their 
c ........ .: .... _ ... ~ .. --.. .:--.zi1- "gAr - "nA\ UII" 'IIU':U 'UII"'!. I Uri II ~ \ I 'to, ..,. Co "3" J • 
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The coordinating agency should offer exchanges which increase or 
protect the status of organizations. They should recognize an organi-
zation's view of its own status as well as the status of others. 
Ideology or World View 
World view is a category which is the collection of values and 
attitudes held by the organization which comprise its philosophy, 
including its orientation to "causes" such as humanitarianism, profit 
seeking, education, equal opportunity, and the like. Levine, et ale 
(1963) discuss differences in world view as a serious barrier to 
cooperation. As Aiken, et ale (1975) stated," ... not unexpectedly, 
each profession generally perceives its own area of expertise as the 
critical one. 1I Differences in world view are not simply a function 
of professionalism. They can include autocratic versus democratic 
leadership, liberal versus conservative philosophy, formal versus in-
formal organization, specialization ver'sus generalization, and so on. 
Consideration of world view is important for the cooidinating 
agency. World view will, to some degree, predict the response of 
organizations to potential exchanges. The coordinating agency may at-
tempt to change certain aspects of world view if a block to coordination 
occurs. 
Conclusion: Valuing Criteria 
This list of valuing criteria is not intended to be complete, 
but rather a selection of those values held by organizations which 
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influence their willingness to enter into exchange. This selection 
was made on the basis of the suggestions of authors in the area of 
interorganizational research as to the more important values for 
organizations. It should be noted that the last criteria on the list, 
world view, is actually a summary of a number of values. 
Two components of the model are now in place. The third is an 
opportunity for the change to occur. This has been titled the "arenas" 
of exchange. 
Arenas of Exchange 
The arenas of exchange represent the transactional situation 
within which the stage is set for exchanges to occur. The list of 
such arenas cOuld be seemingly unlimited since parties potentially 
can make exchange wherever and whenever they interact. However, for 
the purposes of this study, five arenas were chosen as representative 
of the types of situations in which social service agencies are most 
likely to enter into exchanges. These arenas include social occasions, 
tasks, negotiation of written agreements, and other exchanges. 
Planning 
Planning is a major task of any organization, whether short-term 
(the business of the day or week) or long-term (directions for the agency 
for the next five years). The various activities involved in planning 
(i.e., determining need, assessing resources, assigning priorities to 
programs, etc.) offer opportunities for the interactions which can lead 
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to transactions. The planning process itself generates information 
about commodities available for exchanges and actors with whom exchanges 
can be made. If that planning is conducted by a coordinating agency 
for the community or particqlar set of clients, the opportunity for 
interaction among organizations is enhanced considerably. 
Hearings and Meetings 
Hearings and meetings, whatever their purpose, are much like 
planning in that they often offer opportunities for actors to identify 
each other and their commodities. Physical proximity, attending and 
participating in the same meeting, is likely to lead to interaction 
which, in turn, increases the likelihood of exchange. Hearings and 
meetings can be used both by service agencies or coordinating agencies 
to disseminate infonmation which is most likely to lead to beneficial 
exchange. 
Contracts and Letters of Agreement 
Contracts and letters of agreement usually outline the conditions 
of a given exchange or group of exchanges. However, the process of making 
such a contract or letter of agreement, itself offers opportunity for 
other exchanges of interest to the parties. The coordinating agency may, 
by arranging for the making of contracts and other formal agreements 
between organizations, have a great deal of influence over the trans-
actions in the community. 
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Evaluating and Monitoring 
Evaluating and monitoring are ongoing processes which offer 
broad opportunities for interaction as well as the gathering of 
infonnation of relevance to exchanges (Wildavsky~ 1972). These pro-
cesses often uncover commodities which are needed or in surplus and 
therefore available for exchange. If the coordinating agency is in-
volved in this process~ they can use the information thus gathered to 
influence the exchanges of organizations which are being monitored and 
evaluated or which are involved with such orqanizations. 
Client Transfers 
Client transfers involve the sharing or referral of clients 
and client specific information. This process~ while itself involving 
exchange, also leads to other interaction and sets the stage for future 
exchanges. The coordinating agency~ if involved in information and 
referral, is offered rich opportunity to use client transfers as a 
technique for influencing the transactionsl behavior of organizations. 
Referrals of clients can be problematic (Greenly and Kirk, 1973), but 
do offer opportunities for other sorts of exchanges. 
Conclusion: Arenas of Exchange 
The opportunities for exchanges to occur (arenas) are essential 
in addition to commodities and values. Any situation, event~ or process 
which offers opportunity for interaction is a potential arena. The 
current 1 i st of five was chosen because of theil' general pervasiveness 
in the community. An additional consideration in their choice was the 
observation that these elements are often related to the activities of 
a coordinating agency (Aiken, et al., 1975). 
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It should be noted that many of these "arenas" offer some sort 
of end-product which is of value to the community (a plan, contract, or 
information for example). Some are finite, such as a contract or 
hearing, wiiile others are more continuous, planning, evaluation and 
monitoring. However, all offer opportunity for additional negotiations 
for exchange and it is that element of their existence which is of most 
interest to this study. 
Conclusion: Organizational Interaction Model 
The six commodities listed in the model are assumed to be exchanged 
by organizations in the community. The utility of any particular com-
modity is a function of the way the six valuing criteria listed above 
are held by the organizations in the community. The rate and 
direction of exchange of the commodities can be influenced by a 
coordinating agency in many arenas. Five common arenas are listed in 
the model. The objectives of the coordinating agency can be achieved 
by the timely introduction of commodities within the exchange arenas 
over which it has control, taking into account the valuing criteria 
of the organizations it is trying to influence. 
lIlt CHANGE TECHNIQUES 
A list of potential change techniques was developed to determine 
the attitudes of respondents toward various types of intervention by a 
third party. The rationale for that list, as well as the items them-
selves, are presented in this chapter. 
Intervention Tactics 
A review of the literature suggests a variety of types of inter-
vention on the part of government and/or a coordinating agency. Five 
of the more commonly mentioned categories relative to social service 
agencies are: exercise of authority, resolution of conflict, training, 
funding, dissemination of information and control of clients. In ad-
dition to types of intervention there are differences relative to 
level of intervention. Therefore, the list of change techniques was 
constructed in such a way as to represent levels of intervention with-
in types of intervention. As an example, "Acting as ultimate judge 
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\'1hen organi zations di ffer" was considered to be a higher 1 evel of i n-
tervention than "Bringing together conflicting parties to clarify issues", 
though they belong to the same type of intervention, resolution of 
confl kt. 
The list was presented to the technical advisory panel (See Appen-
dix) for their review. Their suggestions were incorporated into the 
final list. That list is in Table II. 
It was assumed that organizations would consider these tactics to 
be appropriate in varying degrees. The purpose of including this list 
in this research was to develop a hierarchy of techniques for promoting 
Gomnunity change, arranged in order of perceived appropriateness. 
The model for research now includes the model for organizational 
"interactions and techniques for promoting change. The final portion of 
the model is the measure of outcome of the activities of the coordin-
ating agency. 
IV. OUTCOME VARIABLES 
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A criticism of exchange theory is that it presents a tautology: 
people enter into exchange because they need resources; we know a 
resource is needed because people are entering exchanges (Emerson, 1972). 
It is hoped that by examining the outcome of exchange activiti~s, in the 
community, a step can be taken out of that logical circle. It was there-
fore determined that for the purposes of this study certain "outcome" 
variables should be defined and measured to evaluate,in some part,the 
work of the coordinating agency in the community. 
The first step in this process was the division of the community 
into those sectors which have impact on the elderly. That division was 
made on the basis of past field work in the community and the advice of 
the technical panel. The six resulting .:iectors are listed and defined 
below: 
Sector I: The Coordinating Agency. This sector includes the 
direct Administrative and Planning units as well as the auspice agency 
in which the coordinating agency is located. In this study, the Area 
Agency on Aging or Sector I is the "focal organization" around which the 
investigation proceeded. 
Sector II: The Human Services Sector consists of the broad 
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TABLE II 
TECHNIQUES FOR PROMOTING COMMUNITY CHANGE 
Tactic Considered Appropriate 
1. Providing facts regarding new legislation and funding 
2. Providing information about organizations to make it easier for 
them to work together 
3. Circulating future plans of service organizations and governments 
4. Providing profiles of individual staff of service agencies 
5. Short term in-service training to service providers for 
special techniques 
6. Technical assistance to provide service agencies new methods 
7. Assessing compliance to contracts 
8. Evaluation of program effectiveness 
9. Establishing uniform standards for service delivery 
10. Authority to approve/disapprove all aging programs 
11. Bringing together conflicting parties to clarify issues 
12. Setting rules whereby differences between organizations can 
be worked out 
13. Acting as ultimate judge when organizations differ 
14. Fee reimbursement for services delivered 
15. Utilizing competitively awarded service contracts for 
desired behavior 
16. Unrestricted grants to bufld agency capacity 
17. Centralized client intake for multiple service agencies 
spectrum of health, education, and welfare progranls including those 
which serve the general public as well as those which are specifically 
designed for the target group, in this case the elderly. This sector 
would include Social Security, Public Welfare, Senior Transportation 
Projects, Community Mental Health Programs, Senior Centers, etc. 
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Sector III: Client Groups is the sector which covers organizations 
of potential and current clients in social service programs. In this 
case, senior groups, councils on aging, etc. 
Sector IV: Local Governmental Sector includes Mayors, City Commis-
sioners, County Commissioners, Judges, and other elected officials with-
in the community. 
Sector V: Other Agencies, organizations, and associations in-
cluding entities such as newspapers, church groups, neighborhood associ-
ations, and civic clubs as well as general planning organizations and 
organizations which are engaged in the mobilization of resources such as 
United Good Neighbors. 
Sector VI: State Government, in this case including the State 
Program on Aging. 
This list originally contained seven sectors, the seventh sector 
being funding sources. However, in pretests of the interview instrument 
it \~as determined that respondents tended not to use that category in 
their conceptualizations, choosing instead to use the sector to which the 
funding agent might be assigned. Thus, if the State Program on Aging 
was a provider of funds for them, they would use Sector VI, State Govern-
ment. If they received county funds, they would use Sector IV. Therefore, 
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These sectors are diagramatically presented in Figure 2. This model 
of the community is thought to describe the elements of the community 
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\vhich are influenced by the coordinating agency. There are two major 
categories of impact which are of special interest to this study. The 
first impact is on the relationships among the sectors of the model. 
For example, in order for a coordinated comprehensive service system 
(CCS) to be achieved, the interaction between Sectors II and III, local 
Services and the client group must be at an optimum level. Eight such 
-improvements are 1 isted below. These are called the "process" elements 
of the model. 
1. The more effective transfer of funds from the state sector 
including the State Program on Aging, to the services sector. 
2. An increase in the amount of funds provided for services for 
the aged. 
3. Improved and increased involvement of older clients in the 
policy making procedures of the service sector. 
4. Increased involvement of older client groups and representa-
tives in governmental decision making at the local level and 
at the state level. 
5. Increased access by older clients to services. 
6. Increased effectiveness of coordination of services to clients 
with multiple needs. 
7. Increased sensitivity by all sectors to the importance of 
serving the elderly community at the local level. 
8. Increased flow of needed information between all the sectors. 
9. Increased access of individuals to key members in all the 
sectors for purposes of influencing local decision making. 
At the same time this research takes special interest in one 
sector of this model, Sector II, the Human Services Sector. This is 
the sector through which virtually all direct service to the client 
group, in this case the elderly, is delivered, Thus, changes in this 
sector take on special importance. Six potential improvements in this 
sector are 1 i sted below; these are call ed the "state" elements of the 
model. 
1. Increasing the priority given older adults by all local human 
services. 
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2. Increasing the number of staff in all local service agencies 
with special training and knowledge regarding the service needs 
and intervention approaches appropriate for older adults. 
3. Improving the general knowledge and information by staff of 
all kinds in local human services regarding the special needs s 
conditions and methods of intervention of older people. 
4. Increasing the efficiency of the planning and evaluation functions 
carried out by agencies dealing with older adult clientele. 
5. The fill ing of gaps in the local servi ces sector so that all 
critical services needed by older adults do exist. 
6. The development where necessary and the improvement where they 
already exist of critical linkage services by which to get 
elderly people appropriately tied into available services. 
In summary, the maximization of each of these improvements, process, 
and state, would lead to an "ideal type ll comprehensive coordinated service 
system. In reality, no community would ever achieve the ideal. but it 
TABLE III 
COMPREHENSIVE/COMMUNITY SYSTEM MODEL (CCS) 
Process Elements of the CCS regarding transactions between sectors of 
the community 
.. 
1. More effective transfer of funds from state to local level 
2. Increased level of funding for aging services from local sources 
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3. Increased involvement of older adults in setting service agency goals 
4. Increased inclusion of older adults in governmental decision making 
5. Increased accessibility of services by older adults 
6. Increased coordination of services to multiply impaired older adults 
7. Increase sensitivity of community to the needs of older adults 
8. Improved flow of information among all sectors concerned with older 
adults 
9. Improved access of advocates and service leaders to community 
influentials 
State Elements of the CCS regarding the services sector of the community 
1. Increase the priority level of older adults in the service agencies 
2. Increase the number of staff with special competence regarding older 
adults 
3. Improve the level of training of existing staff in service agencies 
4. Increase the application of planning and evaluation technology in 
services 
5. Fill gaps in the service matrix 
6. Stimulate greater linkage of clients to services and services to 
each other 
Note: A CCS for older persons is an ideal type state which can be approached 
but not achieved. In this model, a CCS is said to exist to the extent that 
improvement is made in the fifteen conditions as listed above. Hence, pro-
ducing an improvement in those fifteen aspects of the community constitutes 
our interpretation of the objectives of an Area Agency on Aging. 
is possible to measure the degree to which a community changes toward 
such a state. Coser, after Max Weber, described the concent of ideal 
type. 
An ideal ~ is an analytical construct that 
serves the investlgator as a measuring rod to ascer-
tain similarities as well as deviation in concrete 
cases. It provides the basic method for comparative 
study. The ideal ~ involves an accentuation of 
typical courses of conduct. It never corresponds to 
concrete reality but always moves at least one step 
away from it. It is constructed out of certain 
elements of reality and forms a logically precise 
and coherent whole, which can never be found as such 
in that reality (1971, p. 223). 
The elements of the ideal type are presented in Table III. 
V. CONCLUSION 
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Social exchange theory was the basis for the development of an 
Organizational Interaction Model. From this model were developed a 
series of empirical questions relative to commodities of exchange, 
valuing criteria, and arenas of exchange to be presented in the 
methodology chapter. A model of the community was developed with the 
purpose of constructing an "ideal type" representing the comprehen-
sive community system. The data on these "outcome variables" are 
related to the information regarding manipulation, commodities, valuing 
criteria, and arenas by the coordinating agency to determine the use-
fulness of the Organizational Interaction Model (and therefore social 
exchange theory) in explaining organizational interactions. The next 




This research is a case study of the implenlentation of a 
federal initiative to cause coordination in local communities. This 
study focuses specifically on three examples of the case in point. 
The federal initiative is contained in the 1973 Comprehensive Service 
Amendments to the Older Americans Act of 1965 (Public Law 93-29, 87 
Stat. 3645). Title III of this act has the stated purpose to lIencour-
age and assist State and Area Agencies to concentrate resources in order 
to develop greater capacity and to foster the development of compre-
hensive and coordinated service systems to serve older people. 1I These 
Area Agencies on Aging are the coordinating agencies of interest to 
this study. 
The data were collected in indepth interviews and surveys and 
analyzed with quantitative, qualitative and comparative procedures. 
This methodology offers some of the benefits of both qualitative and 
quantitative research while, at the same time, avoiding some of the 
problems of each. 
Glaser and Strauss in their book The Discovery of Grounded Theory 
discussed the selection of a methodology for research . 
. . . there is no fundamental clash between the 
purposes and capacities of qualitative and quantitative 
methods or data. What clash there is concerns the pri-
macy of emphasis on verification or generation of 
theory -- to which heated discussion of qualitativ vs 
quantitative data have been linked historically. We 
believe that each form of data is useful for both 
verification and eneration of theor , whatever the 
prlmacy of emp as s • . • n many instances both forms 
of data are necessary (1967, pp. 17-18). 
Following this line of reasoning, this research sought informa-
tion in a variety of forms from a number of sources. These sources 
included representatives of all the sectors represented by the 
Community Sectors Model. A number of communities were surveyed in 
order to determine general trends which would not be evident in the 
analysis of a single case. The type of information collected covered 
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a broad range. Data were collected on organizational practices, know-
ledge, attitudes and perceptions. Glaser and Strauss discussed this ap-
proach: 
Among the many slices of data that may be collected, 
which one is the best to obtain? The answer is, of course, 
the collection technique that best can obtain the informa-
tion desired, provided that conditions permit its use in 
some manner .•.• Often the ..• strategy will be con-
strained by such structural conditions as who is available 
to be observed, talked with, overheard, interviewed or 
surveyed and at what times (1967, pp. 66-67). 
This broad range of data was then analyzed and refined. Trends 
were noted and relationships explored for the purpose of examining the 
Organizational Interaction Model, developed from social exchange theory. 
Perceptions of the impact of the Area Agency on Aging in the community 
were related to the_efforts of the AAA as defined by this model. The 
usefulness of the model for understanding community transactions was 
determined in this way. 
11. PROCEDURES 
Two waves of community interviews were conducted. The first wave 
was used to test and refine the survey instrument and to develop 
exploratory data. The first wave took place from May through July 
'\975 as a part of a research project conducted by the Institute on 
Aging at Portland State University (funded by the Administration on 
Aging) to examine conflicts which arise in the coordination of social 
services for the elderly (O'Brien, 1975). Six geographical areas 
covered by Area Agencies were chosen on the basis of population, aus-
pice of the Area Agency (local government/council of governments/non-
profit corporation), and geography (urban/rural/urban-rura1 mixed) 
{multi vs single county}. These communities covered two states and 
represented approximately 250,000 elderly persons. The areas were 
chosen with the advice of personnel from the two State Programs on 
Aging.* 
An interview schedule was developed utilizing insights and 
perspectives from a review of the literature. Models were constructed 
as a result of that review, and commented upon by a technical panel of 
experienced professionals in community social service programs (See 
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Appendix). The instrument was pretested and then taken into the field. 
A total of 84 interviews were completed, 71 representing the community 
sectors impacted by the AAA and the remaining 13 with representatives 
of the State Program on Aging and the six Area Agency Directors. 
*The author wishes to thank Mrs. Marion Hughes and Mr. George Telisman 
for the information and judgment in this matter. 
The data from this phase of the study were analyzed and a more 
extensive review of the 1 i terature was undertaken, guided by these 
findings. Data from the second wave form the major findings reported 
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in this research. The second wave of data collection took place from 
January through March 1976 as a part of another Institute on Aging 
research project, Closing the Gaps: Strategies for Technical Assistance 
(O'Brien, 1976). Three of the previous six cOlllTlunities were chosen for 
in-depth study representing an urban, a rural, and a mixed urban-rural 
setting. An interview was constructed and pretested and from this both 
an in-depth interview and a mailed survey were developed. 
The sample was constructed in such a way as to vary level of 
involvement, type of service provided, and area of service. In all 175 
agencies were contacted and completed surveys or interviews were obtained 
from 126. 
It was the intent to interview (or survey) a director and a staff 
person in each agency. There were a total of 191 respondents. The data 
from these interviews were analyzed and compared to the information from 
the previous studies. The Organizational Interaction Model was reexamined 
in light of the relationships which were found to determine applicability 
of this model to the social service community. 
II 1. THE Sf~'PLE 
The two waves of data collection involved, for the most part, 
separate samples and will be described separately. 
Wave I consisted of interviews with respondents from areas 
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encompassing six Area Agencies on Aging. The population of these areas 
totaled 1 ,9Q3,969 with 244,695 persons being over the age of 60 {12.8% 
of the total popu'tation}. The smallest Area Agency studied had a total 
population of 35,459 with 5,972 elderly and the largest had an elderly 
population of 97,543. (See Table IV). 
Respondents were chosen from lists of individuals and agencies 
provided by the coordinating agencies. Because this wave of data col-
lection was very exploratory, efforts were made to choose representatives 
of community organizations who knew a great deal about the Area Agency 
rather than to make a random selection of agencies in the community. 
Additionally, efforts were made to represent all six sectors of the 
community sectors model. A total of 84 respondents were interviewed, 
and the data from these interviews used to construct the questionnaires 
in the second phase. 
Wave II was conducted in three areas, within a single state; urban, 
mixed and rural. These conmunity types were selected as being represen-
tative of the types of communities found throughout the United States. 
The urban community was typified as having a city{s) with a population 
of 200,000 or more. The mixed urban/rural community was typified as 
having city(s) with a population of over 15,000 but less than 200,000, 
having close proximity to an urban community, and having expanses of 
undeveloped land. The rural community was typified as having no 
city(s) with a population greater than 15,000 and expanses of undevel-
oped land. One Area Agency on Aging was selected to represent each 
of the different community types. 
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TABLE IV - DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE AREAS 
URBAN/ SINGLE VS. # OF PERSONS 
AREA AUSPICE RURAL MUL TI -COUNTY OVER 60 
Area A COG Mixed 3 counties 45,543 
Area B Local Gov. Urban Single 97,524 
Area C COG Mixed 3 counties 38,537 
Area D COG Mixed Singl e 25,758 
Area E COG Rural 3 counti es 5,972 
Area F Private Mixed 5 counties 33,361 
Non-Profit 
In this study, the urban AAA contains a city of just over 350,000 
population and a county population, including the City, of 556,667. The 
urban AAA has a total of 97,524 persons over 60, or 18% of its population. 
Twenty percent of the total population of this area have incomes below 
the poverty level. Local government is the auspice for the AAA. 
The study's mixed urban/rural AAA contains no cities over 200,000 
in population. This AAA is made up of three counties and its auspice is 
a Council of Governments. All three of the counties are immediately 
adjacent to the urban AAA county. This mixed urban/rural AAA has a total 
of 43,543 persons over 60, or 12% of its population. Eighteen percent 
of the area's population have incomes below the poverty line. Many 
residents either commute to the city for employment or work in the 
nearby suburban businesses and industries. Some maintain fa~s. 
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The largest city in the Rural AAA has a population of 10,423. 
This AAA is made up of three counties and its auspice is a Council of 
Governments. Twenty-one percent of the persons in this area have in-
comes below the poverty line. Most residents depend on small businesses, 
farming, or ranching for their livelihood. There are 5,972 persons 
over 60; that is 17% of the total population in the Rural AAA. This 









































The organizations surveyed were chosen from a list of IIPotential 
Resources" provided by the director of each Area Agency, as a required 
part of the yearly p1 an of the M.A. Because these 1 ists di ffered some-
what in the types of agencies included, efforts were made to make the 
lists more similar (for example, nursing homes were added to one list, 
police and fire departments to another). The sample from each area was 
then chosen taking into account each agency's level of participation 
with the Area Agency on Aging. 
The first level of participation included those organizations 
which were current subcontractors with the AAA. The second level in-
eluded organizations which were current advisory council members, but 
not current subcontractors. The third level included organizations 
that were neither current subcontractors nor advisory council members 
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but had been included on the list of resource organizations by the AAA. 
The sample was intended not to exceed ten subcontractors, ten advisory 
council members, and 50 other service providers from each of the three 
areas for a total of not more than 210 organizations. The actual number 
of organizations contacted and studied is presented in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
DESCRIPTIONS OF SAMPLE ORGANIZATIONS 
Advisory Other 
Council Service 
Area Contractor Member Providers Total 
Urban 9*(8)** 10(7) 48(32) 67(4) 
Mixed 9(9) 5(3) 42(31) 56(43) 
Rural 4(3) 3(3) 45(30) 52(36) 
Total Agencies 
Contacted 22(20) 18(13) 135(93) 175(126) 
* Number of agencies contacted 
** Number of agenciez responding 
In all, 22 subcontractors, 18 advisory council members, and 135 
other service providers were included in the sample. Data (either a 
completed interview or survey form} were collected from 72% of the 
organizations contacted. this represents a 45% return of mailed ques-
tionnaires. Because an attempt was made to contact both the director 




The data for this study were collected utilizing two formats, 
in-depth scheduled interviews and mailed surveys. Additionally, 
technical panels served to review findings and conclusions and to provide 
insights regarding the interpretation of data. 
Wave I 
The first interview schedule (See Appendix) was 24 pages long and 
took from 1 to ~ hours to complete. Most interviews lasted approximately 
l~ hours. The interview schedule included both interview-asked questions 
and forms to be filled out by the respondent. Responses were recorded 
in great detail {verbatim, if possible}. The interview was pretested 
before entering the field. 
The interview was intended to collect information regarding the 
respondent's knowledge about the AAA, level of interaction with the AAA 
and other service providers, importance of certain commodities and values, 
and perception of outcome of the work of the AAA. Because the inter-
views were being conducted as part of an ongoing research project, data 
\'Jere a 1 so co 11 ected rega rdi.ng "mi lestone events II of the AAA t conf1 i cts , 
and mission of the MA. Data describing the agencies themselves such as 
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purpose, age, and number of staff were also sought. 
The interview schedule for Area Agency directors included all 
the relevant questions asked the service providers as well as additional 
questions regarding the Area Agency's control of commodities, consider-
ation of service agency's values in working with them, and use of ex-
change arenas. These interviews averaged approximately two hours, and 
were supplemented by follow-up calls after the interview data had been 
reviewed and analyzed. 
Wave II 
The information for wave two was collected in three phases: The second 
pre-test (19 respondents), the in-depth interview (48 respondents), and 
the mailed survey (sent to 273 people). The pre-test, the in-depth in-
terview and mailed survey cover much of the same information and the 
coded data from all were analyzed together. The format for the inter-
views is similar to that of the mailed survey with the exception that 
approximately one-third of the questions on the interview are asked and 
recorded by the interviewer. The in-depth interview schedule was 18 
pages long and took approximately lYz hours to complete. The mailed 
survey was 10 (or 11 depending on whether to director or staff) pages 
long and took approximately one hour to complete. The mailed survey to 
agency directors differed slightly from that to staff (redundant infor-
mation deleted). (See Appendix). 
Respondents were asked to provide information regarding their 
agency's: problems, difficulties in obtaining certa1n commodities, 
relationships with other organizations in the community, criteria 
for valuing their activities, knowledge about and interaction with 
the AAA, and their evaluation of the impact of the AAA. Additionally, 
they were asked to evaluate the appropriateness of a number of change 
techniques. Because this interview was a part of an ongoing study, 
questions were also asked regarding intraorganizational problems, 
attitudes toward knowledge about the elderly, and services for the 
elderly. 
V. THE VARIABLES 
Commodities 
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The items to be included in the survey (and interviews) were 
determined by the model, and review of previous literature, in the 
following way. (See Example of Instruments in Appendix). The commodi-
ties were the first elements of the model to be considered. Previous 
authors had suggested that scarcity of commodities was an important 
factor determining intercrganizational interaction. (Levine and White, 
1961; Levine, et al., 1963). Therefore, organizations were asked whether 
they experienced difficulty in obtaining each of the commodities. 
Because a major interest in this study is the role of the coordinating 
agency in manipulating exchange elements, organizations were asked 
whether the Area Agency on Aging played a role in helping them to obtain 
each of the commodities, 
The coordinating agencies were asked the following questions 
regarding comn~dities. 
1. How important was each of the commodities in encouraging 
organizations to cooperate with the AAA? 
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2. How much control does the AAA have over each of the commodities? 
3. Rank the commodities in terms of usefulness in influencing the 
behavior of organizations in the community. 
Valuing Criteria 
The second basic component of the model consists of the valuing 
c~iteria. Respondents were asked to rate each of the values in terms 
of importance to their organization. Values were presented as state-
ments (e.g., lito be independent and self governing") rather than value 
title (autonomy). In order to determine behavioral components of some 
of these values, respondents were asked questions regarding their or-
ganization's rate of client referrals, interactions with other organi-
zations, specific attitudes of level of training of staff, and behaviors 
in certain circumstances (e.g., another organization's encroachment on 
their organizational boundaries). 
In order to determine the coordinating agencies' use of the 
organizations' valuing criteria, the following questions were asked 
1. Had the coordinating agency ever worked with an organiza-
tion that thought its (specific value) might be 
affected if it cooperated with the coordinating agency? 
2. How did that (fear of losing/prospect of enhancing) their 
(specific value) affect the coordinating 
-------
agency's dealings with the organization? 
3. What did you do about the organizations' (fear of losing/ 
prospect of enhancing} ______ (specific value)? 
The purpose of these questions was to determine whether or not 
each of the valuing criteria was important to the organizations in 
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the community. Secondly, the consideration of organizational values by 
the coordinating agency was determined. Specific examples were sought 
to better understand how coordinating agencies used these valuing 
criteria in their work with community organizations. 
Arenas 
Respondents were asked which of the five arenas of exchange 
they had entered (e.g., had they signed a contract with another agency, 
engaged in planning, etc.). The coordinating agencies were asked how 
each of the arenas related to the goals and objectives of the organi-
zation and also whether they had used each of the arenas to do business 
other than the primary purpose. 
1. In the (specific arena) did organizations 
ever do business other than (specific arena)? 
2. Has the coordinating agency ever used (specific 
arena) to bring people together to do business other than 
planning? 
3, What was the outcome? (Did being involved in the primary 
process have secondary effects?} 
Change Techniques 
The list of change techniques was developed as described in Chapter 
III, A Model for Study, utilizing various levels and types of inter-
vention. This seventeen item list was presented to respondents to 
rate each item as very appropriate, somewhat appropriate. somewhat 
inappropriate, very inappropriate. The item read: 
To what extent are the following appropriate or 
inappropriate means by \tlhich government should try to 
influence the way service organizations work with one 
another? 
Outcome Variables 
The Comprehensive Community Systems Model, presented in Chapter 
III, was used to develop a list of potential outcomes of the work of 
the coordinating agency. The wording of the items was changed to make 
the outcomes clear to the respondent (e.g., "more effective transfer 
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of funds from state to local level ll became "budget of service organi-
zations" and "income and financial condition of the elderlyll). In this 
way, the original seventeen item Comprehensive Community System model 
became a twenty-two item outcome list. The technical panel reviewed one 
list for clarity and face validitYj making some changes in wording. In 
pretesting,four items were collapsed into two because of difficulty on 
the part of the respondents in differentiating between the items. In 
this way, a twenty item outcome list was developed. 
Respondents were presented the list with the following question: 
The Area Agency on Aging has been at work in your 
community for more than three years. What has been the 
effect of the AM in the followinq cateQories? 
Respondents checked one of six choices: much better off, somewhat 
better off, no different, so"~what worse off, much worse off, not rei evant 
to AAA goals. Those ratings ~ere then compared to the data regarding 
control of commodities, consideration of values, and manipulation 
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of arenas of exchange in the community. While it is recognized that 
many other factors during this same ti'me period could affect the approxi-
mation of the comprehensive coordinated service system, this exploratory 
research is at least a beginning step in illustrating a relationship 
between social exchange theory and outcome in the community. 
VI. DATA ANALYSIS 
Data were coded, key punched and analyzed using SPSS (Nie, 1975) 
programs. Preliminary findings were reported to the technical panel 
for their review and comment. Their suggestions were utilized in the 
interpretation of the data. 
The interviews are rich with insiqhts into tile relation-
ships among organizations and the work of the AAA. Some of the flavor 
of these data were lost in co~ing and quantification. Therefore, the 
questionnaires themselves were reviewed in detail for information not 
included in the computer printouts. Wherever appropriate, direct 
quotations from interview and survey forms were used to anchor the 




This chapter presents the findings of this research as they 
relate to the Organizational Interaction Model, and to the major 
questions of this research: "Under what circumstances do organiza-
tions interact?" and "How can a third party influence those inter-
actions?" Each of the elements of the model: commodities, valuing 
criteria, and arenas of exchange are presented in turn, comparing 
areas as well as data from community organizations and coordinating 
agencies. The results related to change techniques are presented, 
as are the outcome data. Finally, social exchange theory is discussed 
in light of the findings. Results reported refer to all respondents 
except in those cases specifically noted. 
I. THE MODEL AND ORGANIZATIONAL INTERACTION 
Commodities 
The respondents were asked a number of questions about the six 
conmodities of exchange listed in the Community Transactions Model. 
The first question relates to the scarcity of commodities. As shown 
in Table VI, respondents reported the most difficulty in securing 
funding, followed closely by "adding or upgradi ng staff". The other 
commodities were reported as being somewhat less scarce 
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TABLE VI-A 
REPORTED DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING COMMODITIES 
Commodity 
% Reporting Trouble 
In Secuting 
Funds 
Obtaining or Upgrading Staff 
Information 
Technical Assistance 








Funding. The survey asked about funding in greater detail, 
questioning the perceived security of budget. Forty-two (42) percent 
expressed concern over basic funding. (See Table VII). Eighty-three 
(83) percent listed insufficient funding as at least moderately 
hindering achieving objectives. Taken as a group, the organizations 
in this study derived their funding from a great mix of sources. Fed·· 
eral, state, and local governments were the most common sources but 
foundations, churches, benevolent groups, and fees for services were 
also tapped, Forty-five (45) percent of the Qrganizations had three 
or more sources of funding. Sixty (60} percent of the organizations 
received at least some funding from the federal government. Since 
38% of the organizations reported budgets of under $35,000 per year. 
it would seem that a small amount of funding could carry great impact 
in influencing behavior. 
TABLE VII 
PERCEIVED SECURITY OF BUDGET 
Very secure, no worry 
Annual renewal, conf'ident 
Annual renewal, worried 






Even organizations with very large budgets reported willingness 
to make exchanges for small amounts. Said one county public health 
official upon receiving $400.00 to be used for emergency medical 
supplies, "This ;s the first time in 18 years 1111 be able to buy 
medication or eyeglasses for someone who needs them now. It usually 
takes three days to rush through an I emergency I item. 1I In return for 
this $400.00, she was willing to enter the client tracking system, 
which meant providing information on all the elderly persons making 
contact with the county health department. 
Obtaining or Upgrading Staff 
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Over half the organizations reported problems with obtaining or 
upgrading staff. Twenty (20) percent of the staff interviewed had two 
or fewer years of expe}'ience (note: more than half of this sample were 
agency directors), Forty-three (43) percent reported no special 
training in working with the elderly for any member of the staff, and 
84% reported inadequate staff as a hinderance to achieving agency 
objectives. A1roost one-fourth listed turnover rate as a problem. On 
the other hand, 88% reported that the staff were generally satisfied 
with their jobs. One-fourth of the organizations had exchanged per-
sonnel with another agency and 85% had participated in some kind of 
training program provided by another agency. 
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Upgrading the staff, when accomplished, was not without problems. 
A number of agencies reported making successful efforts to upgrade 
staff only to have them hired away by other agencies. Programs 
serving the elderly tend in general to have large proportions of 
volunteer staff. Again, these agencies are faced with the problem of 
training volunteers only to have new volunteers the next month. In 
two of the areas, training of volunteers and staff was done on a 
cooperative joint basis, utilizing staff from each of the agencies 
involved. 
Information 
Information is an elusive commodity about which to collect 
i nfclrmati on. About one-third of the respondents reported difficulty 
in obtaining infonnation. This report is supported by an alarming 
lack of knowledge by personnel regarding important demographic and 
service characteristics of the population aged 60 and over. When 
asked simple questions ~bout the demography of this population, less 
than 35% could answer within a broad range of the correct response. 
Nearly one-half could not list the director of the AAA (the coordina-
tingagency} and a full third has not heard of the AM in their 
distrtct. (It should be noted here that these organizations had been 
listed as "resourceagencies" by the coordinating agency.) Seventy-
one (7l) percent of the respondents 1 i sted "poor cOJTl11unications II with 
other agencies as a hindrance to achieving their objectives. Lack 
or misunderstanding of information was listed most frequently as the 
greatest source of conflict for the coordinating agency since its 
beginning. 
Virtually all agencies reported having exchanged information 
with some other organization, and most reported having given more 
information than they received. Sixty-four (64) percent of the 
respondents reported that information specific to older adults was 
available to them and this covered a wide variety of sources but only 
47% had ever used the source they listed. 
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Exchange of information was not usually accomplished in a system-
atic way but rather through chains of "friends and acquaintances ll • 
Said a nutrition program staff person, "If I want to know something 
I call t she always knows what's going on, and if I want 
word to get around, but not through my office, I tell her, she's 
better than a telephone. II Another staff person reported, fiNo, I 
never talk to them. When we were getting started they were too good 
to help us, so why should I help them?" 
Technology (Technical Assistance) 
When asked which tncenttves were most important for involvement, 
learning "Better servi,ce approaches" and "new pl anning approaches" 
fell behind only two other choices (lithe cause of serving the elderly" 
and "new money"). While on the one hand, new technology is considered 
scarce by only about one~fourth, of the respondents, it is still 
considered an incentive for involvement. As previously mentioned, 
training with other agencies was common (85% had participated in 
some kind of joint training), though most was not specific to the 
elderly. A transportation service director reports, "I put the head 
of the Taxi Company on my board, he knew more about senior 
citizens then anybody--anybody he could help figure out our routing. 
It would be hard for him to squawk later about business being taken 
away, too." It should be noted that there is often resistance to 
new technology. "live been in social work, even before they called 
it that ... for 36 years. I worked for the Red Cross and welfare. 
I know my clients and what they need better thun they do, so 11m 
not going to have some Icollege expert I come tell me how to help 
people" (an advisory board member). 
Access to Influentials 
Only one~fifth of the respondents listed access to decision 
makers as a problem. (Perhaps the question should have been asked 
liability to influence decision makers".) Interestingly. when given 
hyopthetical situations such as a potential cut in funding or a bill 
being introduced which would effect them less than half would go to 
the source of the decision, many of the remainder- choosing to do 
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"noth.ing". Access to influentia1s is a problematic cOlmlOdity about 
which to collect data. Respondents often asked, "influence regarding 
wh.at?'1 finding it di fficul t to conceptual ize the issue without a 
concrete example. 
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Some respondents did have interesting access to decision makers--
reported one advisory council member ". when I need something I 
just walk right into IS office (county commissioner) and 
plop myself down. I took care of him when he was a baby and changed 
his diapers. He won't look me in the eye until he can say yes. II Or 
the senior projects director who said, liThe first time I called 
(mayor) he was too busy to talk to me so at the next 
-------
city council meeting I filled two buses with people from the potluck. 
The next time he returned my call real quick. 1I 
Not all respondents reported this kind of ease. A common prob-
lem was the low priority of social service programs for county decision 
makers. A county commissioner stated this point of view very bluntly, 
"1'11 talk to anybody who comes to my office, but they're wasting 
their time ... it's county business to build roads, not to cart 
around people and be in the restaurant business." Decision makers 
were also reported to play programs against '?ach other. "We finally 
decided to form the coalition •... each year they would tell one 
person, 'We can't fund you because of them' and then tell them 'We can't 
fund you because of those guys' •.• we finally got together and 
compared notes and then formed th.e coal ition (of social service 
programs) ... People are still pretty suspicious though" (Director 
of a CAP program.) 
Clients 
Respondents generally did not report having difficulty 
obtaining clients. Sixty~eight (6a) percent of the respondents re-
ported referring clients to other agencies during the past month and 
59% reported receiving referral s from other agencies. Yet t while 
many organizations are actively involved in the exchange of clients, 
16% of the respondents reported outreach and finding clients as a 
special problem in working with the elderly, and 55% reported being 
involved in situations where clients were "getting the run around", 
indicating that client exchanges can be problematic. 
Most client exchanges were for the purpose of obtaining a 
service for a client that the initial agency did not provide. How-
ever, in some cases problem clients are exchanged simply to be rid 
of them. A case worker, when asked about client referrals replied, 
". . . (chuckl e) yes, I referred one today, areal pain • . . she 
would call six times a day ... baked alligators coming through 
her window . . . and her neighbors blowing blue powder on her lawn 
. . . Jesus, 1 et them hold her hand for a whil e," Many agency per-
sonnel will maintain contact with clients even after they have moved 
on in the system.. "Sure. we use. tan information and re-
ferral service}, but I still call them (the clients} back to see if 
they got what they need " " , I rea 11 y care , " , , ., (A senior 
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center dtrector)~ Finally, because clients are not generally inanimate 
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objects (though there are exceptions) they, too, become involved in 
the exchange process, IIClients play games sometime$ , . , .. Before 
I met (a welfare caseworker) one old guy kept telling me 
how terrible she was ... asking embarrassing questions, making him 
wait three or four hours when he had an appointment, stalling with his 
benefits and then I met her (the caseworker) and he had been telling 
her the same stuff about me , .. He was even getting carfare and lunch 
from both of us. 1I (Medical services worker). 
Area Differences. Reported difficulty in obtaining commodities 
was examined by area, and the results are presented in Table VIII. 
The rural community organizations reported less difficulty in obtaining 
all commodities except technical assistance. The urban and mixed 
areas were similar for all commodities except information and technical 
assistance, indicating that cornnunity organizations in urban areas 
have less trouble obtaining information and technical assistance. 
TABLE VIII 
DIFFICULTY OBTAINING COMMODITIES BY AREA 
Funds 
UP9rading and Obtaining Staff 
Information 
Technical Assistance 
Access to Infl uentia ls 
Clients 
* Significant at p less than .1 




Urban Mixed Rural 
72.7** 63. 6~·~t 44.9** 
53.0 53.4 36.0 
24.6 37~5 28.6 
13.2* 24.6* 26.5* 
22.4 21.8 14.3 
8.6 8,8 10.2 
Organizations hold values which may influence decisions to 
become involved with othei oiganizations. These values may differ 
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just as people from various cultures may differ from one another on 
values held. Respondents were asked to rate the importance of the 
following values (from the Organizational Interaction Model) in making 
decisions to become involved with other organizations. Results are 
shown in Table IX. 
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TABLE IX 
IMPORTANCE OF VALUES TO COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 
% of Those Responding 
Rating Value as: 
Values 
INTEGRATION: to form linkages with other 
organizations in service system 
STATUS: to maintain or increase "image" 
in the conmunity 
WORLD VIEW: to engage in activities con~ 
sistent with the philosophy of your 
agency 
AUTONOMY: to be independent and self-governing 
DOMAIN: to maintain boundaries of agency, avoid 
overlap of services, clients, etc. 










The value most often listed as important was integration, the 
formation of linkages with other organizations. Ninety-four (94) 
percent considered integration to be important. As behavior indicators 
of this value, 40% reported checking with other organizations before 
implementing plans and 75% reported having entered into fO~1a1 con-
tracts with other agencies~ On the other hand, poor communication 
with other agencies w~~ considered to be a hindrance by 43% of the 
respondents. In the ftrst wave of interviews, 84% of the respondents 
considered "col11llUnity support" to be important to the work of their 
agency. (This question was not asked in the second wave.) levels 
of linkage fonnation were reported in the discussion of cOlTJOOdities, 
and if behavior can be taken as one of the physical Uoutcomes" of an 
attitude, there is evidence to support the view that linkages are, 
indeed, important to organizations. 
Many respondents stressed the "personal It aspect of these 1 ink-
ages. "You can sign all the contracts and letter of agreement you 
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want ... the important thing is who you know in the agency. I go to 
lunch once a week with someone from another place •••. I have to have 
a face to call ... someone to talk to . , •• II (Public health nurse). 
"We don't ever really decide anything at those meetings" (advisory 
council). ItI go to meet the people so when I need something, I know 
who to call" (social security office manager). 
Respondents were asked to choose from a list of alternatives 
related to the degree of formal ization of interrelationship between 
agi ng programs. Resul ts are presented in Tabl e X. Most (85%) y'e .. 
sponses fell in the mid-range, implying support for separate organi-
zations with, at the least, linkages which allow easy consultation. 

















COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS t VI EWS 
ON INTERRELATION OF 
AGING PROGRAMS* 
Service Programs for the Elderlye 
should be as separate and autonomous as possible 
from one another 
should be organized to allow easy consultation 
between them as the need arises 
should be organized with the provision for 
regular and frequent meetings, information 
exchange, liaison regarding clients and the 
like on a routine basis 
should be centrally coordinated to facilitate 
the working out of common priorities, service 
approaches and target group strategies 
should be centrally administered by a single 
agency in hopes of eliminating overlap and 
duplication of services among agencies 









Maintaining or increasing their image in the community was 
considered important by 88% of the respondents. Ninety-twa (92) 
percent of the respondents felt that most older c1 ients they served 
had a "favorable attitude" toward their agency"., A similar 91% 
reported a favorable attttude held by other agencies in the corrmunlty 
toward their program, Respondents were more likely to respond 
"strong1y agree" vs\ "agree" for the positive attitude of the 
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el derly (~O%l vs, the pasi. tive attitude of other .agencies (12%), 
Eighty (80} percent of the respondents were generally satisfied with 
their own organization though relatively few of that number (30%) were 
livery satisfied 't • 
Respondents were somewhat less eager to discuss status, as 
opposed to integratton. though some types of service are obviously 
considered to be higher status than others. "Wetre an insurance 
agency, not a welfare program II (social security branch manager). Size 
of agency carries with it some status. One respondent (senior center) 
proudly proclaimed (six times during the tnterview). II ••• we have 
three paid and at least 136 volunteers." Some organizations carry with 
them a history of high status in the comnunity, II ••• well, then we 
decided to get social security on the program and a doctor, people 
respect that, makes it seem important." (Senior center director). It 
is also clear that status can change, " •.• when they first started 
everyone wanted one (RSVP volunteer) .•. but then it didn't work out 
like we thought, and they only signed up people already working so 
no one wi 11 have anything to do with them now" (comnunity coll ege 
staff) • 
World View 
The set of values encompassed under world view are somewhat 
more difflcult to collect data about, Thi's was described as the 
"philosophy of your agency" to respondents and they were.able to use 
that terminology in their responses. Eighty-seven (8l} percent indi-
cated that engaging in activities consistent with their philosophy 
was important in making the declsion to become involved with other 
agencies, 
Differences in philosophy quickly become apparent in reading 
through the interview transcripts, ". , , and we strong1y believe 
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that everyone should pay something, even if just a little so that they 
feel that they are doing something •.• it makes them appreciate 
it more .... "(nutrition site manager); " .•• we have bake 
sales and a booth at the fair to raise money to pay for our trips, 
if one pays and someone else doesn't, it causes hard feelings, •. .', 
{senior center director}; "The senior council is against needs assess .. 
ments of any kind, they think they know what the elderly need but 
they don't know about anyone but themselves .•• we have to educate 
them to make the 'right' decisions" (county coordinator), 
Some programs actively seek federal and local support while 
others steadfastly refuse to take any money from the government. 
Others differ in their view of the appropriateness of pol i tical 
activity. Only 27% agree that their agency should try to organize 
the elderly into a viable political force.. ,I ... 1 see my role as 
advocate for the senior citizens i.n county •• " I do 
what I can to keep them informed and to help them be effective ll 
(county agi.ng coordinator. '\. \ we have to be really careful, , , 
the seniors don't like to talk about politics and since we're federally 
funded we don't want to get involved" {nutrHion site manager}, 
Finally, a broad range of philosophy exists related to the 
elderly themselves: II ••• we offer a service and it's my responsi-
bility to treat all clients the same ll (county health clinic director, 
the clinic, incidentally, spent over 70% of its budget on programs 
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for children); II ••• we make special efforts for older clients, 
they've paid their dues ... anyway our waiting list is three years 
long . . . a lot of them might kick off before that" (housing authority 
l'epresenta t i ve ) . 
Autonomy 
To be independent and self-governing was considered important 
by a majority (83%) of the respondents. Seventy-two (72) percent 
cited "too much regulation as a hindrance to achieving their objectives". 
Roland Warren (1975) has argued that the same agency cannot place a 
high value on both autORomy and integration since they are at opposite 
ends of a continuum. These data tend not to support that hypothesis. 
Sixty-two (62) percent of the respondents indicated that autonomy was 
" . + + " rl 1\9"L • d· t d th t . t t . " . t very 1mpor .. anv an .. ~ ,0 1n lea e a 1n egrav 10n was very 1mpor -
ant ll • A small (r=.02) positive correlation existed between integration 
and autonomy. While this correlation is not statistically significant, 
Warren's argument would predict a negative correlation. 
A familiar statement was made again and again about federal 
funding, " ... there was just too many strings attached ... you 
take a few dollars and the next thing you know, you're working for 
the government. 1I (Senior council representative). One nutrition site 
has steadfastly refused to accept any Title VII money because of fear 
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of loss of independence: , . • we decide what we want to eat ••• \I 
and when • • . and how we want to pay for it . • , we dance our own 
tune" (nutrition volunteer). Many agencies who are willing to cooper-
ate wtth one another "voluntarily" refuse to sign letters of agreement 
for fear of losing autonomy, When asked why she had refused to sign 
a 1 etter of agreement, a pub 1 i c health supervi sor rep 1 i ed, ". . . we've 
always been very cooperative with them (the AAA) but when you put 
things in writing, people misinterpret it then hold you to it . 
we can still do business but I won't put anything in writing." 
Exchanges in which autonomy is lost are cause for a great deal 
of anger and frustration, " .•. they (State Program on Aging) told 
us we could run the show if we just got together to put in a grant, 
then they gave the money to ______ .JAAA auspice agency) and we 
don't have any say anymore" (senior council chairperson); " .•• when 
we first started working with them (the AAA) they told us that all we 
had to do was serve so many clients ... then they said we had to 
fill out forms on each person, ... then they decided to evaluate 
us and we had to give them the information ... they took over the 
program" (senior transportation service manager). 
Domain 
-....., 
Domain is defined as the matntenance of boundaries of the 
agency, avoiding overlap of servtces, clients, etc. While 67% of the 
respondents considered this as important, the topic of ~turf protection" 
often came up in interviews, particularly when questions were asked about 
conflict. Respondents were asked a series of questions about five 
milestone events for the coordinating agency, These were: Designa-
tion of the Coordinating Agency (AAA), Selection of Staff, Preparation 
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of the Plan, letting of Service Contracts, and Selection of the Advis-
ory Council. Respondents were asked the sources of conflict for each. 
Since the question format was open-eneded, it was assumed that the appear-
ance of "turf problems" carries more weight than if it were offered as 
an option. Turf problems was the second most frequently mentioned 
source of conflict relative to selection of the advisory council; third 
most frequently mentioned source of conflict in preparation of the plan, 
fourth for designation of the coordinating agency, and selection of 
staff, and the fifth most frequently mentioned source of conflict in 
the letting of contracts. Other factors which closely relate to domain 
such as "who should make decisions" and IIlack of money" were also fre-
quent responses. 
Respondents rarely discussed their own agency~s protection of 
domain but often volunteered coounents regarding those activities on 
the part of other agencies: " ... he thinks he's Mr. Nutrition, that 
he's the only person who can deliver a meal ••. he's extended him-
self too far ..• what does he know about our county" (senior center 
volunteer). liMy biggest problem is all these agencies protecting 
turf ~ • everyone's afraid that someone else will get a piece of the 
action , if they worrted half as much about their cl tents~ there 




Power is defined here as the ability to exercise control over 
other agencies. Only 16% of the respondents considered this an import-
ant value in making decisions to become involved with other agencies. 
It was pointed out by a member of the technical panel that some bias 
may exist in the data due to a tendency to give a socially acceptable 
response, i.e., it is not socially acceptable to want to exercise 
control over other organizations. It is possible that this value may 
be inversely related to autonomy, If you wish to be independent and 
self-governing, you may respect that wish in others, 
Respondents offered few comments related to power. Individuals 
reported, in some cases, joining advisory councils of one sort or 
other in order to gain some control over that or another organization. 
"I joined {the advisory council to the coordinating agency} so we could 
have some say in how the programs (aging services) were run • , , II 
(senior representative); II ••• we joined the advisory council because 
we figured that if they were going to tell us what to do we might as 
well have a say in it .•• now and then we decide about other pro-
grams, too , , • "(transportation coordinator). 
Valuing Criteria: Area Differences 
The data were examined for dtfferences in valuing criteria 
among the three a.rea~" The resul ts shown 'in Tabl e XI indicate no 
strong differences, The rural area held power to be somewhat less im~ 
portant but the difference was not large. These data indicate that the 
valuing criteria held by community organizations are quite similar in 
the three areas studies. 
TABLE XI 
IMPORTANCE OF VALUING CRITERIA BY AREA 
VALUES URBAN MIXED RURAL 
Integration 97 90 94 
Status 87 88 90 
World View 87 85 90 
Autonomy 83 87 81 
Domain 68 71 61 
Power 19* 18* 9* 
*Significant pless than .2 
Arenas 
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Respondents were asked to describe the role of the various 
arenas of exchange in meeting the objectives of the coordinating agency. 
The rationale for this open-ended question was to detenmine whether 
or not exchanges were made other than those directly related to the 
stated purpose of the meeting. 
Planning 
.. 
The planning process was descrtbed in some detail by respon-
dents, Twenty-six (26) percent of those responding listed exchange 
Qf infQ~~ticn as a second~ry outcome of the planning process. Also 
mentioned were fiscal exchanges, advocacy, and coordination, in 
descending order of frequency, Planning was considered an important 
arena for exchange when more than one organization was involved, 
Eighty (80) percent of the respondents reported checking wtth other 
organizations about their plans often, while all agencies reported 
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checking with another agency at 1 east occasionally." (A)nd then 
the community council called everyone together to plan I & R for 
the three county area. , , no one seemed to be willing to give up 
their I and R but we got some ideas on how to keep our information 
up to date and I also learned about some new services, , • we never 
did get done what we were supposed to ..• II (CAP worker). 
Hearings and Meetings, 
Many respondents complai'ned about the large number of meetings 
they felt required to attend. "Only about one .. eighth of the time spent 
in meetings is worth anything at all ll (senior center director). Yet 
agencies continue to call meetings and personnel continue to attend. 
Respondents viewed meetings more in terms of their purpose rather than 
as an entity in themselves. A large amount of agency interaction occurs 
in meetings and business other than the convening issue is often 
conducted. "Everybody has their own agenda, their own ax to grind, 
their own back to pat , \ • you just sit there and tl'y to keep order ll 
(sma 11 town mayor), 
Public hearings also serve functions in the eyes of the respon~ 
dents, though not always those expected, "Well • , , when the state 
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holds those hearings the plan is finished, they're not going to change 
it ••. they don~t want input. .. . see, those meetings are for the 
local people to strut around and say \see what we did· and look good 
for the press if they care enough to come • . • lI(county coordinator). 
liThe deals are made in private ... not in public, those meetings 
only tell what's been done" (CAP staff person). 
Contracts and letters of Agreement 
While considered the formal documents of exchange, the making 
of contracts and letters of agreement also serve as an arena for 
exchanges other than those outlined on paper. Again, exchange of 
information was the most often listed "other business" in the making 
of contracts. Seventy-five (75) percent of the respondents reported 
having entered into formal contracts with other agencies. This in-
dicates that the process of formulating contracts and letters of 
agreement are situations available for exchange opportunities. 
There was some resistance to Signing contracts or letters of 
agreement on the part of community organizations stemming mainly from 
fears of losing autonomy. Yet, most respondents recognized the value 
of the process: ", .. it sets everything on the line ... everyone 
knows what to expect .• flO and R staff); lilt makes for fiscal 
responsibi.1ty" (county coordinator). 
Eval uation and Monitortr~. 
It should be noted that mQst organizations wnich are in positions 
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to evaluate or monitor other organizations are usually involved in 
fairly intense exchange relationships with that other organization. 
Exchange of information was most often 1 isted as the "other business". 
However, some respondents felt that evaluation and monitortng were 
threatening to the organization being evaluated. "They (the county) 
count dollars and then they tell you if your program was good ••• 
it doesn't matter that you spent eight hours trying to get someone 
a ride to the doctor . they don't understand how hard it is to 
work with these people (the elderly)" (senior services worker). "They 
(the state) sent some guy right out of college and he asks ~ what he 
should do • what scares me is that he will decide with them what 
our funding is next year (multipurpose center director). 
Some respondents recognized the potential benefits of good 
evaluation. "You give them back information so they can improve their 
program ... you let them know you're on their side .•. but some-
times you have to lower the boom" (county cOlTlTlissi oner). 
Client Transfers 
Client referrals and tracking systems offer an opportunity for 
organizations to exchange information according to one~third of the 
respondents. Two-thirds of the respondents were involved in some kind 
of cl ient transfers. Conversations about cl ients were often considered 
the best way organizations exchanged other infol'111iltion; "", we 
found that case planning got us together and in the process we got to 
be friends then began to really work together ll (county welfare caseworker). 
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II • ~ • it~s funny .0 •• for a couple of years we had talked about 
trying to get together with (medical services coordinator), then we 
found out we were working with the same couple . • • I had the guy and 
she had the woman .•. we had lunch to talk about them ••• decided 
they were both crazy •.. we meet a couple of times a month and itts 
been a real he1p" (county welfare worker). 
The more formalized the transfers, the less opportunity there is 
for exchange. " •.. we used to have a little chat every time I had 
someone to send over •.. now the outreach workers do it all and we 
just never seem to get together anymore ll (Friendly Visitor service 
staff). Though some agencies avoid the formalization, " .•. if 
it's someone I really care about I still call, myse1f" (nutrition 
center staff). 
Arenas: Area Differences 
The data were examined for area differences. There were no 
major differences attributable to area. Those differences which did 
appear were related to the coordinating agency and will be addressed 
in that section. 
Conclusion 
, 
A careful analysis of the data was made to determine whether 
or not the COJ1ll1unity Transacttons Model has any value in the e){plana~ 
tion of behavior in the collJ11unity. It hqs been shown that the commo-
" 
dities, valuing criteria: and arenas do have meaning to the responding 
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agencies. The commodities exist in varying degrees of scarcity and 
organizations enter into transactions to obtain them. In some cases, 
exchanges are made of commodities considered not so scarce (clients, 
for example). The valuing criteria, with the exception of power, were 
considered important in the decisions to become involved with other 
organizations, though there were some differences of opinion on 
the relative value of a particular criteria (as were predicted}. The 
arenas of exchange proved more difficult for the ~ollection of data. 
Respondents tended not to think of the situations listed in terms of 
secondary exchanges, though they often described these exchanges 
occurring in those arenas, when asked to describe the primary process. 
It appears that the elements of Organization Interaction Model 
has validity in the community, in that respondents use them in ex-
plaining their behavior (albeit after the fact}~ Of course, this 
model does not take into consideration all the factors which poten-
tially determine the exchange. The review of the literature uncovered 
a number of such factors, such as environment, history, etc., which 
were not within the scope of this research to investigate. The next 
step for future research might be the examination of such factors. 
The purpose for this research has been served~ n~mely to investigate 
the appl ;cabil ity of the COl11llunity Transactions Model and to set the 
stage for the next question, 
III. H(M CAN A THIRD P~RTY INFLUENCE THE INTERACTION 
BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS? 
This question can be stated more generally as ItHow can one 
organization influence the behavior of another?" While most of this 
discussion will be concerned with a "coordinating agency", in this case 
the Area Agency on Aging, much of the information is applicable to any 
organization attempting to influence the behavior of another. The 
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first step in the analysis of data was to reexamine the Organizational 
Interaction Model to determine potential points of impact. The data des-
cribed below comes from the interviews with the three Coordinating Agency 
directors unless otherwise indicated. 
Commodities 
The directors of three coordinating agencies (CA)8 were asked, 
in Wave II, to rank the commodities in order of usefulness in in-
f1uencing the behavior of others. They were then asked how much control 
the coordinating agency had over each of the commodities. Results are 
shown in Table XII. 
Funding 
There is general agreement among the coordinating agency 
directors that funding is the most useful conmod'ity for infl uencing 
the behavior of others. The rural area director ranked funding second 
to technology but agreed that funding was very important. This is not 
surprising given consideiation of the organization data which showed 
funding as the most problematic commodities to obtain. While funding 
was considered a useful tool, all three directors ranked their level 
of contro lover fundi ng as "moderate". "Our budget is too small 
*In this section of the report, the three areas will be referred to as 
urban, mixed (mixed urban/rural), and rural. 
TABLE XII 
COORDINATING AGENCIES 1 PERCEPTION 
Of USEFULNESS AND CONTROL 
OF EXCHANGE Cm~ODITIES 
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CA • s Control 
Usefulness Over Conmodities 
COll1T1odities Average Rank* Average Leve1** 
Funding 5,7 2.0 
Information 4.6 2.0 
C1 i ents 3.0 2.3 
Access to Inf1uentials 3.0 2.6 
Technology 2,3 2.3 
Staff 2.3 1.6 
n = 3 
* Items were ranked from 1 - 6 with 6 as most useful 
** Items were rated 1 = no control, 2 = some control, 3 = a great 
deal of control. 
to have a big impact just on the basis of paying for programs." 
(Rural Area). IIThey (the coordinating agency) just ask too much for 
the small amount they give ••. " (senior center director -- Mixed). 
The level of funding for the Area Agency was considered a 
problem not only by CA staff but also the community organizations, 
who listed lack of money as a major SQurce of conflict for the 
caordin~ting agency~ ItThere are at least 17 different thi.ngs the 
(coordinating agency) is supposed to be doing according to law • , • 
but they (Congress) won tt give us the resources to do them ll C.Urban}. 
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In spi.te of general agreement on lack of funding for the coordinating 
agency, those dollars available have been used to bring about behavior 
change: "We took $4.000 from the AM and went to the county and used 
it to convi'nce them to put $20,000 of revenue sharing in and then we 
went to the State (Department of Transportation) and they agreed to 
match the $20,000 and that~s how we bought the vans and then we went 
to ___ and ____ (city governments) and they agreed to do 
the upkeep ..•. That's four vans with drivers and upkeep for $4,000 
not bad ..• II (county CA coordinator -- Mixed). 
In addition to being used as seed money to start new programs, 
funding was used to indirectly develop constituencies for leverage 
in later governmental funding cycles. "The first year they asked the 
city council for $2,000 to start a senior center, it was nothing but 
that's what they got .•• nothing ... then the AAA tCA) made an 
agreement with the city, they (CA) would pay for one-half of a staff 
person who would be located in the city (hall) ... it seemed great, 
the city got a free staff person and got to look good and the AAA got 
the start of a senior program in the area • • . that was the first 
year •.. The second year the (CA) funding went down, as planned, 
the seniors went to a council meeting, I (staff person) stayed low 
profile and the seniors got me upped to full time. , , now we've got 
plans to build the center (\-lith a federal grant) and I tm full time 
and the city, without meaning to, has a program for seniors" (senior 
center dfrector ~- Mixed}, 
The data indicate that even small amounts of funding can have 
considerable impact both on the agency bei.ng funded and others as 
well. In the example given above, the contract was between the coor-
dinating agency and the city but it had major impact on the relation-
ship between the city and the elderly, as well as other programs for 
the aged in the area. Other examples of this process are available: 
lilt all started with a small grant from the State Aging Program on 
Aging which was match for a grant from ____ ( national organiza-
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tion). The project was to last for two years and it paid my salary and 
a secretary and for a couple of statewide conferences . • . from that 
we started adding to the curriculum and that got us a few training 
contracts • . .. We now do more for the elderly and service providers 
than any educational institution in the staten (community college 
staff -- Mi xed) . 
Provision of funding, however, may bring about only temporary 
changes in behavior, II ••• we funded the program (homemaker service) 
for a year . . . when our funds ran out, the program died .. in 
some ways it would have been better if we never started . II (Rural 
CA director). 
The conscious effort of the coordinating agency director to tie 
the funding into other t ongo1"ng reSOurce bases seems to be one factor 
in the success of funding forlong ten;n behavior chanse: II~ ~ • what 
we try to do is to fund them just long erNugh to get them on their feet 
so they can prove the need for their service in the community , , • II 
teA director .... Mixed L 
The data indicate that control of funding is a valuable tool 
in bringing about behavior change, but for that behavior change to be 
permanent, the funding must etther be continuing or tied into some 
resource base, The use of small grants as seed money to set up 
"demonstration projects" also seemed an effective use of resources. 
Information 
Area Agency directors ranked access to information as the 
second most useful commodity in influencing the behavior of others. 
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All three viewed the Area Agency as having moderate control over this 
commodity. It should be remembered that one-third of the respondents 
reported trouble in obtatning access to information, Sixty .. two (62) 
percent of the respondents had not received information from the 
coordinating agency in the past month. Similarly, a very small pro-
portion had provided tnformation to the AAA. When asked their source 
of information regarding older adults, one-fourth of the agencies listed 
the Area Agency on Aging, 
Area Agency directors differed in their perception of the value 
of information in achieving their goals. "It's fairly useless ... 
(CA director -- Rural). Interestingly, this same director listed as 
one of the goals of the CA "to educate the population to their respon-
sibility to senior citizens." The other two directors saw information 
as valuable, "Illitially, it (information) caused awareness and change 
in performance. , • mainly Uts a sell-job" (CA director -- Mixed); 
", .. , must keep communi.ty and agencies informed so that communication 
is roqintained, , , parttcularly where we ask people to do th,ngs" (CA 
director .. - Urban), 
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Agencies in the community ~s well as the CA dtrectors viewed 
lack of information and lack of understanding as important sources of 
conflict for the coordinating agencies, Interestingly, formal dissem~ 
ination of information by the CA was lacking in all thr~e communities. 
None of the coordinating agencies put out a newsletter of current 
funding sources, political decisions affecting programs. etc, (One 
auspice agency for a CA has since begun such a newsletter.) The only 
regularly scheduled meetings were advisory council meetings although 
in two districts (urban and mixed), representatives of the CA regularly 
attended Senior Council meetings to report on activities in the comm~ 
uni ty. 
The coordinating agency directors expressed concern over the 
seemingly overwhelmi'ng flow of information from federal and state 
government, " ... when the 'P II and ~I' and 'R & 0' and 'R F P' 
stack gets to be about two feet high, I put it in a box and start over 
. if I read all of that stuff, I would never get anything else done 
. after a week or two, most of it doesn't matter much anyway" 
(CA director -- Mixed). Much of the information provided by these 
sources is often considered inefficient, non-relevant or useless. In-
formation that might be useful is often unavailable. ", •• we were all 
\'1riti ng contracts , • , in every part of the state , , , most of us 
didn't know how to do it and no one at the state would give us a 
contract format , , " , It would have taken a half a day and saved 160 
~n h.ours of work around the state" (CA director ~- Mixed}. An ;nforma 1 
conversation with a staff person from the State Transportation Depart-
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ment revealed a similar circumstance, " ... in a period of about three 
weeks, I must have gotten 20 calls all asking the same thing ••. how 
do you get insurance for their"Csic.) projects, what are the laws on 
--
vehicles. who has liabiltty ~ •• it turns out. they were all writing 
applications for funding from the MA's and needed to have a plan." 
A number of agencies reported one of their purposes for joining 
the Advisory Council of the CA was to have access to information. "I 
wanted to find out what was going on ... I was new here and didn't 
know anybody ..• I came to the meetings but they aren't really worth 
that much" (senior center di rector -- Hi xed). On the other hand, some 
agencies were not convinced that the CA had that much to offer. II 
I've been serving seniors for six years, he's (CA director -- Rural) 
been here six months ••• he should come to me to find out what's 
going on" (coordinator, senior program .... Rural). 
It would seem from these data that information is underutilized 
as a commodity of exchange by the AAA's. Quality. relevant, useful 
information is valued by the providers of service and could be used 




Coordinating agency directors were in some disagreement over the 
usefulness of clients in tnfluencing the behavior of others, Interest-
ingly, the CA with the most advanced informatton and referra1 t client 
tracking system (Urban) considered clients least useful in influencing 
the behavior of others of the three CA directors, Perhaps. this is 
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because the process had become relatively institutionalized leaving 
little room for bargaining. Less than 17% of the agencies reported 
receiving referrals from the CA at all, and less than 10% were involved 
with the AAA in more than five client referrals per month. These data 
may under~represent the number of client referrals in which the CA is 
actually involved, in that each of the coordinating agencies contracts 
out a portion of their information and referral function causing some 
confusion in the minds of agency personnel. This may in some degree 
be reflected in the data provided by the CAts on client referrals and 
contacts with other agencies. These data are presented in Table XIII. 
One of the problems in asking broad open-ended questions is 
illustrated by these data. Each CA respondent chose a different refer-
ence point in making his or her answer. The level of contact with 
local government, for example, is affected by the nature of the auspice 
agency for the CA. In one case, urban area local government is the 
auspice agency and the CA reports daily contact. One respondent (Mixed) 
chose to exclude the auspice agency from the calculation leading to a 
much lower interaction level reported. It is interesting to note that 
the three districts differ considerably on amount of contact with the 
State Program (ranging from daily to six times a month), and local 
services ranging from dai 1y through twice a month .. 
The relevance of these data to the current question rests in the 
informati.on regarding numbers of c1 i ent referral s, These range from 
10 - 15/month to 1804/month, Many factors may influence this difference. 
First, the size of the district varies a great deal. lSee Table V). 
TABLE XIII 
LEVEL OF INTERACTION OF THE COORDINATING 
AGENCY BY AREA 
INTERACTION 
URBAN MIXED RURAL 
# of client referrals 1804/mo 600/mo 10-15/roo 
to other agencies 
# of referrals to AAA 1 99/mo 100 .. 200/mj None* 
Contact wi th: 
State 12/100 Daily 6/mo 
Local Government Daily** Monthly Daily** 
Local Sources Daily 2/wk 2/roo 
Senior Groups Daily 2/mo Daily 
Other Groups -.. - Occasionally Daily 
*I&R contracted out 
**Considered their auspice agency as local government 
The largest area is 16 times as large as the smallest in this study. 
Secondly, the rural CA director does not view information and re~ 
ferral as part of his job. II ••• not in that business •.. Mildred 
does it.1I Another factor is the limited number of serivces available 
for the elderly in rural areas., 
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Working with elderly persons can present sp~cial problems to 
service providers. Respondents were asked about such problems and 
their responses were coded into the categories presented in Table xrv. 
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Because of these perceived problems, mqny agencies do not consider the 
elderly as "valuable or desirable clients". In some instances, this 
leads to the elderly receiving less service than their need would indi-
cate they should. " •.. we used their own stati'stics, •• we showed 
them Ctha county mental health cl inic) that 1 ess than one percent of 
their clients were over 60 ••• we had a study from California that 
showed elderly people needing at least twice as many mental health 
services ..• so we figured that the elderly were getting 1/20 of the 
mental health services that the regular population were ..• the mental 
health clinic is now trying to increase services to the elderly, in-
cluding nursing home visits." (CA director -- Mixed). " ... the 
problem is getting them to see that they're (Park Bureau) responsible 
for old people~ too ..• they provide special programs for kids ... 
and things for the general public ..• but nothing for the elderly. 
our goal in the next year is to get that started •.• "(CA director --
Ui~ban) . 
TABLE XIV 
PROBLEMS IN SERVING ELDERLY CLIENTS 
Physical or Psychological Problems 
Lack of Availa.ble Services 
Lack of Staff or Fundtng 
Elderly Resistance, Pride, ~elf Esteem 
Outreach, Fi.nding Them 
Other Problems 










One of the goals of the Area Agency is to change the value of the 
elderly as clients. "We try to show that the elderly can be desirable 
clients •.. that they can change and learn .•• that it's worth it 
to serve them . . . " (CA director .... Mi xed). The rural area director 
1 i sted one of the goals of the CA as to ". " . teac h them (the cOlTl11unity) 
their responsibility toward the elderly ", •. after all, they (the 
elderly) built the cOlTlTlunity." 
These data show that there are exchanges of clients occurring 
regularly in the community. An agency attempting to influence the be .. 
havior of another using clients should keep in mind what aspect of the 
client is important to individual organizations (for example, is it 
important that the client be able to change or take part in his own 
treatment). Once the exchange of cl ients has become ~'institutional ized" 
there is less opportunity to use clients as a bargaining point, but those 
regular exchanges can serve other purposes such as providing informa-
tion. The coordinating agencies differed in their attitudes and be-
haviors related to exchange of clients. 
Access to Influentials 
, 
The three AAA directors were in disagreement over the importance 
of access to influentials in influencing the behavior of agencies. The 
CA which 'is housed tn city .. county government rated information as 
second only to funding in importqnce, II •• \ • we ~. the infl uentia 1 s. II 
The coordinating agencies housed 'tn councils of government saw access 
as a somewhat more problematic commodity, to the point that one CA 
(Mixed) stated, "In a round about way, our access to at least some 
'influentia1s· is a hindrance ••• people hate (auspice 
agency) and we're in -'auspice agency} so we have an up .. 
hi 11 battl e." 
Introducing influentials to each other is considered to be a 
very important role for the CA by all directors. They viewed it as 
necessary for "coordination" and "implementation". Efforts were made 
to include elected officials and important agency personnel on the 
advisory councils of the CA. One district found its advisory council 
chaired first by a retired city .. councilman and then by an incumbent 
mayor (selections carefully orchestrated by the CA director - .. Mixed). 
It should be noted that respondents were sometimes wary of the 
close ties of the CA with influentials. " ... of course we didn't go 
to the CA (for help with a jurisdictional problem) ... they can't go 
against the city ..• there's a conflict of interest, you can't be 
an advocate and work for the people you're fighting" (senior program 
director -- Urban). 
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If access to influentials is interpreted more broadly to include 
advocacy, some respondents (16% on an open-ended question) viewed this 
as an important role for the CA. All three CA directors listed advo-
cacy as one of the roles of the coordinating agency, Their choices of 
approaches to advocacy differed considerably. ", .. , itts our job 
to educate them (governmentl about the need~ of the elderly ~ • • to 
motivate change .. , • to ~sk government to do something where they·re 
going non ~s~~,) . , • and to help them provide leadership for the 
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community" lCA director -- Urban). lilt's my job to try to help them 
(government) to be better coordinated with other government and private 
organizations •.• to help them to better understand their role 
to get them to provide dollars "(OA director ..... Mixed). 
While access to influentials is of somewhat lesser importance 
to respondents and the AAA, it is often overlooked as a potential 
commodity of exchange, yet there are examples of its usefulness when 
appropriately handled by the coordinating agency. 
Technology 
Technical assistance, while seen to be less useful than funding, 
information, and clients, was considered to be under considerable 
control of the CA. This commodity was not perceived to be particularly 
scarce: one-fifth of the respondents reported a scarcity. Twenty-five 
(25) percent of the respondents had received technical assistance from 
the CA's. All three coordinating agencies had provided technical as-
sistance in similar amounts, so that no differentiation by district 
was possible. 
As was noted in the agency interaction section of this report, 
there is sometimes resistance to technical assistance from an outside 
source. ".. . I'm not go1'ng to have some ~coll ege expert' come tell 
me how to help people" frA ~<i\l;""''''\1 hn~ ... <i momh.a ... -- Ml"veA ) ""'e don't Lv" "",. y '.,.v, J .,""""", - .8 .... 1IW'..... • n... 1 14 
want them tell ing us how to run our program" (nutrition project -.. Mixed). 
On the other hand, many agencies expressed need for help with specific 
problem solvi.ng. "How do I keep secretarial and support staff motivated?" 
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Cnutrition project -- Urban), "What do you do to keep volunteers in-
terested but still doing the work?" (senior volunteer project .. - Mixed). 
"We need training on how to do outreach • , • not just gOing to a Senior 
Center and rounding up clients but real outreach .•. getting to the 
isolated ones" (nutrition - .. Urban), 
Technology can be a valuable exchange commodity 1f the CA can 
make it specific to the needs of agencies. Care must be taken with the 
sense of "professionalism" of the agency personnel being assisted. 
Utilizing agencies in the community to provide technical assistance 
to others has worked well in at 1 east two of the areas. "We got 
-----
(transportation special 1st) to come to each area to give 
'technical assistance' .•. it worked out great in two ways ... she 
knew more about transportation than any of us so we learned a lot ... 
but more importantly, it have her a sense of security and she got over 
some of her 'holier than thou' attitude, that she was the only one 
doing any work" (CA director -- Mixed). II • and we have regular 
meetings of agency staff . . . we use them as resources for each 
other, there's a lot of years of experience sitting in that room 
(problems?) Yes, well, you have to bring them together for some other 
reason, like to review a plan, it's hard for most of them to ask 
someone else (another agency) for help but when they start talking 
about problems in the context of the plan, , • someone else will say 
'we had that probl em and thi s worked' \ ~ , II (CA director .. '" Urban), 
Staff 
Obtaining or upgrading staff was considered by two of the areas 
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(Urban and Rural) as the least useful commodity. The Mixed area, on the 
other hand, viewed staff as second only to funding. Efforts to coor~ 
dinate the training of staff and volunteers in the Mixed area have 
been much greater in that area than the others. A contract with the 
community college provides pre~employment, in-service, and volunteer 
training for a wide range of services to the elderly. This is viewed 
as a valuable resource by both CA staff and agencies in the community. 
It should be noted that the community organizations vlewed this commo-
dity as second only to funding in scarcity (50% of the respondents 
listed difficulties in obtaining or upgrading staff). Eighty~four 
(84) percent of the respondents reported inadequate staff as a hin-
drance in achieving their objectives but less than half of those 
answering reported having received any help from the coordinating 
agency in obtaining or upgrading staff. 
One of the reasons for this difference between expressed need 
and level of service by the CA is a perception on the part of the 
coordinating agency that there is little they can do. " ..• sure, 
turnover rate is a problem, but at the wages the agencies can afford 
to pay what do you expect?" tCA director -- Urban). " .... we thought 
about setting up a job file and a file of people who might want 
jobs but that takes a lot of work and we just didn't have the staff" 
(CA director ...... Rurall~ 
It,appears th~t ~ss!st!nce, in uP9ra~ing or obta!n!ng staff is 
an underde.veloped, underutiliz~d. co","?dit.r,by ma!,¥ coord!ll~t!ng'agencie~, 
Efforts at utilizing local resources nave had positive results where 
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attempted, and the efforts are appreciated by agencies in the community. 
This is a commodity which deserves further consideration by the 
coordinating agency. 
Commodities: Area Differences 
There was general agreement among the CA directors regarding 
the usefulness of each type of commodity for influencing the behavior 
of community organizations. The most notable differences were with 
"obtaining and upgrading staff" and "access to influentials". The 
Mixed area director considered the obtaining or upgrading of staff 
as very useful t second only to funding, while the other two areas 
(Urban and Rural) both viewed it as least useful. It should be 
noted that the Mixed area had a very successful program at the com-
munity college for training gerontological specialists of various 
types, both for pre-employment and in-service training, while the 
other two area did not. Access to inf1uentia1s was considered very 
useful in the Urban area and least useful in the Mixed area. This 
finding is probably related to the auspice of the coordinating agency. 
For the Urban area, city and county government serve as joint auspice 
giving the coordinating agency prestige and direct access while the 
Mixed area CA is housed in a Council of Governments and suffers from 
the controversy surrounding that agency (the COG}, The Rural CA is 
under the auspice of a Council of Governments which is respected in 
the community though not too powerful and the CA director considers 
access to influentials of medium usefulness. 
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There is general agreement among the CA directors regarding 
amount of control The Urban area viewed their control over access to 
influentials as being somewhat greater and the Rural area viewed their 
control over upgrading or obtaining staff as being somewhat less. 
Conclusion: Commodities 
Evidence collected in this research indicates that the commo~ 
dities outlined in the Organizational Interaction Model are valued and 
exchanged by agencies in the community. Additionally, Coordinating 
Agency directors have utilized these commodities in bringing about 
changes in behavior of organizations and in affecting the interactions 
that agencies have with each other. Perceptions of scarcity and use-
fulness of these commodities differ somewhat in the three areas studied 
and between the community organizations and the CA directors. A com-
parison of the ranking of commodities is presented in Table XV. 
Agency personnel and CA directors are in agreement that funding 
is the most scarce and also useful commodity. Their ratings are similar 
for information, technical assistance and access to influentials. There 
was disagreement over the scarcity and usefulness of clients and 
obtaining and upgrading staff. The community agencies had difficulties 
with obtaini.ng staff', whereas the coordinating agencies saw this as 
one of the two least useful commodities (~ith the exception of the 
Mixed area 1, On the other hand a comnunity agencies vi'ewed clients as 
the least scarce corrmodtty, ~hl1e the coordin~tingagencie~ cons,(dered 
cl ients to be relati'vely useful in bringing about changes in flehavior, 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF RANKING OF CQMMODITES 
BETWEEN CA DIRECTORS AND AGENCIES 






Access to Influentials 
Cl ients 
* 6 = most scarce, numerical rank 


















A difficulty with these data is that agencies were asked to rate 
the amount of trouble they had in securing the commodities, whereas the 
directors of the coordinating agencies were asked to rate their per-
ceptions of usefulness of each commodity and their level of control 
over the commodity. In Wave I of the study, respondents were asked how 
important these cOllll1Odities were in making decisions to becQme involved 
with other agencies. The ranking is similar to the scarcity ranking 
except for the commodities of staff upgrading, which, while considered 
scarce, was not often the reason for becQl1li,ng involved with other 
orgqnizations~ Also, technical assIstance was rated as an important 
reason for becoming involved, even though agencies reported somewhat 
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less trouble securing it. Interpretation of these data would lead to 
the conclusion that agencies perceive an unmet need to upgrade or obtain 
staff. Secondly, technical assistance is obtained from organizations 
in the community and is a reason for involvement. 
The data were examined to dete~ine whether there were differ~ 
ences among the areas, Urban, Rural, and Mixed, regarding scarcity of 
commodities. The results were presented in Table XVI. Differences in 
the various coordinating agencies' help in obtaining commodities are 
also presented in Table XVI. 
TABLE XVI 
HELP FROM COORDINATING AGENCY IN 
OBTAINING COMMODITIES BY AREA 
% of ReSMindents Receivin9 Help 
Urban xed Rural Si9 . 
Funds 20 40 28 * 
Staff 22 12 9 * 
Information 28 31 27 
Technical Assistance 29 27 16 
Access to Influentials 29 26 7 * 
Clients 15 25 16 
Average 24 27 17 
* Significant at p less than ,1 
Agencies in the Rural area reported less difficulty in ob-
taining funds, staff, and information than the Urban and Mixed areas. 
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The Urban area organizations reported more difficulty with funding 
and less with technical asststance, The mixed Urban/Rural area 
organizations reported more difficulty with technical assistance than 
the other two areas. The data on help from the coordinating agencies 
reveal area differences also. The Urban area had more agencies re-
porting help with upgradi~g staff and less with funding, The agencies 
from the mixed Urban/Rural area reported more help with funding and 
with clients. The Rural agencies were midway on funding assistance 
and lower on access to influentials and technical assistance. These 
differences are not systematically related, but should be considered 
by a coordinating agent attempttng to affect change in the community. 
A Pearson correlation was computed to determine the relation-
ships between the various commodities. Small correlations were found 
to exist among all commodities relative to scarcity. Thus, if an 
agency reported one commodity as scarce, it would be likely to report 
other commodities as scarce. The same relationship held for assist-
ance from the coordinating agency. If the coordinating agency had 
assisted in obtaining one commodity, it had likely helped with others. 
The Pearson correlation was then used to determine the relationship 
between difficulty in obtaining a commodity and coordinating agency 
assistance, Correlations averi'ng ~round ~3 were found to exist with 
all commodities except funding, which showed no correlation between 
difficulty in obtaining the commodity and help from the coordinating 
agency_ 
Valuing Criteria 
The directors of the coordinating agencies were asked whether 
they had considered each of the valuing criteria in their work with 
agencies in the community. If they said yes. they were then asked to 
describe the situation and thei.r actions and the outcome. Their re-
sponses will be discussed in the order of importance of the values to 
the community agencies. 
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It is important to note here that one of the coordinating agency 
directors had a great deal of difficulty with these questions. He 
explained his difficulty in this way, IIThey (the values) are taken into 
account intuitively ... itls the 'art' part of coordination and 
community changell (Mixed area). The other two directors were very 
aware of the values and reported consciously taking them into consider-
ation in many circumstances. 
Integration 
Two of the coordinating agencies reported having worked with 
agencies which perceived their integration effected by working with 
the coordinating agency. In one case, this perception on the part of 
the community agency had a positive effect. as might be expected. In 
the second case. the community agency held the value of integration in 
low esteem.. The director of the coordinating agency said that re~educa­
tion was the most effect\ye qpproach~ II", we tried to show them that 
linkages were important to their health as an agencyll leA director .... 
Urban). Since integrati'Qn is held by 94% of the community ~gencies as 
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an important value, the coordinating agencies should capitalize on these 
views. 
Illustrating for agencies the way in which involvement with the 
coordinating agency or other organizations can increase integration can 
lead to positive behavioral changes. In those cases tn which integra .. 
tion is not valued highly, changing the values through re-education 
was shown to be successful in some instances.
o 
It has been pointed out 
that, integration as a value, is highly socially attractive (Mott, 1968). 
It is possible that agencies may "express" the importance of integration 
but resist actua1y linkage formation. Again, the coordinating agencies 
may be able to use these public expressions to encourage linkage for-
mation. On the other hand, the coordinating agent must be aware that 
there are sometimes differences between expressed values and actual 
behavior. That there is a great deal of interagency activity occurring 
in the community is a good indicator that integration is actually a 
"working value" for the agencies. 
Status 
The value of status was considered important by two of the 
coordinating agency directors (Urban, Rural). The Rural area director 
reported an agency which saw interaction with the coordi.nating agency 
as increasing the status of the conmunity agency. He satd, "We allowed 
interaction ~ • ~ tried to fulfill their need, " • it wasn't a prob-
lem to do that and we met oor objectives at the same time .. 11 The Urban 
director had the opposite experience -- an agency which perceived working 
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with the coordinating agency as a potential decrease in status. .. 
we tried to indicate that while we were the city, we were under a federal 
grant to build a system. , • not just provide resources from the feds 
and city. II 
Status, as a value can be used to influence behavior: .. , •• we 
worked with the Area Agency to get funding . . • it seemed that federal 
money would make us (the program) more real ll (transportation project •• 
Urban) . 
Consideration of the value and re-education if necessary are 
important activities of the coordinating agency director. 
World View/Philosophy 
Both coordinating agents who considered values were very aware 
of world view. As the Rural director put it, II ••• understanding 
of others enhanced the working relationship.1I The Urban director, 
while he recognized the importance of world view to the individual 
agency, said II ••• I have no real approach, no policy approach ex-
cept to say that decisions are made 99% on' fact not on a battle of 
opinions. 1I 
No approach to working with the world views of agencies was 
offered except, II •••• to understand them" That world views are 
important is evidenced by the agencies themselves; how to use them 
is more individualistic, 
Auto~~my 
Autonomy appeared to be the most problematic of the values for 
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coordinating agency directors to deal with. While all considered 
autonomy to be an important value, each had taken a different approach . 
... • • I tried to talk in their language with their perspective ... 
talk with them not at them" (Rural director). The Mixed area director 
took a slightly different approach, " ..... you calculate the trade-offs 
... try to make the deal attractive enough." The Urban director was 
very candid regarding his approach, he lied. II ••• tried to deal by 
reassuring them it was cooperative and would not violate their integ-
rity knowing it would." 
Each of these approaches have long-term costs and pay-offs. 
Autonomy ;s generally important to organizations and can be easily 
threatened by agencies whose purpose it is to coordinate the activities 
of other agencies. As one director put it, ", .• you gotta be real 
careful not to step on any toes" (Mixed). 
Domain 
Domain is another value seen by coordinating agency directors 
as both a potential asset and barrier in working with community agencies. 
On the positive side the Rural director explains, ". , • it helped me 
to deal with them .•• the prospect of enlarging their domain allowed 
me to work ..... I was careful to see what they need (siC. ).11 The 
--
Urban director described hi:s behavior in a situati.on where his agency 
was a threat to the doma.tn of another, It, , ,took a hard line and got 
the greatest resistance," 
One of the legally sanctioned functions of the coordinating 
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agency in this case is avoidance and elimination of duplication and 
overlap. The avoidance functron will generally not result in conflict, 
however, the elimination of overlap can lead to serious domain threats 
when agencies are asked to alt~r activities. These circumstances must 
be handled witn the utmost care if the credibility and effectiveness of 
the coordinating agency is to be maintained. 
Power 
Although few agencies considered power to be an important value, 
the coordinating agency directors reported a great deal of experience 
with agencies who perceived threats to their power. There is some 
indication that the declaration that power is not an important value 
is affected by social desirability. It is not socially desirable to 
appear as if power is important to your own agency but both community 
organizations as well as the coordinating agencies reported power as 
being important to "other organizations". "They (senior group) wanted 
to control everything ... to run our business" (transportation 
program -- Mixed). 
Coordinating agency directors reported similar approaches to 
the probl em. "", I tried to know when not to threaten and to offer 
a carrot when necessary" (Mixed}; .. , , , in most cases, I had enough 
resources to counterbalance and appease , \ , implying additional re-
sources down the 1 ine" CUr~nl~ No one reported trying to change the 
value but rather used resources as a counterbalance, 
Conclusion: Valuing Criteria 
Valuing cirteria are considered and used by agencies and 
coordinating agency directors, The data were analyzed to determine 
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any differences among the areas; Urban, Rural, and Mixed. There were 
no statistically significant (at the .1 level) dtfferences though there 
was a trend for the Rural area to place less value on power and domain. 
A Pearson Correlation was computed to determine the independence of 
the separate values. The two largest correlations were between autonomy/ 
domain (r = .29) and status/world view Cr = ~28} both significant at 
p less than .001. A general independence was found to exist among the 
values. 
Arenas of Exchang~ 
The directors of the cQordinating agencies were asked questions 
similar to those asked the community agencies regarding the arenas of 
exchange. For the most part, their responses are very similar. Their 
utilization of these arenas are presented below. 
Planning 
Planning was considered by all three coordinating agencies to 
be an arena ri.ch with possibtlttie~ for "technical assistance, training, 
coordinati:on , \ , it incorporates all kinds of things , , , many secon-
dary effects" (Mixedl, I." • it is a definable element of planning, 
information, then homogeneity builds beyond control and then 
.. ,hon :lll'n,rman+ ro~'" "1'\,, h:lUO m"'''"e ". .. "'''' ....... + ..... A 1",SS .I':&&':c , ..... "':"'h n ........ w. ~Ull" ..... ~ "" 111_"", ~'V'" .u ....... "VI ~u,..,~u. I&.. QIIU I...:; U 11 I I U. ~y WI Il..r 
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decisions from individual agencies , , , they're more friendly so less 
trouble with back-biting" (Urban}. All areas saw positive outcomes from 
these "other acitvities", 
Hearinss and Meetings 
Two of the coordinating agencies saw hearing and meetings as 
holding potential but as much less useful than the planning process. 
Mainly the positive effects were information exchange and better under-
standing. The Urban director believed that hearings had generally not 
been well used. "Hearings were terrible, •• 'here's the plan -- see 
you later' .•. no real solici"tation of feedback or frame of reference." 
All three directors viewed the purpose of hearings and meetings 
to be information giving (often not exchange). Although they saw the 
potential for other business being conducted at meetings, this was 
generally not an arena which they attempted to manipulate. 
Contracts and Letters of Agreement 
It was previously noted that contracts and letters of agreement 
are formalized exchange documents, However. in the process of making 
these agreements, other business ,s often conducted. The director of the 
Mixed. Urban/Rural area, viewed such situattons as opportunities to 
~ , , research , ~ , ftnd out about v~lues held and how to change " 
them .. " The Urban dtrector encouraged future exchanges with the agree-
ments made, "All contracts to decentra1 ize I&R centers were tied to 
other contracts , , ~ this caused the system to function! but~ more 
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tmportantly, formed a coalition for later use. 1I 
~aluation and Monitoring 
Evaluation and monitoring is somewhat more complex; first 
because community organizations may find it threatening to their 
autonomy and secondly because they may be fearful of the results. One 
coordinating agency saw DO positive secondary effects, ~ ••• evaluation 
seen as negative •.• defensive ..• corrmunication impeded" tCA 
director ~~ Rural). The Mixed area director frequently used evaluation 
and monitoring to bring about behavior change""through education, ", .. 
they send a person along who does it badly elsewhere to learn how to 
do it better.1I The Urban director was very direct about his purpose. 
"The overall agenda is to manipulate agencies to be under my control 
so I'm 'fussing with their innards' whenever I can, , ~ with many 
agencies, the only aging service they do is under our centers." 
Client Tracking 
Two of the agencies are not involved in formalized client 
tracking. The third, the Urban area, has a system and the dtrector 
hopes to use tt to find "hidden information", "Under the assumptton 
that we allow clients to go where they want, the agencies can pick and 
choose , ~ • so tile ~gencte.s ma,y be hiding lnformatton '"' , when the 
system i~ really functionmg we\.1, be able to tell who goes wh.ere and 
why." 
The potential for the client tracking system has not been fully 
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realized though each area was moving in the di.rection of more formal .. 
ized systems, A point of caution should be noted, in that, as the 
exchange of cHents becomes more formalized, the opportunity to negoti-
ate other exchanges in this arena may diminish. These data support this 
observation, namely, the one area which has a formal system in operation 
is the one whose community organizations value client exchanges as the least 
important in providing secondary exchange opportunities. 
Conclusion: Arenas 
While all the arenas had been used to some degree, the most 
successful for secondary exchange negotiations were planning, contracts 
and letters of agreement. These arenas had been used more often as well 
as more successfully by coordinating agency directors. Evaluation and 
monitoring had been used with some success but sometimes offered a 
threat to the agencies involved. Client tracking had, as yet, been 
tried in only one area (Urban) but there was good indication that for-
malization of the process decreased rather than increased opportunity 
for exchange negotiations. Meetings and hearings had not been used, 
as reported by directors. to particularly good advantage~ However, these 
responses were in reference to hearings on the state plan. Descriptions 
of advisory council meetings in another section of the interview indi-
cated more success, 
IV, CHANGE TECHNIQUES 
A list of potential change techniques was developed to determine 
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the attitudes of respondents toward various types of intervention by 
a third party. The list was constructed in such a way as to include 
items representing five types of intervention: training, dissemina-
tion of information, resolution of conflict, funding, and exercise of 
authority~ Added to that ltst was an item on centralized client intake 
because of its relevance for thi's type of service. Items within types 
of intervention were written in such a way as to represent levels of 
intervention so that Ilacting as ultimate judge when organizations 
differ ll was considered to be a higher level of intervention than IIbrlng-
ing together conflicting parties to clarify issues", 
The respondents were asked to rate the extent to which each 
change technique was lIan appropriate or inappropriate means by which 
government should try to influence the way service organizations work 
with one another." Their responses are presented in Tabl e XVI!. 
Two general trends appear in the responses. First, tactics 
related to information and training tended to be considered appropriate 
whereas techniques related to funding and conflict resolution were 
considered somewhat less appropriate. Second, on the scale of inter-
vention, generally, the lower the level of intervention, the more 
appropriate the tactic was considered~ The latter finding should come 
as no surprise. Community agencies value their autonomy and generally 
do not wish to have government intervening in their programs, Tech-
niques which are I'hel pful t • without exerctsi n9 "control It are considered 
most appropriate 1 There w~s one exception z namely "unrestricted grants 
to build agency capacity"\ One respondent summed up the feelings of many 
when he said. II ••• so why change?" 
An examination of the categories by type of intervention offers 
more complexity. Examining type and level simultaneously, a continuum 
of appropriateness is developed as follows. with the most appropriate 







Thus. this finding is of particular interest qiven the primary form of 
intervention currently pursued by the government, namely funding. Only 
one level of funding, fee reimbursement for services, was considered 
appropriate by more than one-half of those responding. Even though 
funding is scarce in the community. and coordinating agency directors 
consider funding to be the most useful commodity, service providers do 
not generally consider it to be an appropriate change technique. In-
stead they prefer information and training which were ranked as somewhat 
less scarce by cOl1l11unity agencies.. There was one type of information, 
however, that was not generally considered as an appropriate tactic 
and that was, IIproviding profiles of individual staff of service 
agencies", This was particularly true in the Urban area. Toinnes (lB8]) 
in his discussion of Ge~inschaft-Gesellschaft suggests that one of 
the elements of a rural societt is that functions are dealt with by 
people rather than roles. This tmportance of the individual may be 
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TABLE XVII 
PERCEIVED APPROPRIATENESS OF TACTICS 
FOR PROMOTING COMMUNITY CHANGE 
Tactic Considered A~~ro~riate % 
L Providing facts regarding new legislation and funding 87 
2. Providing information about organizations to make it 83 
easier for them to work together 
3. Short term in-servi'ce traini"ng to service providers 81 
for special techniques 
4. Technical assistance to provide service agencies new 81 
methods 
5. Assessing compliance to contracts 76 
6. Bringing together conflicting parties to clarify issues 75 
7. Circulating future plans of service organizations and 74 
governments 
8. Evaluation of program effectiveness 74 
9. Fee reimbursement for services delivered 67 
10. Establishing uniform standards for service delivery 64 
ll. Setting rules whereby differences between organizations 61 
can be worked ou t 
12. Centralized client intake for multipie service agencies 58 
13. Providing profiles of individual staff of service 41 
agencies 
14. Utilizing competitively awarded service contracts 
for desired behavior 
39 
15. Acting as u1ti~te judge when organtzations differ 36 
16, Authority to approve/di.sapprove al1 aging programs 36 
17, Unrestricted grants to build agency capacity 34 
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evidenced by this urban/rural difference even though some writers suggest 
that the rural areas of the United States have become urbanized through 
the media and ease of movement of the population. (Bogue, 1970). 
Urban/rural differences were examined for all the techntques. 
Results are presented in Table XVIII. The most obvious finding in 
examining the table is that rural agency respondents generally considered 
most change techniques to be 1 ess appropriate, Thi s coi.ncides wi th the 
observation that most rural areas tend to be more politically conserva-
tive and less likely to approve any kind of government intervention. 
The Mixed, Urban/Rural community agencies were most likely to fall be-
tween the Urban and Rural agencies or with the Urban agencies in their 
rankings of appropriatness. The few exceptions may be in part specific 
to the community, for example, training has had special emphasis in one 
area, client referrals in another. 
Planners and staff of coordinating agencies as well as govern-
ment should study this sort of data carefully .. First, in determining 
general policy guidelines, it should be noted that some types of in-
tervention are certainly considered less appropriate than others. 
Moreover, a single change technique may be considered less appropriate 
in one community (Rural, for example} than another (Urban), These 
differences should be taken into account in the development of alterna~ 
tive approaches. 
V, OUTCOMES 
One of the primary purpos~s of this disserataion has been met, 
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TABLE XVIII 
DIFFERENCES IN REPORTED APPROPRIATENESS 
OF CHANGE TECHNIQUES BY AREA 
Change Technigue Urban Mixed Rlira 1 Sig 
1. Providing facts regarding ~ 1 egis- 97 100 96 
lation and funding 
2. Providing information about organi- 95 96 87 
zations to make it easier for them to 
work together 
3. Short term in-service training to service 89 98 92 
providers for special techniques 
4. Technical assistance to provide service 95 96 92 * 
agencies new methods 
5. Assessing compliance to contracts 94 91 80 ** 
6. Bringing together conflicting parties 90 84 80 
to clarify issues 
7. Circulating future plans of service 98 87 74 ** 
organizations and governments 
8. Evaluation of program effectiveness 90 83 77 
9. Fee reimbursement for services rendered 74 87 76 
10. Establishing uniform standards for 79 75 64 
service delivery 
11. Setting rules whereby differences be~ 64 78 73 * tween organizations can be worked out 
12. Cent~a1ized client intake for multiple 60 75 72 
serVlce agencles 
13. Providing profiles of individual staff 32 57 56 * 
of service agencies 
14. Utilizing competitye1y awarded service 46 48 40 





16. Authority to approve/disapprove all aging 
programs 
17. Unrestricted grants to build agency capacity 
* = p less than .1 
** = p less than .01 
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Urban M)xed Rural Sig 
44 41 39 
40 42 37 
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to examine the Organizational Interaction Model and to detenmine its 
usefulness in explaining the interactions of organizations~ The data 
indicate that the 1 isted convnodi.ties are exchanged and that certain 
values are important in determining those exchanges and that certain 
arenas offer opportunities for those exchanges. The second major 
question was then addressed, do coordinating agencies manipul ate el ements 
of the model? The answer, again, was yes. The coordinating agencies 
do manipulate or take into consideration tn their manipulations the 
elements of the model. What are the impacts of the efforts of the 
coordinating agencies in the community? 
Respondents were asked to evaluate the impacts of the coordina-
ting agency (Area Agency on Aging) in the cOl111lunity during the three 
years of its existence. Their responses are presented in Table XIX. 
The responses are divided into two categories, impact on service 
community and other agencies, and impact on the client population. 
The total list of potential impacts was developed from the "ideal 
type" comprehensive cotmlunity system described in Chapter II 1. Two~ 
thirds of the respondents perceived the coordinating agency as having 
a positive impact on the older adults' knowledge of and ability to 
obtain needed services. The areqS of lowest perceived impact were 
related to income and financial condition of the elderly. Thi.s finding 
i.s not surprising in that the coordinating agency does not make direct 
cash tNnsfers nor is the budg~t large enough to permit supplementqtion 
of income .. 
No more than ·12% of the respondents perceived a negative impact 
of the AAA on any item. The remainder either did not offer an opinion 
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TABLE XIX 
EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES OF COORDINATING 
AGENCY ACTIVITIES 
Impact Targets %+ Urban Mixed . Rural Sig 
Service Organizations and the Communitl 
Ability to Xrrange for Multiple Services 71 65 82 67 
Developing Critical Linkage Services 67 65 76 60 
Shared Feel ings of Doing Somethinq 66 55 77 67 
Meaningful for the Elderly 
Increased Priority of Elderly Clients 65 63 73 48 
in All Servi ces 
Increasing Efficiency of Planning and 64 49 88 66 * Evaluation 
Ability to Exchange Infonmation re Clients 62 54 74 44 
filling Service Gaps 61 56 68 59 
Knowledge and Ability re the Elderly 61 45 64 55 
Understanding of Each Other's Functions 55 55 62 48 
Ease in Relating to State Aging Program 51 46 57 59 
Service Providers' Budgets 51 43 68 41 
Increasing Number of Staff with Special 45 41 53 41 
Knowledge 
Organizations' Ability to Affect local 41 32 58 33 
Political Decisions 
Prestige of Service Providers in the 41 37 51 22 * Comnunity 
E1derla Knowl e ge of the Elderly About Services 77 72 85 74 
Ability of the Elderly to get Needed 71 64 81 70 
Services 
Feelings of the Elderly of Contribution 61 53 79 52 
to the Community 
Prestige and Status of the Elderly in 53 42 79 37 * 
the Community 
Ability of the Elderly to Affect local 47 33 61 48 
Service Decisions 
Income and Financial Condition of the 25 14 41 19 
Elderly 
+% of Total Respondents 
Excluded 
Indicating Positive Impact, Non-Respondents 
* p = less than ,1 
or perceived no change. Those items which showed the highest negative 
responses were: increasing the efficiency of planning and evaluation, 
filling gaps in service, developing critical linkages, ease in relating 
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to the State Program on Agtng. and budget for both the elderly and service 
agencies .. 
The data were then examined to determine whether there were 
differences among the areas on perceived impact of tneir activities. 
The Mixed Urban/Rural area was rated as having a more positive impact 
on every item except for one, ease in relating to the State Program on 
Aging. The Urban and Rural areas, though differing on specific items, 
ranked similarly overall. Whi"1e it is clear that the Mixed area was seen 
as having a much more positive impact, the data do not reveal the exact 
cause of that positive impact. Because only three areas were studied, 
it is impossible to know whether the differences were caused by histori-
cal factors, factors special to the area, the coordinating agency's 
work in manipulating exchanges or other activities of the coordinating 
agency. However, some speculation is possible since the three areas 
differ in a number of ways, 
In general, the Rural area respondents reported less difficulty 
in obtaining commodities, the major exception being technical assist~ 
ance. This would lead to less abtlity to influence other agenctes by 
pr'oviding convnodities. If it is assumed that organizations are 1 ess 
l1kely to enter into excnanges f~r commodities which are easily av~il~ 
able. Additionally, the commodity.whicn was second only to funding in 
being problematic for Rural organizations was obtai'ning or upgrading 
staff. The Rural CA was less likely than any other area to see itself 
as having control over this commodity, 
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The valuing criteria showed no regional differences, There was 
a slight trend for the Rural organizations to place less importance on 
power. The coordinating agencies showed some differences in their use 
of valuing criteria. The CA Dtrector for the Mixed area was somewhat 
more intuitive in his approach, disclaiming, to some degree. the 
aconscious use" of the criteria. In his view, these considerations were 
the ". • . art of coordination." The observation that conmunity 
organizations rated the impact of the Mixed area coordinating agency 
higher than the others in almost every category may support the "art-
fonn" argument. It is important to note that this area director did 
"take into consideration" the values held by organizations in the 
cOJ11Tlunity. 
The arenas of exchange were utilized differently in the three 
areas. A client tracking system was functioning in the Urban area, and 
formalization of client referrals appeared to have decreased the oppor-
tunity for secondary exchanges in that process. The planning process 
was seen as particularly useful by both the Urban and Mi. xed areas. 
Meetings had not been particularly well used in any area though the 
Mi.xed area had reported some posi tive outcomes, Meetings for the speci-
fic purpose of training and technical assistance was reported to be 
successful in the Mixed. Urban/Rural, area. This, in combination with 
the ongoing gerontological program at the community cQllege, was often 
mentioned by respondents as helpful and useful~ If one characteristic 
were to set the Mixed area apart from the others it would be the importance 
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and resources placed in. training, education, and technical assistance. 
Coordinating agencies, in the short time they hal,,.! been operating 
in the cOII11Iunity, with sm~ll resources, have had positive impacts on the 
coordination of services to the client population. These impacts, while 
differing from area to area in relative size are generally similar in 
direction. Further research is needed to detenmine the factors related 
to differential impact. 
This rating of impacts could prove useful to coordinating agencies 
in the community which might apply the scale to determine the perception 
of their work. This could suggest areas in which further efforts are 
indicated as well as some measure of their overall performance. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Data were collected on three aspects of this research. First, 
the Organizational Interaction Model was tested by investigating 
commodities, valuing criteria, and arenas of exchange. Results indi-
cate that organizations in the community as well as the coordinating 
agency use the elements of this model and that the model has explana-
tory value. Secondly, respondents were asked to rate the appropriate-
ness of various tactics for bringing about community change. Results 
show that tactics involving less intervention are viewed more favorably 
than those involving greater degrees of intervention. Moreover, some 
types of tactics (infonmation, training) are considered more appropri-
ate than others (authority, funding). Finally, the perceived impact 
of the coordinating agency was "~asufed, and was found to be generally 
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positive. There were significant area differences, and some speculations 
were made regarding which factors are related to those differences. 
The next chapter will relate these findings to the Organizational 
Interaction Model and then discuss the implications of these findings 
for coordinating agencies, planners, and policy makers. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE TO 
THE COMMUNITY SETTING 
I. APPLICATION OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL 
INTERACTION MODEL 
This chapter reviews the findings relative to the application 
of the Organizational Interaction Model. That model is presented 
here with the elements ordered according to their usefulness and im-
portance as indicated by the data. Each set of elements is discussed 
in turn, with suggestions of potential relevance for coordinating 
agencies, social planners, and policy makers. 
COnJllOdities 
Coordinating agency directors and planners should be aware 
of the array of commodities available for exchange. In addition to the 
usual funding and technical assistance, access to information and in-
fluentials are important tools of exchange. The degree to which 
coordinating agency directors recognize and manipulate these commodities 
is related to their success, An emphasis on the utilization of funding 
to encourage social change mar shift in ltgttt of increasing budgetary 
limitations, These limitatlons may lead to the discovery of more 
effecti.ve cttange techniques and certainly to tactics considered more 
appropriate By conmunity agencies, Thei:r view of funding of various 
sorts as a somewhat inappropri.ate change technique was not predicted. 





COMMUNITY INTERACTION MODEl* 






Contracts and Letters 
of Agreement 
Hearings and Meetings 










*Elements ordered by im?Jrtance and usefulness according to results 
of this study, 
community agencies. This evidence strongly supports seeking of new 
avenues of influence for coordinating agencies. 
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The relative underutilization of upgrading of staff was another 
finding of interest. The coordinating agency could playa valuable role 
in the community by facilitating addition and upgrading of agency staff. 
r~any agencies in the community hold a positive view of training and would 
be willing to participate in relevant coordinating agency supported 
programs. 
Information, considered by many (Levine, et al., 1963) to be the 
key element of interactions, was also underutilized as a community. In 
many cases, agencies were asking for information, which was available to 
the coordinating agency but not disseminated. Coordinating agencies 
should note that there are differences in informational needs among 
agencies and among areas. The degree to which these informational needs 
are taken into account will affect the level of impact of the coordinating 
agency. 
Clients are a complex commodity to exchange. Because agencies do 
not generally report difficulty in obtaining clients, a simple presen-
tation of clients would not be particularly productive. Rather, the 
coordinating agency should attempt to influence the value placed on 
various types of clients. In the case at hand, the Area Agency on 
Aging can assist in outreach (finding clients) and referral, re-educate 
community agencies as to their responsibility to the elderly, and encourage 
agencies to revalue the elderly as clients. 
The important consideration with commodities is not the simple 
issue of scarcity. Whether or not a commodity will be exchanged is 
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determined by how that commodity relates to the valuing criteria. For 
example, small amounts of funding are useful in bringing about behavior 
change, if there is enhancement of or no threat to the values held by 
that organization. On the other hand, agencies will refuse large amounts 
of funding if, for example, their autonomy is threatened. The coordinating 
agency director, in determining his use of commodities, must keep this 
broader picture in mind. 
To summarize, the coordinating agency has a number of possibil-
ities for the use of commodities to bring about changes in the behavior 
of community organizations. They can: 
1. Offer commodities in exchange for new behavior. 
2. Cause a community agency to revalue a particular commodity 
so that the commodity will be utilized in their exchanges. 
3. Offer a commodity to agency A so that agency A can enter 
into exchange with agency B. This can take two fonms: one 
is to provide the agency with a commodity desired by another 
agency such as money or special technology. The other is to 
provide information about another agency so that they are 
aware an exchange is possible. 
Valuing Criteria 
The valuing criteria act as the energy source for an exchange, 
serving as the motivating factors which determine perceived needs. Coor-
dinating agencies must be awat'e of values both in the broad sense of com-
munity norms but also in terms of the emphases placed by individual organiza-
tions. There are two aspects of values to consider. The first is the 
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expressed importance of the value, and the second is the behavioral 
indicators of that value. While these two aspects often correlate with 
each other this is not always the case. Community norms and social 
desirability play an important part. 
Respondents showed differences between expressed and behavioral 
aspects of two values, integration and power. Each of these values 
carry with them a high level of social desirability or undesirability. 
In the case of integration (Mott, 1968) the community places heavy 
sanctions on organizations which do not appear to support integration 
of services. On the other hand, placing too much emphasis on control 
and power is not supported. This observation may, in some degree, 
support the findings of this study. Ninety-four (94) percent of the 
respondents stated that integration, the building of linkages, was 
important to them but fewer showed an active interest in actually 
building those linkages. On the other hand, only 16% of the respon-
dents declared power as important, yet reports from community and 
coordinating agencies indicate a much higher level of power gaining 
and maintaining by community agencies. 
It should be noted that there were only minor differences among 
communities regarding the valuing criteria, indicating that there is a 
common set of values at a broader level. This strengthens the potential 
for use of this model in various settings. While the distribution of 
commodities may differ from one locale to another, the valuing criteria 
remain relatively constant, providing social planners and community 
coordinating efforts an anchor point. 
The degree to which coordinating agencies are aware both of 
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community norms as well as values held by individual agencies directly 
relates to their ability to influence behavior. The following approaches 
are available. 
1. Offer exchanges which are consistent with and may even 
promote the values of individual organizations. 
2. Make clear how a particular exchange will promote values 
of the agency. 
3. Attempt to change the values of an organization through 
information, education or coercion. 
Arenas of Exchange 
Coordinating agencies are able to arrange situations in which 
exchanges are possible. Of course, any situation in which representa-
tives of two organizations make contact offers potential for exchange. 
The point here is that some situations provide circumstances which are 
more conducive to negotiation of exchange than others. 
This research shows that the arena which offers the best 
potential for this is planning. The planning process offers a broad 
range of activities, collection of information, determination of need, 
discussions of available and missing services and a general bringing 
together of people interested in a particular area or client group. 
Community organizations described doing business other than planning, 
and coordinating agencies reported deliberately manipulating this 
arena with positive outcomes. 
The negotiation of contracts and letters of agreement held similar 
potential though usually with fewer participants. Coordinating agents 
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reported having utilized, with success, this arena for other business. 
The remainder of the arenas are more problematic. Hearings had 
not been used to good advantage, usually because of the fonnat which 
did not allow real interaction. Meetings were more successful, though 
outcomes were related to the purpose and persons in attendance at the 
meetings. Evaluation and monitoring carry a heavy potential for threat, 
and must be handled with care and discretion; though at least one 
coordinating agent reported positive outcomes. 
Client transfers are of special interest. As pOinted out earlier, 
those communities which had less fonnalized referral systems with little 
tracking reported them very useful for negotiating other exchanges. The 
one area, with a formalized client referral and tracking system reported 
it as being of little value. Thus, it would seem that the more fonmalized 
the exchange of clients, the less valuable that arena as an opportunity 
for other exchanges. 
The coordinating agent can provide and manipulate arenas of 
exchange in the following ways: 
1. Provide the situation, i.e., call a meeting, begin the planning 
process, etc. 
2. Encourage participation in the process by selected individuals. 
3. Arrange the situation in such a way as to encourage potential 
exchange, i.e., less fonna1ized, more discussion, control of 
agenda, etc. 
II. CHANGE TECHNIQUES 
The technio'u'e<: c~ ,..h",ng" r""p",,,,s,,n+ "", ... ,,';"g '"""Al" 
-. - ''''''II("l''(; ~I~'-;;;II"'''UIJ'II .\;;y\O,;~ as ~ell as 
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different types of intervention. Respondents generally considered as 
most appropriate, those tactics which involved the least levels of inter-
vention, (i.e., those which were "helpful" vs. those which were controlling). 
The list of types of techniques, in order from most to least perceived 
appropriateness is: 
tion, and funding. 
information, training, authority, conflict resolu-
Coordinating agency directors as well as policy 
makers and planners should consider these data carefully. Funding has 
been the traditional route to attempts at community change, yet these 
data" indicate that community organizations consider this inappropriate. 
As was suggested by the data on scarcity of information, this 
commodity is tremendously underutilized in efforts at comm~~ity change. 
The data on change techniques suggest that efforts to make use of tactics, 
which involve dissemination of information, would not only be considered 
appropriate but welcomed. 
Urban/Rural differences in perceived appropriateness of change 
techniques support the observation that rural areas tend to be more 
conservative and less likely to consider any change tactic as appropriate. 
A consideration of these differences is important to policy planners in 
offering flexibility of approach. 
III. OUTCOMES 
Data on outcomes were collected to determine whether the 
differences discovered in manipulation of commodities, values, and 
arenas, in addition to community held attitudes toward change tactics 
had any impact in the community. The data indicate that the coordinating 
agency, in its three years in the community, has had considerable impact, 
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most of which is viewed as positive. The areas of greatest impact 
relate to increased knowledge, access and linkages of service. Areas 
of least impact include budget and the ability to affect local 
political decision. 
Additionally, there were significant and systematic differences 
among the three areas. The Mixed, Urban/Rural area was rated highest 
on every item except lIease in relating to the State Program on Agingll, 
by the community organizations in that area. While both the Urban and 
Rural areas were rated lower than the Mixed, there were no systematic 
differences between the two of them. Because the three areas differed 
in so many ways it is not possible to determine the cause of differences 
in outcome. This is an arena for future research. However, we can say 
that while coordinating agencies generally had positive impact, there were 
differences in effectiveness. 
IV. SOCIAL EXCHANGE THEORY AND ORGANIZATIONAL INTERACTION 
This study developed a model ~tilizing social exchange theory. 
This model was shown, by the data, to have explanatory value in the 
community. While the instrument for data collection was not intended 
to test the propositions of social exchange theory, the data support 
those propositions as being valid in the community. 
Organizations in the community enter into exchanges to obtain 
needed goods and services. These transactions cover a broad range from 
formal contracts and letters of agreement through informal, sometimes 
transitory, exchanges. Some exchanges are public and open while others 
are more secretive. 
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Organizations tend to seek some profit in their exchanges. No 
direct questions were asked regarding the perceived costs and benefits 
of exchanges but comments indicated that organizations sought profit. 
The example of the coordinating agency which struck a bargain, whereby 
for $400 the county health department agreed to report on all their 
elderly clients for the entire year. The county health official con-
sidered a good bargain had been struck because she, for the first time, 
had "unencumbered" money to spend at her own discretion. The value 
determined as the cost or benefit of a commodity is a complex and not 
well understood issue, and yet, the impression is that organizations 
are seeking "fair" exchanges, i.e., that they perceive a profit? 
Commodities exchanged by organizations include sentiments and 
actions as well as objects. For social service organizations, much of 
what they sell are "actions". That sentiments are al so exchanged 
became obvious in the statements of respondents in discussing why they 
became involved with the coordinating agency or other organizations. 
Statements such as, "we thought it would improve our status" or "that 
organization is very well respected, so we asked them to join" indicate 
exchanged involving sentiments. 
Valuing of commodities by organizations includes both tangible 
and intangible considerations. The portions of this research related 
to the valuing criteria make this point particularly clear. At times, 
the economic considerations of the exchange seem minor compared to the 
feelings, values, and norms. Data indicate that these norms are similar 
in the different areas, varying only slightly. 
This study focused "~inly 
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on direct, restricted exchanges, but many examples of generalized ex-
changes appeared in discussions of values, conunodities, and arenas. The 
coordinating agency often arranged exchanges between third parties, for 
which the only apparent benefit to the CA was an increase in coordination 
in the community. 
Exchanges between and among organizations are both simultaneous 
and sequential. The directors of coordinating agencies in many instances 
used exchanges to set the stage for future exchanges. Often grants were 
made for many future activities, and the IIbenefits" of the exchange for 
one party, were not collected for many months. These sequential 
exchanges were sometimes formal, at other times not. 
Organizational interactions involve reciprocity. In formalized, 
direct exchanges reciprocity is usually assumed to be completed in the 
exchange. However, in less direct, less formal exchanges, lines of 
reciprocity become increasingly complex. Organizations recognize reci-
procity and there are strong norms supporting it. One organization 
reported refusing to do further business (though it might have been 
profitable) with an organization which had refused to reciprocate early 
efforts at information exchange. One CA director, Urban, reported 
providing services to community organizations so that " ... they would 
know they owed us something." 
Organizational exchange patterns become institutionalized. This 
was apparent in a number of instances. CA directors utilized this 
concept in arranging for initial exchanges between community organiza-
tions, expecting these relationships to continue after the coordinating 
agency was no longer involved. This institutionalization of patterns 
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sometimes had unwanted side effects, as in the formalization of client 
exchanges in the urban area. 
This led to decreases in the use of this arena for other types 
of business. The institutionalization of exchanges also can limit the 
possibility of exchanges occurring between new organizations. This 
area is one in which further investigation should prove fruitful. 
Overall, the data offer strong support for the applicability of 
social exchange theory to the interactions among organizations. The 
propositions are each supported by examples in the community. Whether 
or not this theory could withstand rigorous, systematic testing in the 
community is an issue of interest. Further research in this area would 
provide important information to students with interorganizational 
interests. 
V. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown by this research that coordinating agencies 
have a wide array of tools at their disposal for bringing about 
community change. The elements of the Organizational Transactions Model 
are representative of these tools and render this model useful in 
describing the behavior of organizations in the community. While 
there are some differences in the valuing and utilization of these 
elements, there is enough agreement to allow purposeful planning and 
implementation. 
The change techniques are viewed as appropriate to varying 
degrees. Careful consideration of these attitudes would indicate some 
changes in emphasis on the parts of coordinating agencies, social 
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planners and policy makers. This is particularly true in the area of 
funding of social programs about community change. 
Final1Y9 the coordinating agency is generally perceived to have 
had positive impact in the community. Differences among areas were 
also shown to exist 9 suggesting further research to determine the 
coorelates of those differences. The instrument used to determine 
perceived impact could prove useful to community planners to evaluate 
their activities. 
This research has shown that organizational transactions can be 
explained using social exchange theory, that community organizations 
hold values relative to certain tactics of community change, and that 
coordinating agencies have had positive impact in the community. As 
with most exploratory research, more questions were raised than answered 9 
but the real value may be improvements in the manner of asking the 
questions. 
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The purpose of this study is to gather information regarding the 
work of aqencies which provide or could provide services to older adults 
in your comnunity. Your responses will be reported in the aggregate so 
as not to be identifiable to anyone, agency or individual. 
We very much appr'eciate your will ingness to cooperate with us by 
filling out this questionnaire. It is very important that your 
responses be incl uded in our study. "Ie will send you a r'eport of 
information gathered for your comments and use. 




206 NAME OF AGENCY _______________________ --=AGE 01= AGENCy ___ _ 
PURPOSE OF AGENCY ____________________________ _ 
RESPONDENT'S NAME, _________ _ . _____ . ____ RESPONDENT'S AGE 
HOW LONG HAVE YOU PERSONAL:.. BEEN INVOLVED IN PROVIDING SERVICES TD THE ELDERLY? ______ _ 
Characteristics of Your Organization 
HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE EMPLOVED BY YOUR ORGANIZATION? 
HOW MAllY VOLUNTEER HOURS ARE CONTRIBUTED TO 'YOUR ORGANIZATION EACH WEEK? _________ _ 
WHAT IS YOUR TOTAL ANNUAL AGENCY 8UDGET FOR: 1) PERSONNEL ________ _ 
2) ALL OniER COSTS ______ _ 
HOW MAliY JOB POSITIONS ARE THERE BETWEEN THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR AND THE EMPLOYEES WORKING ON 
PROVIDING SERVICES TO THE ELDERLY? 
LIST THE SERVICES YOUR AGENCY OFFERS. CIRCLE THOSE PROVIDED TO THE ELDERLY. 
CHECK YOUR PRESEIfl ELlG181LlT'f CRHERtA OR REQUIREMENTS FOR SER'IICE PROVISION. DESCRIBE "OTHER" 
AGE ____ FEE FOR SERVICE_ IHCCM lIMlTS ____ GmGRAPHIC lOCATION __ _ 
OTHER OTHER _________ ,)THER, __________ _ 
WHAT PROPORTION OF YOUR CLlHITS ARE [LDERLY? ____________ . _______ _ 




WHAT SPECIAL PROBLEMS (CONSTRAINTS) 00 YOU HAVE IN WORKING WITH OlDER ADULTS AS CLIENTS? ___ _ 
LIST THE TOPIC AREAS IN WHICH YOUR ORGANIZATION COUlD UTILIZE TRAINING. 
DO YOU HAVE STAFF MEETINGS? YES __ ----! ____ WHAT ARE THE FUNCTIONS OF YOUR STAFF MEETINGS? 
WHAT PROBLEMS 00 YOU HAVE WITH STAFF MEETINGS? (WHAT IMPROVEMENTS . )~L" YOU MAKE?) 
PLEASE "'me THE cnorCE IInCR BEST DESCRIBES yOUR AGENCY. 
HOW FREQUENTLY OOES EVERYONE HAVE A SPECIFIC JOB TO 001 
HOW FREQUENTLY IS GO ING THROliGH CHANtiElS STRESSED? 
HOW FREQUENTLY DOES TltE STAfF PARTICIPATE IN CLIENT 
SERVICES DECISIONS? 
HOW FREQUENn Y OOES THE STAFF PARTICIPATE IN NEI PROGRAM 
DECISIOr;S? 
NEVER SElDOM SM.TlMES OFTEN 
PLEASE INDICATE HOW MUCH OF A PROBL~ EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 
ARE FOP. YOUR AGENCY • 
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PROBLE"IS IN PRIORITIZING TASKS TO PURSUE. ••••.••••.••••••.•.•• , ••• '" .......... ---.... ---+-----f 
DIFFICULTIES IN PLANNING TO MEET DEADLINES •...••••.••••..••••••.•••••.•••.• 1----+----+-----1 
LACK OF lNTEREST AtlD/OR SUPPORT FROM COI+IUNITV ORGANlZAT10NS (eg RED CROSS) ..... ___ +-----t-----t 
POOR COMMUNICATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES IN THE COft4UNITY •...•••••••••••••••• I----+----+-----t 
UNCLEAR MESSAGES OR REQUIREMENTS BY GOVERNMENTAl OR FUNDING SOURCES •••••••• '--___ ..... ___ -'-___ ...J 
SOME ORGANIZATIONS NEED MORE SUPPORTfR~ THE GENERAL COMMUNITY THAN OTHERS. CHECK THE ONE STATE~ENT 
BELOW WHICH COMES ClOSlST TO DESCRIBING THE SITUATION OF YOUR ORGANIZATION 
_____ IT COULD NEVER ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING WITHOUT STRONG COM4UNITY SUPPORT 
____ COMMUNITY SUPPORT IS IMPORTANT TO IT BUT OOT ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL FOR EVERYTlUNG IT DOES. 
___ COfoMJNITY SUPPORT IS DESIRABLE, BUT NOT REALLY A MAJOR FACTOR IN ITS SUCCESS. 
___ IT DOES NOT REALLY MATTER WHEnlER THE CIMtINITY SUPPPORTS THE PROGRAM OR NOT. 
____ IT HOPES TO ACCOMPLISH ITS GOALS DESPITE OPPOSITION FRClM A MAJOR ELEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY. 





OOES 1HE AM 
PLAY r. ROLE IN 
HELPING YOU TO 
OBTAIN. '" ••• 
CLIENTS 
INFORMATION 
ABOUT FUTURE ACCESS TO 
EVENTS (I.E. INFLUENTIALS ADDING AND 
FUNDING, NEW AND DECISION UPGRADING 










TO WHAT EXTENT ARE THE FOLLOWING APPROPRIATE OR 
INAPPROPRIATE MEANS BY WHICH GOVERNMENT SHOULD TRY 
TO INFLUENCE THE WAY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS WORK 
WITH ONE ANOTHER. PLEASE MARK YOUR CHOICE. 
POTENTIAL GOVERNMENTAL INFLUENCES 
, . USING COMPETITIVELY AWARDED SERVICE CQlITRACTS 
FOR DESIRED BEHAVIOR 
2. UNRESTRICTED GRANTS TO BUILD AGENCY CAPACITY 
3. CIRCUI.ATING FUTURE PLANS OF SERVICE ORGANIZA-
TIONS AND GOVERNMENT 
4. ACTING AS THE ULTIMATE JUDGE WHEN ORGANIZATIONS 
DIFFER 
5. EVALUATION OF PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 
6. BRINGING TOGETHER CONFLICTING PARTIES TO 
CLARI FY ISSUES 
7. FEE REIMBURSEMENT FOR SERVICES DELIVERED 
8. PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT ORGANIZATIONS TO 
MAKE IT EASIER FOR THEM TO WORK TOGETHER 
9. SHORT TERM IN -SERVICE TRAINING TO SERVICE 
PROVIDERS FOR SPECIAL TECHNIQUES 
o. PROVIDING PROFILES OF INDIVIDUAL STAFF OF 
SERVICE Ar.ENCIES TO ONE ANOTHER 
1. ASSESSING COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACTS 
2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO PROVIDE SERVICE 
AGENCIES NEW METHODS 
3. CENTR~LI ZED CLI ENT INTAKE FOR MULTIPLE 
SERVICE AGENCIES 
4. PROVIDING FACTS REGARDING NEW LEGISLAT:ON 
AND FUNDING 
5. SETTING RilLES WHEREBY OIFFERENCES BEl'tIEEN 
ORGANIZATIONS C~N BE WORKED OUT 
6. AUTHORITY TO APPROVE/DISAPPROVE ALL AGING 
PROGR~MS 
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HOW IMPORTANT ARE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? 
TO BE INDEPENDENT AND SELF GOVERNING ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TO FORM LINKAGES WITH OTHER ORlWftZATroMS IN THE SERVICE SySTEM .••• 
TO BE ABLE TO EXERCISE CONTROL OVER OTHER ORGANIZATIONS •••••••••••• 
TO MAINTAIN OR INCREASE PRESTIGE OR "IMAGE" III THE CCMlUNITY ...... . 
TO ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES CONSISTENT WITH "PHILOSOPHY" OF YOUR AGENCY. 
TO MAINTAIN "BOUNDARIES" OF AGENCY (i .e., AVOro OVERLAP OF 






1------1---. - I- -- --' . - 1---.----1 
SERVICES, CLIENTS, ETC) WITH OTHER ORIiANIZATIONS .................... ' ____ -1-___ -'--__ 
THE AREA AGENCY ON AGING (AAA) IS AN ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED THROUGH FEDERAL LEGISLATION TO PROVIDE 
COORDIIIATION OF SERVICES TO THE ELDERLY. THE DIRECTOR IN YOUR REGION, DISTRICT II-A, CLACKAMAS. COLUMBIA, 
AND WASHINGTON COIJNTIES, IS V.J. HUFFMAN. THE PAST DIRECTOR WAS JODY MILLER. THE AAA IS HOUSED UNDER THE 
AUSPICE OF CRAG (COLUMBIA REGION ASSOCIATIOM OF r,oVERNMENTS). YOUR AAA 15 SOMETIMES CALLED THE COUNTY 
AREA Ar.ENCY ON AGING AND OFTEN WORKS CLOSELY WITH TnE COUNTY COUNCIL OF SENIORS. 
HAVE YOU HAD ANY CONTACT WITH V.J. HUFFMAN OR JODY "1ILLER? ____ YES ____ NO 
HOW FREr)UENTLY 00 YOU HAVE CONTACT WITH THAT IlERSON OR OFFICE? ___________ . ___ _ 
HOW "1ANY OF THE MEMBERS OF THE AAA ADVISORY'COUNCIl CAtI YOU NAME? (WRITE N~ER) ____ _ 
IS YOUR flRr,ANIZATlON REPRESENTED ON THE ADVIS()RY COUNCIL OF THE AREA AGENCY ON AGING? ____ YES ___ NO 
DOES YI)UR ORGANIZATION HAVE A CONTRACT WITH TftE AREA AGENCY ON AGING? ___ YES ____ NO 
HAS THE AAA EVER ENCOURAGED YOU TO C~ANGE THE WAY YOU 00 BUSINESS (i.e., SIZE OR TY'PE OF STAFFING, NATURE 
OF SERHCES, TYPES OF CLIENT, CHANliING FEES OR AREA OF BUSINESS)? ____ YES ___ --:NO 
WHAT H~PPENm? ________ " ____________________ _ 
.6-. 
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IN THE PAST MONTH. HOW MANY CLIENT REFERRALS HAS YOUR ORGANIZATION MADE TO OTHER AGENCIES? _____ _ 
IN THE PAST MONTH. HOW MANY CLIENT REFERRALS WERE HADE TO YOU FROM OTHER AGENCIES? 
IN THE PAST MONTH, HOW MANY CLIENT REFERRALS HAS ~OUR ORGANIZATION MADE TO THE AAA? 
IN THE PAST MONTH. HOW MANY CLIENT REFERRALS HAS THE AAA MADE TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? 
IN THE PAST MONTH. HOW MANY TIMES HAS THE AAA PROVIDED INFORMATION TO YOU? 
IN THE PAST YEAR. HOW MANY TIMES HAS YOUR OR~~NIZATION PARTICIPATED IN TRAINING PROGRAMS 
ORGANIZED BY SOME OT~ER AGENCY? 
CHECK THE ONE STATE"1ENT WHICH COMES CLOSEST. IN YOUR VIEW, TO DESCRIBING THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY OF INTER-
RELATING THE PROGRA"1S AND SERVICES SPECIFICALLY FOR THE AGED IN THIS COMMUNITY. 
____ SHOUW BE AS SEPARATE AND AUTONOMOUS AS POSSIBLE FROM ONE ANOTHER. 
__________ SHOULD BE ORGANIZED TO ALLOW EASY CONSULr~TION BETWEEN THEM AS THE NEED ARISES. 
____ SHOULD BE ORI1ANIZED WITH THE PROVISION FOR REGULAR AND FREQUENT MEETINGS, INFORMATION EXCHANGE, 
L!AISON REGARDING CLIENTS. ETC. ON A ~nuTINE BASIS. 
____ SHOULD BE CENTRALLY COORDINATED TO FACILITATE THE WORKING OUT OF CQtM)N PRIORITIES, SERVICES 
APPROACHES, AND TARGET STRATEGIES. 
_____ SHOULD BE CENTRALLY ADMINISTERED B't A SINGLE AGENCY IN HOPES OF ELIMINATING OVERLAP AND 
DUPLICATION OF SERVICES AMONG AGENCIES. 
IF THE AREA AGENCY ON AGING WERE TO HAVE ITS aUDGET REDUCED. WHICH FUNCTIONS WOULD YOU RETAIN AND WHICH 
WOULD YOU ELIMINATE? RANK, IN ORDER, USING! TO INDICATE THE FUNCTION YOU WOULD KEEP TO THE VERY END, 
AND ~ TO INDICATE THE FUNCTION YOU WOULD ELIMINATE FIRST. THUS, 1 IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTION AND 
8 IS THE LEAST IMPORTANT FUNCTION. 
_____ TITLE VII - NUTRllION 
___ -'EFFORTS TOWARD SEEKING FUNDING 
_____ INFORMATION AND REFERRAL __ . __ LOBBYING WITH DECISION MAKERS 
___________ COORDINATION OF SERVICES IN COMMUNITY ___ ACTING AS ADVOCATE FOR THE ELDERLY 
___ STAFF EXPERTISE IN GERONTOLOGY ___ -'FUNDING TO FILL SERVICE GAPS 
-7-
THE ARE/\ AGENCY ON MWr. HAS BEEN AT WORK IN 
YOUR COMMUN tTy FOR ~lflRE THAN THRE E Yf.ARS. 
WHI\T ~I/\S BEEN TifF COr1MUN ITY [FFEeT or THE PM IN lHl 
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES? 
1. ABILITY TO ARRANGE FOR MULTIPLE SERVICES 
FOR THE ELDERLY WHO IlEED THEM. 
2. SERVICE PROVIDERS' ABILITY TO EXCHANr,E 
INFORMATION ABOUT CLIENTS. 
3. SERVICE PROVIDERS' UNDERSTANDING AND 
JI.C'::EPTN-ICE OF EACH OTHER'S FUNCTIONS. 
4. S~~RED FEELINGS ABOUT OOING SOMETHING 
MEANINr,FUL FOR THE ELDERlY. 
5. EASE IN RELATINr, TO THE STATE PROGRAM 
ON MING. 
6. BUDGET OF SERVICE" ORrANIZATIONS. 
7. PRESTIGE IN THE COMMUNITY OF SERViCE 
ORGAN IZATIONS . 
8. ABILITY OF SERVICE ORr.ANIZATIONS TO 
EFFECT POLITICAL AND BUDGET DECISIONS. 
9. KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY RELATIVE TO THE 
ELDERLY. 
10. INCREASING THE PRIORITY OF OLDER CLIENTEL [ 
FOR ALL LOCAL HU~ SERVICES. 
11. INCREASINr, THE NUMBER OF STAFF IN SERVICE 
AGENCIES WITH SPECIAL TRAINING AND KNOW-
LEDGE ABOUT ELDERLY NEEDS AND PROGRAMS. 
12. INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF PLANNING ANV 
EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS FOR OLDER ADULTS. 
13. FILLINr. GAPS SO THAT I\LL CRITICAL SERVICE 
NEEnED BY OLDER ADULTS ARE A~A!LA~_E. 
14. DEVELOPING AND IMPROVING CRITICAL LINKAr~ 
TO GET THE ELDERLY TO PROGRAMS THEY NEED. 
15. INCOME MID FINANCIAL CONlJITION OF ELDERLY 
16. PRESTIGE OR STAT~ OF ELDERLY IN COMMUNIl 
17. ELDERLY'S FEELINr. OF CONTRIBUTION TO 
CGf-If.~UNrry . 
18. ELDERLY'S ABILITY TO INFLUENCE POLITICAL 
AND BUDGET DECISII'flS. 




20. THE ELDERLY'S /\BII. lTY TO G:T NEEDED SERVI CES. 
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PLEASE INDICATE THE FOLLOWING BY A Crm:K IN THE A!lPROPRIATE BOXES: 
HAS YOUR AGENCY HAD CONTACT WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES? 
DID YOUR AGENCY SEEK SERVICES FOR YOUR CLIENTS FROM THESE PROGRAMS? 
HOW SATISFIED WAS YOUR AGENCY WITH THE SERVICES PROVIDED? 
CONTACT? SEEK SERVICES? 
YES NO YES NO 
AREA AGENCY ON AGING 
NUTRIT[ON PROGRAM 






LEVEL OF SATISFACTION? 
HIGH MEDIUM LOW 
PLEASE DESCRIBE ANY PROBLEMS YOU HAVE HAD IN WORKiNG WiTH iHE AREA MENCY ON AGWG? ___ _ 
WHEN YOU NEED INFORMATION REGARDING DEMOGRAPH:C AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF OLDER ADULTS, IS IT GENERALY 
AVAILABLE TO YOU? ___ YES ____ NO :F YES. FROM WHAT ~;OURCE(S)? 
HAVE YOU EVER USED THIS SOURCE (S)? ___________________________ _ 
,-
-9-
PLEASE MARK YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEr-'ENT OR DISAGREEMENT 
WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS: 
1. CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, OR THE NUMBER OF YLARS LIVED, IS A 
USEFUL INDEX FOR SOCIAL PLANNING AND !.[RVICES PROVISION. 
2. THE PERIOD OF LIFE AFTER AGE 65 IS Ot~f. OF INCREASING 
LOSS A~D DECLINE. 
3. THE OLDER ADULT'S CHRONOLOGICAL AGE I~, NOT ,is IMPORTANT 
AS HIS OR HER ABILITIES AND CAPACITIES. 
/!. mST OLDER ADULTS DOWT MIND BE ING DESCRIBED AS "SENIOR 
CITIZENS. " 
5. MOST OLDER PEOPLE PREFER THE COMPANY OF OTHER OLDER 
ADULTS (VS. YOUNGER PEOPLE). 
6. "SENIOR P(1WER" TS AN IMPORTANT POLITICAL FORCE TODAY. 
7. CONSIDERED COLLECTIVELY, OLnER ADULTS HAVE SIMILAR 
PROB~EMS. NEEDS AND DESIRES. 
8. MODEqN SOCIETY HAS LITTLE USE FOR THE OLD. 
9. MOST OLDER ADULTS ARE SATISFIED WITH HETIREMENT, FEWER 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND SOCIAL DEMANDS. 
10. mST OLDER ADULTS PREFER TO BE BUSY MID ACTIVE. 
11. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOCIAL INTERACTION ARE CRUCIAL FOR 
ALL OLDER ADULTS. 
12. WHEN YOLI COME RIGHT OOWN TO IT, MOST OLDER ADULTS ARE 
VERY 01 FFICLIL T . 
13. AS YOl! KtWW, MANY OLJ1!'fl PEOPLE SHARE Ii HOME WITH THEIR 
GROWN C~ILDREN. GENERAllY. THIS IS A GOOD IDEA. 
14. IT IS BESi' FOR PEOPLE TO LIVE IN NEIGIlBORHOODS WHERE 
EVERYONE IS ABOUT THE SAME AGE. 
15. OLDER PEOPLE A:lE BETIER OFF I F THEY ARE r.I VEN THE THINGS 
THEY NEED RATHH; TnAN mNEY TO Em, TH[ THINr.S THEY NEED. 
RELATED TO YOUR AGENCY 
16. YOUR Ar,ENCY SHOULD ATi[IoI'T iO ORGANIZI THE ELDERLY INTO 
A V Il\BLE POUT Ir.AL FORt!:. 
17. MOST OLDER CLIENTS YOII SEI\VE HAVE A FI,VORA8LE ATTITUDE 
TOWARD YOUR MiNCY. 
1 B. THE r,ENERAL A TI ITUDE OF OTHER MENCIES IN THE COfwMUNITY 
IS FAVORABLE TOWARD YOUR PROGRM1. 
19. I A~ FAIRLY WELL SATISFIED WITH MY PRFSENT JOB. 
20. GENERALLY. THE STAFF DISLIKES THEIR IolIRK. 
21. BEFORE ASSIGNING NEW TASKS, THE SUPERVISIJR CONSULTS WITH 
THE STAFF I~V0LVED. 
22. ACCESS TO THE SUPERVISOR IS AVAILABLE WHEN NEEDED. 
23. THE SUPERVISOR SHOWS A?PRECIATION FOR WORK, SHOWS 







































THINKING OF OLDER PERSONS YOU KNOW WITH INADEQUATE INCOMES, RANK IN ORDER, THE NECESSITIES THEY MOST 
OFTEN GO WITHOUT. USE #1 TO INDICATE THE NECESSITY MOST OFTEN GONE WITHOUT, #2 TO INDICATE THE NEXT 
AND SO ON. (PLEASE DESCRIBE "OTHER") 
____ CLOTHING 
_ .. __ TRANSPORTATION 
____ FOOD 
___ -'RECREATION 
____ HOUSING _____ OTHER ________ _ 
____ MEDICAL CARE . ___ OTHER ________ _ 
PLEASE INDICATE HOW THE FOLLOWING SERVICES ARE PROVIDED IN YOUR AREA. 
SERVICE OR FUNCTION 
TRANSPORTJl.TION SERVICE •.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
NUTRITIONAL (MEALS) SERVICE ............................ . 
HEALTH SERVICES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HOUSING SERVICES •••.••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INCOME SERVICES •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 













THANK YOU FeR YOUR PATIENCE "NO PERSISTENCE. WE REALIZE THAT WE MAY NOT HAVE ASKEU OTHER IMPORTANT 
QUESTIONS. WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR COMMENTS, QUESTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS. (USE ADDITIONAL PAGE IF NEEDED) 
